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CHINA-JAPAN
(THE new Peking-Tokyo ties have been described as historic and welco

in diverse quarters. The development was not unexpected.
lihe Nixon visit to Peking it was evident that Japan would have-
readjust iher policies towards China, despite her heavy investments •
Taiwan. And on paper, if one ignores the social systems in China
Japan, closer ties between the two Asian countries, one an economic gi
and the other the most populous in the world!, can dhange the intematio
balance of pow.er. But the differences between the two systems,
differences 'between an ideological giant and a country which has so f
been a political satellite of the USA, mean that the effects of the new ti
will remain limited to trade and technology. China, whose foreign po'
will continue to 'be swayed by tihe factor of Russian encirclement, will
from the new relationship but she cannot afford to relax. The 44 Russ'
divisions on her frontiers and the 182 American !bases in Japan-
Okinawa .will keep her alert. Any Chinese demand to reduce
neutralise the latter will be t countered by Nixon by crafty overtureS
the Kremlin. True, by allowing Mr Nixon to visit Peking~ the Chin
scored a unique diplomatic victory, !but Mr NixOn has not lost much-'
bhe short run, either. He has now a much freer hand in Vietnam as w
as in his diealings witlh China and Russia; and he seems Certain
re-election. The visits to Peking and. Moscow have given -the raper
Vietnam an aura of respectability. _

The success with Tanaka is another tribute to Mr Chou En~lai, 111
brilliant Prime ~inister. However, not everything ~hat. he bas done
will do will be inscribed in marble. In th'e new Chinese d~ve
normalisation of relations with as many countries as possible, some'

" the emphasis will be wrong. Not all his past moves have 'Deen ri
eitiher. One recalls his letters to General YahyaKhan and Sirimav
Bandannaike. In those days of isolation, Mr Chou went out of" hisW8J.
to be much too sweet to the government leaders and much too hars
flbout the 'handful . of people' who were the victims of oppression.
tlhose 4ays of leonine violence in the Buddha-worshipping island, 'Mr
wrote to Sirimavo Ban-daranaike (if the letter dated "April 26, 191
released by the Colombo Government a month later and, for some re
!pb~ -or the world press, is genuine);
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Nobody: would lend President Fer-~
dil1CUldMarc:ostJ?e credit of being a
pr~ive. Bu1 even then the pre-
cipitate manner in which he has
acted in the I3st few weeks has ap- . "
palled his bit~-erestcritics. At a time
when the constitutional convention
was working to give the Filipinos
their first consotitution and a base
was being laid for the next presiden.
tial €lection. President Marcos at""-
one fell blow pulled down' all \
his democratic facade. On Septem- I~

bel' 23 he invoked martial law t~
confer upon himself all' the powers'~
and his police moved in to silence
every dissenting voice. At the time of :
writing the announced tot~l of those
picked up has shot up to 96 an~'"
those detained include his political .
opponents, important public figures
and newsmen. Even Mr. Beniguo
AquinO' Jr, leader of the opposition
Liberal Party and his chief op-
ponent in t~e nex¢ el-ection, could
not escape the dragnet.

In an explanation of sorts the ••.. ·
President has said that he has taken
up 'the cudgels himself to protec
the Filipinos from tthe red menace.
In the recent rash of violence in
Manila and elsewhere he has found
the mischievous hand of the commu-
nists and his army has reportedly
dashed with Maoist elements. The
p~lice have, however, attributed the
terror bombings to extortionists and
an ex-convict and a policeman have
been rounded up for questioning,
Maybe, the attack on Cilty· Hall.
power stations and petrol depots are
the doings of urban guerillas. But
the. President could not 'provide any
,evidence other than his own. --
The Communist Party of me Philip- ..•..
pines and other political groups have
denied their involvement in the vio·
lence. Aug Bayan, an organ of the
Maoist New People's Army, has dis- '.,-.
missed the official daim of an en-
counter between the army and the
NPA operatives. TheCPP, blaming ,."
the government for all' this, -says that.,
to cover up its own -extreme

If the Ceylonese insunection was
reactionary, then the Government'
was progressive and all those States
which rtlllhoedaid and men to Ceylon
were paragons of virtue trying to
help a damsel in distress. The insur-
rection failed because of this inter-
vention and because ~ great masses
of workers and peasants ere not mo-
bilised. For the latter the Jvp is
open to criticism but it does not ab-
solve the masses either-whose lite-
racy rate in Ceylon is very high-Of
the charge of political passivity and
subservience to' a pseudoJeft Govern·
ment. However, when thousands
were getting killed· or arrested, it
was cynical to refer to 'a handful of
people'. Also. the re£erenc~ to Siri·
mavo's defence of State s¥>vereigntv
and guarding against foreign inter-
ference came at a >timewhen she had
braught in an odd assortment of
foreign forces to crush the insurrec-
tion.

All tIhesethings and the decision to'
aUow Nixan to visit China must have
di&turbed the heir-apparent and his
followers. It is a pity. Had Lin
Piao been as steadfast to' Maoism as
the Indian Maoists, he would "'ave
realised thall the main rhythm of
Chinese policies. both- at hame and
abroad, is never broken and the reo
volution cOlltinues. The policy of
normalising relatians at State level
has already loosened the vicious Rus-
sian grip<

abIt stland of the Chinese Govern.
1.

the _rests of the frie~
.tIettveeli China and Ceylon and in
wDsideratioo of the needs of the
f'..eylonGovernment, the Chinese Gov-
ernment in compliance with the re~
quest. of the Ceylon Government,
agrees to' provide i·twith. a long-term
interest-free loan of 150 million
rupees in convertible 'foreign ex-

. chan~. We would like to hear any
views which Your Excellency might
have on this matter. We are prepar-
ed to deliver a portion of >theloan in
May and sign a document on it. As
for other material assi&tanc~,please
let us, know if it is needed,"
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"I am grateful to Your ExalIency
and the Ceylon Governmenll for your
lihIM.iin _ IC~ , Gowntmat

YOUl: friendly geMimen. llow:ft'd'l.
tk Chinese people. The friadship
~n 0IBta MId ee,Ion is in the
T..raIHRfal ifttoerestof the hvo peo-
plitt.anti.£all stand tests. The Chinese
GcftrernIlleJlt and people highly
~e •• lriendship between om
two countries and no one with ulte·
~ :motlives:wiU 'ever ,succeed in
tryi~ to sow discord and sabotage
our frie-ndly relations.

"Following Chainnan Mao Tse-
tung's teaching the Chinese people
have all along opposed ultra·'left'
and right opportunism in tiheir pro-
tracted revolutionary struggles. We
are glad to see that thanks to the
efforts of Your Excellency and the

- Ceylon Government, the chaotic
situation created, by a handful ot.
people 'who style themselves 'Cueva-
•• ' me into whose ranks foreign

. spies have sneaked has been brought
under control. We believe that as a
result !of Your ~cellency's U'eadet·
ship and the co.operation and sup-
porr of the Ceylonese people these
acts of rebellion pIn-tiledby reaction-
aries at home and abroad for the pur-
pose of undermining the interests of
th! Ceylonese pedple are bound to
fail.

"We fully agree to the correct
position of defending State sovereign-
ty and guarding against foreign in-
'terferehce as referred ito by Your
Ex:del'lenQYl~heCh.inese Govern~
ment ~nd people admire this and
firmly mpport Ceylon in her just
s~uggle towards this ~nd. As Your
Excenency is deeply aware the Chinese

- Gofemment has consistently abided
. by the Five Principles of Peaceful

Co-existence, has never interfered in
the 'internal affairs of other countrie-s,
a,ad is also firmly opposed to any
aMlntry interfering in other coon-

- tries' internal affairs, and .particularly
. ,~ ,foreign Te~naries taking 'ad-

vantage O,fthe opportunity to carry
out armed ~tion. I would like
once again to reaffirm this unshak·
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THE AIIAB .COLD WAa.
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' ... admirably successful iff unravell-
ing some of the compli8a1ed •••••••
of the politU<alscene in the Arat.E8It,
partic",larlY ttl. EIVPt-S\tfia-_
triangle .. : Alto-Asian and World
Affairs . ,f .•
REVOLUTIONARY LeAHRS
OF MODER. CHINA
editH by ClUln·tu Hsueh

THERE was a time . wilen •
AmericanAir Fo~lCalried out

strategic bombing missions in·~.
VJ.etnamand.Laos anc:tconductedtac:-
tical strikes in South Vietnam to ~
the half million American ~ ••
nary force in Indochinat 'De"
was to pulverize fle Nortb ~
infras~cture, destroy ~gisticd'. s.
ply and provide air-cover to embattkcl
American and! puppet .soldiers itt'
South Vietnam. But e~Dc:e'_
shown the Pentagon how ineffec:tmt
this traditional ·use of air power is in
a people's war. The crippling- cost.
'both in men and material, sufferedbJ

SUBR.OTO SEN
Indochina

'1 will not place any limits Qn
the use of air power"

Richard M. Nixon
"There was~nt a night when we
·thou~ we'd live .until mQrni~g

. .never a . ~.orning we thought
we'd survive until night. Did our
cbildrea cry) Oh,yes, and we did
also. I just stayed in my cave.
I didn't see the sunlight for two
years. What did I think a'Oout?
Ob, I used to repeat, 'please don't
let the planes come, please don't
let the planes come... "
-A Laotian refugee from the Plain
of Jars talking to Western newsmen.

. .

(Faber) £3.00

Erjc. R. Wolf
NA .•••1tY WARS OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
.Professor Wolf presents six cases of
rebellion and revolution in our time
in which peasants have·taken the
lead. tflS aim is to point to recurrent
features and to account for the Stra--
tegic difference.s.

Se·,Jin Kim
THE POLlnCB OF MlUTARY
REVOLUnoN III KOREA

- In this factually sound studY Dr Kim,
a Korean by birth, examines the task
of nation-building in Korea under an
in.f*tuaI13-year civil ruIa followed
by a modem militarY estabHsjlment.
The baffling ambivalence of the mili-
tary in poUtics is given serious study
in this book.

(NJJrth CalDUna) $9.25

MAKERS OF MODERN
STRATEGY
MiIhrI Thought from
!IItu:h_.lli to HitItu
edlt1ldb'l Edward Mead Earle

'...ivalua" study of the science
of war as'Welt a8 a book of great
pl'lCticaJ usefulness •• :

The New Republic
'tt II seldom that any book can lay
claim to being unique. yet Malcets. of'
ModBrn StrIltegy bas that distinction:
TheNation (Prince&on)18-96

THE COMMUNIST STATES
IN DISARRAY '.-1971

•••• JJ/Ir. Adam ltOmke and
~iiOWaka·Hermston8 .

pmeenta a r-.veaIing pictu(e of the
changing communist world through
a survey and analysis of develoP'"
ments in the cornanunist states end
their relations with OM &nome. and
witb other nations. .

(Minne8Ota) $4.~
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meaBW'e8the ~~.j$- WuJa. fI~gemeDotQf the 'Philippine$ security OQiy the army can get
ing.in tetrOl'isJ;D..Othtr politiCal~·~.... :R.epoI'tlI. 0{ ,guerilla'. actM.- the hook. The recel1t spilii: or ~
parties and. youth activists sup- tieJ are alsO steadily trickling in. treme measures IS the.first 'ltep~ .
port dlb vieW'. And Marcos'
~baeqQ,ent moves have added fur-
~ credente to their allegations.

SipiDg the marrlallaw declaration
the President said that it was meant

. far the subvefsionists and the terro-
rists. But he did not say that it was

- his misrule and repeated bungling
wi~ SQC;ia1 aDd. economic reforms

• eo, that _ enco~ them. The
~ ,,:'coutl)'. hal been- pawned to the

Americall3. A faint sense of relief
that could be evi~ last year follow-

- inc a balanced pa ments position
was washed a ay in the last HOods
around Luzon. 1ti~ and sugar pro-
chKtion baa been severely affected.
Added. to the wonening economic
situation is the increasing disillu-
11lnmnetlt of the nationalist Filipinos
with the Americans. There were
dashes list month on the land ques.
tion and against the American in.
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West Bengal : Premonitions

Mrs Gandhi succeeded in establish-
ing a legally unrestricted majority
rule in West Bengal, through a
cunning combination of high-fa1.utin
socialist slogans and ruthless physi-
cal intimidation of opponents. In
many ways it is reminiscent of
Mussolini's rise to power. The Ita-
lian dictator started his career as' a
radical socialist, and even during' the
height of his fascjst totalitarianism,
never ceased to declare that he was
a socialist. Hitler in Germany also'-
swore by socialism when he -founded
the National-Socilllist movement.

As Dimitrov pUit it: "Fascism aims
at the most unbridled exploitation
of the masses, but it appeals to them
with the most aldul anti-capitalist
demagogy, taking. advantage of the
profound hatred' entertained by the
toilers for the piratic~t bourgeoisie,
the banks, ttllsts and the financial
magnates, a.hd ~dvancing slogam
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aoo,ooo people in Laos; 1.4 nU1liOIi'
in Cambodia and frOm 2 10 5 million
in Sou1lhVietnam have been living in
guerilla-coiltrolled zones. Living in
deep underground shelters, stealing
:time in between 'bombing raids to
cultivate their paddies thes~ Viet .•
namese, Laotian and eambodin pea-
sants are laying the foundation of a
new society, whose heroism' and':-
iron will in the faee of the biggest ..
and most perfect death-~adhine the
world has seen is unparalleled in
human history. And nothing- per-
haps could be a 'better tribute to them
than a complaining U.S. pilot ill
Da Nang' "A lot of people in the
States under-estimate what we're up
against. They're just primitive little
jungle fighters, sure. But. they're
shrewd, goodl tacticians. They' have
equipm~nt, too, like the SAMs up
North. And they use a lot of stu~ we
discard, like tin cans. "11h~ymake
fuses out of them. And they'll make
a damn good 'Oooby trap out of a
couple of boards' and some nail&."

one-fourth of ithe popUiatiOD. are
homeless bedause of U:S. bombing.

Wbile this massive destruction;" of
Indochinese land and ,!peoplecontinues
Nixon is withFawing troops from
South Vietnam with m,uch fanfare.
The war, the world is told, is being
eli1ded.· Pentagon spokesmen are even
claiming a"fall in the number of air
sorties over Indochina. People un-"
aware of the perfection attained by
U.S. bombers would not ~uspect that
even a lesser tonnage of bomb, now
~s causing greater .destruction than
ever before. A study of the Ameri-
can :air war in Indochina recently
lIl1ade''by Cornell University shows
that "only" 140,000 tons of bombs
dropped on QunOodia have made
2,000,000 people homeless whereas
1.5 million tons of bombs in Laos
produced 700,000 refugees.

What, however, hall been the gTea-
test of wonders iii that despite the
genocidal bombing and ruthless des--
truction of the Indochinese landscape,
according to American estimate, some
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the Ame~can ground forces, the r~
aUJ:tan-t P,fO";tests'at h01I!~/.and ,the
growing reluctance of Amencan sol-
diers ·to fight-all this forced a revi-
~on of their strategy. Never sure of
the .effectiveness of the local mercen-
aries, the ~tagon turned to .the air
lcm:e as the principal instru",.ent of

h is no- longer a question of
. missions for American

In the name of Vietnamisa-
tion more and more mercenaries were
recruited to replace the Americans:
while the job of winning the war was
left to the air force-through a total
war from the air.
- It is hundreds and thousands of

peasants in the spra~ling vil1age~ of
Indochina who sustam the guenllas,
transport supplies to t1hefront and. in
tb~ finartanalysis constitute the princi-
-.pal source of s1feng!h. And the
Only way of winning ~e war,. as t~e
Pentagon saw it. was to dram this
human reservoir through. the most
iiltensive boinbing in human history.
The people who choose to live in .the
guerilla-cOntrolled zones of Vietnam,
Laos and Camoodia are ipso facto
enemies who deserve to be burnt by

. lIl11pWmand sprinkled wit\h pellet
bombs. If the sUrvivors flee the
village and becoll1e refugees, that helps
to prove the 'growing 'popularity' of ONE is not yet sure whether one
the puppet regime by increasing the i should call it pre-fascism,
number . of people in 'government semi-fascism or illeo-fascism. An exaot
Controlled' areas. The U.S. propa~ replica of the set of economic prere-
ganda machine lhas ,never ceased quisites that led to the rise of fascism
sliedding tears for the refugees fleeing in Europe before 'World War II,
"from oommunist terror",:and 'he might not be there. But e~ents in
world outside, even if suspicious of WesotBengal' today have an eerie re-
the American claim, considers ithe semblance to the political premooi-'
r~ to be' tlhe 'natural' result of tions that' preceded the birth of
"sustained military activities" ~n tlle {ascism.
countryside. Few 'Would imagine The Leftistsfi' as in pre-war Ger-
.that the U.S. Government; supposedly rna-ny, had their chances in West
spending millions of' dollars for the l}engal and mis.used Ithem so irres-
welfare of the refugees in Indochina, ponsibly lh'at ;tthey .I~eft the pedple
is itself "generating" refugees through thorOlUghly disgusted. In such cir-
bombing. A reCent U.S. Government. cumstances, a politically immature
Accounting Office. (GAO) report mass in 'economic distress, looks for

. shows, rather candidly:, that tlhe air saviours from above. On the same
war has bee1\ 'a major factor in produ- .,princip,l'e that weak lIungs are the
ci~g 'n,eady ; 2,000,000 jl.'efugees in point of gravitation {or the tubercu-
Cambodia, nearly ono-third of the losis microbe, such mass mentality is
total Cambodian i population. In the' point of gravitation for the tribe
Laos too, 700,000 people or about of Mrs Gandhi's.



BANGALORE

them were nat to. be found in
classes when the lectures began. .
wonders whether their actions Wi
motivated by a~y genuine desire
pursue studies or were a inani
tion of the /new-found effectiven
of mrong-arm tactics, a desire to
monstra~ a show of might,· ow •
usually fosters m. a fascist a~m
phere, where brutal' sadism is e
couraged in the youth.

Fascism pampers youth, takirig a
vantage of an opportunistic activill
iinspired by dissatisfaction with.·
existing order and stresses the n
dve anti-Leftism.

But such tactics in West
might boomerang. The pre:elect'
Congress sl'ogans.sought Ito encD~
age the youth to become a generati
of hitchhikers seeking to thumb
ride from the State. But after
elections, it is evident that the Sta
bandwagon is too full and unable ~
accommodate every onnemploy
youth.1 A J:ed-~ng be.come&ne<!:
~3ITY ~n such mrC\Ullstances,and::

SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING
TITLES

Bangladesh, My Bangladesh: Mujibur Rahman
India and Bangladesh: Indira Gandhi .
India Wins Freedom: Azad
First Spark of Revolution: A. C. Guha
Footprints of Liberty: T. C. Goswami
Indian Trade Union Movement: Revri
Disinheri1tedState: A Study of .West Bengal:

San,kar-Ghosh
Modern Power Politics :. Reddy
T.he Extremist Challenge: Tripathi
Arab Quest For Peace (Paper Edn.): Wahaby

-And Also-
Selected Works of Jawaharlal Nehru
Vol. I, Vols. II & HI Rs. 60.00' each

sity. examination centres as invigila-
t~rs, to allow mass cop}1ng. Their
Mipisters breathe fire now and then
•against 'blackmarketeers and hoarders,
while ~ ~ntinue fO ~S¢ tlInd.
food disappears .from the market.
Hypocrisy is not new in Congress p0-
litics, But this time there is a cer-
tain kind of aggressivenessabout it,
,reminisc~nt of the fascist militancy.

(Like Social-DemOCI'atsin pre-war
Europe, the Right Com.munists and
other liberal elements were quick to
be taken in by the Indira Congress
propaganda. They discovered genuine
anti..capitalist and socialist forces in
her party: II ren1ember how some
CPI in~llectual'S went gi ga about·
Chhatra Parishad boys who were
supposed to have started a campaign
in some colleges agai-nst "shirkers"
among lecturers and were reported
to have dragged some such teachers
into classrooms to force (hem to take
the classes. On inquiry, I found
that the teachers were forced all
right, but the .smdents who dragged

. ORIENT LONGMAN LIMIITED
17, Chittaran;an Avenue,
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
GENOCIDE IN BANGLADESH

by KALYAN CHAUDHURI
.The title wiII prove a significant addiltion to the
available literature on one of the most momentous
happenings of our times. The writer believes that
what happened in Bangladesh was J:lothmg short of
a genocide. The book is·profusely documented and
objectively presented. With a map and photographs.
Rel~ased in October. PIjce: Rs. 30.00

-A Iso 'in Press-
INDIA-THE STATE AND SOCIETY:

A MARXIAN APPROACH:
. ed. by MATHEW KURtEN

IN THE CA~JSE OF THE PEOPLE:.
, Political Reminiscences:

by A. K. GOPALAN

which ;at the·Jgi~n time are mos~
aUuring to the politically i.mmature
masses.•. FasciSm deli~rs up the
~ople to be devoured J.?ythe most
corlUpt, most venal el'ements, but
comes before them with the demand
fOFan 'honest and incorruptible gov-
ernment'. Speculating on /the pro-

. found disillusionment of the masses
lin' bourgebise..ldemodlfatic .govern-
ments, . fascism hypocriticalIy de-
nounces corruption." (Report at the
seventh Congress of the Comintern,

.1935) .
The close similarity with tIre

Chhatra Parishad and Yuba Congress.
,mode of operation in West Bengal
is too dear to be glossed over. The
Congress toughs started by invading
goVeI'lllOentoffices,and hounding out
trade unionists in the name of re-
moving conup~ employees. In June,
they were agitating in Calcutta for
an elJd to corruption in the Univer-
sity, while in Burdwan which I visit-
ed then, I found them forcibly ins-
talling their own men at the univer-

iii .•



_ saw ho.w batches ot Chhatra
!farishad and Yuba Congress . ~

unded factories, prevented CPI
. workers from entering them and
anded their jobs. But·how many

:'CIn be satisfied in this way'? It is
Qming apparent that SOOI1 non·
pH labourers JDightbe made the
t target.;W the plea of giving

to. sonl of' the soil. But such
• alism, on the lines of the anti~
iliaD. of·Naii Germany, has it&

• 'oDs in a country like India.
would jeopardize the unity of

.mling party at the Centre,

ping, and all the grotesque are baring 1:oomlatte that night· in a·huff. Whil(
their fangs. The Naxalires and the handing over a rejoinder for publica..

_Marxist. Communist cadre~ were tion, he is reported to hav.e tord the
finished off at the earlier stage. It news staff:. "You may hav.e the pen;
is the ttwn of the other milder vade- but we have other me3lIls"""7asif the
ties of Leftists now. The CP[ has Calcutta papers hac;la.ny doubt on
now ,artedJcom~aining aoout at- this score I" (Times. of India, Sep-
tacks on its' trade unionists by Con- tember 11, 1972).
gress hoodlums. The CPI MP, :Mr The Chief Minister of West Ben·
Kalyan Roy, met'the Union LabOur gal himself.is also reported to .have
Minister, Mr ~a<filkar, itn Delhi inquired about sources of uncompli.
some time ago with allegations about '. mentary reports and the names of
attacks on AITUC workers in Durgat· 'their authQrs. The !familiar' symp.
pur and Asansel by Congresstpcu. toms of witch.huntmg are quite

The pattern of attacks is similar apparent .
to the bl'ackshirt offensive. Tfle fas- But the sheer funk of th.os~who

CPJ..Coagreu cists .started by. eliminating the run these big papers is something
. One of the most shame£u~ch=lpten f:ommunist!, to be followed by sodal- which can only match the impertin.
itt the history of the social.democra- democrats and' liberals, and ended ence of the Chhatra Parishad hood..
tic movement would be the story of up by suffocating aU fo!;msof dissent, lum~. It was not very long ago

e CPI~ongress .a_lliancein' West eve~ from traditional .. conservat.h·e when these same newspapers were
Bengal. The 'sight of CPI boys fol. quart~rs. .The ChhatrA-..P.arishad at. pub1ishing on their front page'spho-
lnwing meekly Chhatra Parishad titude towards the Press i.p-West Ben- tas.tats of letters purpdrted ·to have
~ughs in a joint procession and list- gal is iH\JQ>lOatinain this connexion. been written by Naxalite,s threaten-

• g hel~ly to slogans like "Ghe Threats t~ the editori.qf some Leftist ing .the editors with death. D-Jring'
Red sI-avery"cmd shout "Vande' Bengali weeklies, like DlJrpan ll'nd the U~i.ted hoot regime, .tlt,ir

lI~taram", .was quite comm(~ duro Bangia Desh were 'soon followed by . tnanagement raised the hueatid try
!JIg the 19~2 election campaign. It public bonfires of these papers. The that freedom of the press was in dan-
was sought Ito be rationalized by the news editor of a Bengali new!\paper, ger, just because a few demonstra-

I theoreticians as a necessarystage very much identified with the Con- tians were held in front of their
the evolution af the party's elusive ~ess estab~ishme~, was thn;ateued offices.in protest against anti-UF pro.

~al' Qf a national democratic front. by a saucy, half·baked Chhatra :Pati. paganda. When the Chhatra Pari-
Oae is reminded o.f a commentary sad MP, with dire consequences,,for. shad hooligans finished off NaxaHtes,
~nthe Daily Hernld, organ of the Bri- having dared to bfing ~ut an edito- these 'samepapers blessed the occa·
.tiab Labour Party, on Nazism. as rial somewhat critical of the Govern- sion as. ,"people's '.g-esistance". But

[late as May 2, 1933. It said: . "The ment. Another .comrade of this fascist intolerance is apparently more
Nati~rial.· Socialists,'it is essential (0 gentleman-a young Minister of State powerful than Le.ftis~dissent. What
remember, call themselves "Sodalists' in the West Bengal Government- du.ring the UF regime 'Wouldhave
as " well as ·~ationalists,' ... Their went -a step further. Let IH quote been a provocation fOi"'a spate of
'Socialism' is not .the Socialism ',f the what happened, from a newspaper statements by the newspaper owners'
Labour Party or that of· any recog-. report. "The Statewan ... is !Said organization-the Indian and East-

, d .Socialist Party in other caun·· Ito have incurred the wrath of the eIn NewspaperLSociety~nd a ral-
• . But·"in many ways, it i!S a powers that be over the publication ~ying uy for tthe overUlrow.of the
eed .that is anathema to the biD of a report of a press conference held 60veI1nment, seems to have become

lor.ds, the. big' industrialistr anti by the Chhatra Parishad general set- now an embarrassfng cause of impo-
the big financiers. And 4'1e Nazi retary, Mr Kumud Bhat~acharya, tent rage..
leaders are bound to go forward with after a meetjng whh his pre:ndf'nt, For the survival of fasdsm,.Jt is
ltl)e 'Socialist' side of their program· Mr Subrato Mukherjee. who also necessary not only to eliminate the
me:' - happens. to be the minister of state Opposition and suffocate the ptess,

Similar hopes entertained by the in the Hame' department,. on the but to gradually reduce the whole
~ght Communists about Mrs Gan. subject of the. spiralling prices and. cultural level'of the people. Art and
dbi's Congress are about to collapse the government's duty. 'Apparently literature have to be destroyed. Un-
)low... The combinaotian-'Indira So- piqued. by the headline and the dis- der ·the decaying demacracy of Mrs
ciaJism'.-Jlike National-~cialism-is play.... lir Mukherjee first tele. Gandhi's cynical s,uem in' West
of·course baroque; but so. is Indira. phoned: to .the newspaper and then, .Bengal, the first step&'in this direc-
The decorative facade of 'socialism' al'ongwith Mr -Bhattacharya and twO tion, are already apparent. A ten-
.aIIld'anti·corruption' is slowly drap- others, burst into. the daily's news dency-of unofficial 'censorship has al-
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,ready gripped ,the publishing circles. Tamil Nodu
;Except unmitigalted mediocrities, who
:are easily pliable to fascist demands,
~no voices of originality" ,ar~ to be Sarvo,daya And CPM
allowed. _ " 1

Typical is the experience under.
gone by Mr Lokenath Bhattacharya, FROM A CORRES:fONDENT

a well-known poet and dramatiSll., His latest novel-Babughater Kumari IF one observe~ closely the 'agita- between communism and sarvodaya
,Machh (The Virgin Fish from Babu- tions by Sarvodaya and (:PM in this country. Perhaps the Than-.:
ghat) -was first rejected by the big ~eaders (m East ThanjaVUll' ldi.&trict javur landlords have. forgotten the 1

.- :publishers and then had to pass over the occupation of Trust land, old days of 1950 when the commu- ~
through a number of printing presses one finds the Sarvodaya workers on a nists in Thanjavur stoP<f,on a revolu- :
before it could see the light of day., more militant path ..than Ithe CPM tionary path. As the Indian com-:
But even after its publication, it was (The spot is Valivalam village near munists (CPI and CPM) have l

not allowed to be kept in the book- Venmani village where, 44 landless ignored the need for military and'
stalls of Calcutta, under pressure Harijans were burnt alive in Decem- revolutionary training of the landless
(rom some unseen quarters. Book- ber, 1968). The agitation was led 'Hadjan agricultural labour coIIlJllUoo
stan owners complained that the by the Sarvodaya leader, M! Jagan- . nities, there is no wonder tlhat the'
book was "too obscene". BOot if one nathan, and all party workers inelu- landlords of Thanjavur .equate the'
reads the book. one might find the ding the CPM, CPL DMK and the CPM and' Sarvodaya.
real reason for the unofficial ban on DK participated iri it The purpose The revolutionary path now folIo-
'it. It is an alleg<,?ricaltreatment of of the agitation was to get back and wed by the CPM unit of Tamil Nadtt
fascism. Ahhough the setting of distribute am,ong the Hadjan labourers consists in
'the incident narrated-a nudist pri- 588· acres of Trust land now enjoyed (i) Sending telegrams to the Cbtef
son camp-might titillate the imagi- by Mr K. M. Desikar.· Mr' Desikar Minister and Prime Minister urging'
nation of some, readers, the style is was a: Congressman and took part in them to intervene in a particular.
far' from' i-ealistit. ' It'.is' in'. the' form >the independence struggle. But '\!his strike in a particular firm for increased :
,of a',q~ary:k~pt ,py one o{ th..e;inmates. nationalist bourgeois is very reluctant wages Or bOf>Us. .•
:The captors feed the prisoners well to share the land with the poor. . (ii) Submitting memoranda
!in<l~e.ePI,th~m ,i,n GQmfort, but want The agitation of the landless Hari- petitions to the Governor
:to strip, them, along with theirc1oth~s, jans under Sarvodaya leaders!bip be- President.
pf all their finer feelings. "They'are ' gan from. July 19~2.. But Mr Desi- (iii) Crying at public meetings that "
gradually being dehuma.nized and are k.ar .0?~alDed an ~ntenm Istay. order uS,ually have a very thin attendance.
reduced to animals, mating indiscri- prohibIting ~ entry of the tenants (iv) Starting processions in small:
ininately,:; allhough' tl1eY:~,;str.uggJe:,andothers lOto ,the fieldS Qf Tru~t groups of 10% of the ,total workers •
,hard to remember their human past. latld. The case was between Mr Desl- in a particular firm.
As days pass, they ~,begin.t,o: fprget kar and the Sarvodaya D;lovement. Re- (v) Hunger-strike. ,
language and this is' teflebi~din th~" centIy, Mr S. Jagannathan, the secre- (vi) Aiming at electoral
'diary, which becomes incoherent at tary of the Tamil Nadu Sarvodaya with the 'DMK. ' " ;
'times. Their children bbrn in the Saogh and Gandhian peace centre, (vii) Criticising the CPI and'
i:amp, completely divorced from the 'and ~is wife, ' Mrs Kris~nammal,_ Naxals in their regional daily printed .'
,background of civilization, are the along WIth 120 labourers of the<PM from Madurai. '
:most pampered by the captors who and ot~er partie~ were arrested by Part of th~s path was charted by
~rain them into a pack of beasts and the pollee for defying the co~ order. Father Gandhi and, part by' opportu-
tum them against their p~ents, A landlord from East Thanjavur nist leaders in the naine of revolution.
'inally, there is a spark of rebellion says that ~arvodaya !has become more One Sarvodaya worker at the peace '
among tlJe inmates. A young mother of a nUIsance. that the ~PM. The centre at Keevalur ,remarked that only ,
who gives birth to a child kills the CPM, according to hun, knows Sarvodaya and Naxals are the orga-
pewbom, ~thus Te1fll'liingthe capto'I'S nothing more than agitations for in- nisations that ,stand for certain ideo-
i.the pl~asure of bringing up another creas~ wages-say from 10 paise to logies. By commenting this way, be ~
human .beast. 11 paIse but the Sarvodaya fellows, wanted to ,point out that they were
; wlho have hoo close contacts with the more' militant tlhan the CPM.
pur a~nt at Varanasi Hadjan labourers, have spoiled their 'minds by creating all sorts of trouble • Id the press wiD remain closed d~ ,t
fdANN ALAL DAS in the name of Gandhi. He won- mg ~he ~oUdays, the next isaae 0' ~
D-35n2J.A. Jan~l>..n., dlered if there was any diflm:nce Frontier wiD come oat in the tint week_ ' .- , . ~of November.
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D. S. SULTANIA'S,

PARIVARTAN. ,

AWAITING EARLY REL¥ASE

A daring but true story .that· challenges the.
traditional concepts of morality, sex and love.

A film to communicate, a film to entertain
and a film to remember .

PICTURES's
MRINAL SEN'S

D

CAL.CUTTA 71
The two most important events in Indian cinema
since independence ha~ been the making of Ray's

. PATHER PANCHALI and Sen's CALCUTTA 71
......... , .... ~..... LINK (Delhi).

For Indian cinema and viewed as a film of social
comm;i.tment it is almost sw /!PIer~ '.' .
HINDUSTAN TIMES (Delhi).

Very refreshing and not afraid to be taken as a
"pamphlet". Sen is the first Indian to try in his
country the idi~m of the Europea'D New 'Wave,
specially of Jean-Luc Godard. " '" .
... .FRANKFURTER AIJLGEMEINE ZEIfT'UNG
(Frankfurt) .

Of very great importanee evoking centuries of Indian
misery L'AURORE (Paris).

Powerful and sober and of great human quality ...
. . : LES LETTIUS FRANCAISES (Paris).

The film has a drive. a rage and an insight into
the country. Playing is excellent :VARIETY
(New York). .

Devastating study through expressive methods and
dramatic imagination IL SECOLO
d'lTAUA {Mila.n).

Denotes freshness of a cinema dedicated Go L renewed
sense of socia-political reality LA-'"STAMPA
(Rome):

RJemarkable not from the piOint of view of apecta,..
.(Ular sights but of cultural and cinematographic
t'esearclt " IL TEMPO (RoPle),
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Pre-Political Rebellions

9

Bengal

paTading his troops, but he knew i
weIl ,that the defiance of jungle chiet&
and their spirit of independent
could not so easily be subdued.
Within a few days the Dhalbhum
chief bade defiance to the British
authority, and other tribal, chiefs
immediately joined forces with him.
Fizzled Fergusson sent his envoys to
the Dhalbhum chief, -but they were
turned back by a force of 150 archers
only. He had oto fight his way, th~
fore, through some 16 miles of denlfe
forest, and storm the Ghatsila for~
The old raja (the chief) did not sur-
render, but took to the hiIls. Lat@t
he was captured and sent to Midna-
pm- under heavy escort. His nephew
was installed i'n his place as raja,
but he also turned a rebel. Banditry
became rampant in the area. The
Ghatsila fOrt was again captured and
the rebel nephew was forced to sur-
render. Some other local chiefs;
pledged submission again.

Things started looking up in
w\estern Midnapur in the beginning
of }768. But in mid-}768 trouble
was brewing again in Ghatsila -Two
companies of sepoys were despatched
to re-establish British authority, but
the atltempt failed. The Ghatsila
chief, with alI his' principal sardars,
\took refuge iSome forty miles from
his fort, the paiks stayed in ,arms, and
the dependent chiefs stood firmly by
him. The mo&t turbulent. of these
dependent chiefs was 'the Dampara
feIlow', a notorious bandit by all .
official reports, and Captain Morgan,
therefore, wrote to VansittaI'l, the
Resident of Midnapur, "I intend his
head shall grace the entrance of this
fort" (GhwtsiIa fort). The name of
this Dampara chief (Sardar Ghatwal)
was Jagannath Pater. Morga·n's
threat could not be executed. A petty
chief of Chakulia So heavily &tockad-
ed the path of one sergeant's detach.
ment, senti to seize him, that half
their ammunition was,used in forcing

Bi:NOY GHOSi:

of the oppressed. The heroes of
these movements were not political
leaders or organizers in the modern
sense. Some were known as religious
'prophets' and 'messiahs', and almost
all, including the messiahs, were con-
demned as 'bandits' and 'outlaws'.
It is true that some of these rebel-
lions hovered on the fringe of 'ban-
ditry' or a sort of 'roving brigandage'
and, in the last, stage, degenerated in-
to scattered outlawry. But stilI, these
pre-political rebellions or' messianic
mO\'ements and banditry are nothing
but "endemic peasant protests against
oppre sion and pm'erty" (Hobsbawm),
and they ought to 'preoccupy the
social historian today, as much as
they preoccupied the military and
the police in the past.

The Chuar Rebellions: 1767-1800
In 1760 the East india Company,

acquired the terri,tories later known
as the Jungle Mahals, and, Dhalbhum,
then in the Mid-oapur district. In
1765 when the Dewani of Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa was granted to the
Company, its territories covered the
whole of Chotanagpur. From 1767
the British penetration of 1:his hilI-
and-forest region began when Gra..
ham, . the Resident of Midnapur, des.
patched a military force under Fer-
gusson, ,to subjugate the defiant jun-
gle chiefs, to demand reparations for
their defiance and banditry, and to
proceed in right earnest with the re-
\'enue assessment of these areas, rIch
in silk, lac and· o,ther forest products.
Fergusson set about doing his job by
attacking and capturing the fort of
the Jhargram chief. Elated at his
success, he pushed on to -~amgarh,
Lalgarh, Jambani, Silda, Balarampur,
and made ,the chiefs of Supur, Ambi-
kanagar, Manbhum, Chama, Bara-
bhum, Raipur ~nd Phulku,5ma (in
Bankura and PuruIia districts) sub-
mit to British power. Submission

.he gOt from SOmeof tbe chiefs, by

W HAT Antonio, Gramsci ~aid of
the South Italian society ~d

the southern peasants in the 1920s,
applies largely to Bengali society in
the 18th and 19th centuries. Gramsci
said: "The southern peasants are in
perpetual ferment, but as mass they
were incapable ,of giving a unified
expression to their a pirations and
needs". The peasants of Bengal,
Hindus, lu,slims, u-ibals and semi.
Hinduized tribals, were in continual
ferment in the 1a t two centuries, be-
cause of the impact of the British
land-revenue admini tration, the Per-
manent Settlement, the new police
and the new ju~iciaI S} tern. A host
of foreign elements entered the rural
society of Bengal with -the advent of
the British merchants and rulers, be-
sides that most powerful element',
'money', that "common whore of
mankind" (Shakespeare), which is
the cause of "-the universal confusion
and transposition of all natural and
human qualities" (Karl Marx) .
These elements disturbed the equili-
brium and the internal struotural
coherence of the traditional rural
society of Bengal. The consequence
was continual social ferment in the
villages. That continual ferment,
the inchoate struggles of the oppres-
sed rural people (mainly peasants)
for their vague aspirations, for right-
ing the wrongs, and the various ways
in which the struggles e,'olve'd, from
armed risings to Messianic move-
ments, are the subject of this paper.
It will be presented very brieJly, with
one or two historical examples.

Th~ movements have been called
'pl:e-poli,tical' because they evolved
at a -utile when there was no organiz-
ed political movement of any kind,
based . On different socio-political
ideologies. Se"eraI such movements
together may, therefore, be-consider-
ed a kind of 'pre-political' or
'primitive' or 'pre-historic' stage of
social unrest, prote t and rebellion
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the evil passions of the infuriated
sirdars and paiks burst forth in a
wild attempt to revenge the resump-
tion of their jaghir lands on the
Government, if nOt. to compel it to
order a complete restoration of them.
All the lawless tribes of the jungle
mehalS made common cause witli the
paiks, and carried' slaughter and
flames t'O the very doors of the Magis-
tra>te'scutchery. The ordinary police
and the military stationed at Midna- '
pore were utterly unable to cope
with the banditti, as they were call-
ed, and a reinforcement of troops had
to be despatched to Midnapore.
After a period of the greatest anxiety
and suspense, after innumerable and
most brutal murders, after the death
of the Judge-Magistrate himsel(
1(t>revi'Ou~lyCollector), who could
hear the weight of his charge no long-
er and succumbed ur.cler the accumu·
btion of pis troubleS!; it 'Was ;not
till the close of the year that tlle dis-
trict was restored to a state of only
partial tranquillity."

It would appear from a careful
perusal of the old district records
that in the immediate vicini.ty of
Midnapur town, there were three
places where the chuar rebels had
concentrated ,their force: Bahadur.
pur (about 6 miles to the west of
'Midnapur town), Salbani (on the
Garbeta road, about 24 miles to the
north of the town), and Karnagarh,
where Rani Siromoni's k'illa (fort)
was located (abOUt 6 miles to the
north of the town). From these three
places the rebels started on their
various raids in different directions,
and to these places they returned "8.fter
eJ'-ploits. Several battalions of regu-
lar troops, \.Inder British officers,
{aced the rebels in several encoun·t-
ers, but the rebellion could not be
easily quelled.' By March --1799,
Imhoff, the Midnapur Collector, was
emphasising the need to restore
.pa.ikan lands. If tha't was not done
without delay, he strongly a'rgued,
the country would become a desert
and a den of bandits and beasts. No
troops were, able .to act with any
effect, more particularly as they were

10

!through it. Other detachments were climax in 1799.1800. With the in-
similar.ly hawas~edand their he;ad- troduction of the Permanent Settle-

:-:-quarte,rs,the Narsinghgarh fort, was ment, the daroga system of police,
repeatedly sacked. By July 1768 the resumption of the ghatwali (pai-
Morgan wrote to Vansittart in dis- kan) lands under the 1793 regulations,
ilPpointment: "I wish. to God, this . the final blow was struck at the tra-
,business. was over, for I am really ditional socio-economic stru<;ture of
tired of doing nothing, and my poor the tribal and semi~(ribal people of
sepoys fall ,sick continually." this region. The British authorities

Lt. ,Nun and. Captain Forbes were tried to substitute, 'c011ltract' for
then sent with a large contingent of 'custom', ovemight. Old zamindars
sepoy" to stop the depre~ations of and chiefs like the Rani Siromoni of
the rebels, who were then roving in the Midnapur estate, Ithe Rajas of
their thousands in hills and forests. Bishnupur, P~nchakot, Raipur and
The Resident of Midnapur ~ot so many others (who were all tribal
furious that he ordered his military chiefs, later Hinduized), suddenly
officers to seize the' obstinate chuar '~ound themselves surrounded by a
chiefs and to hang them on the host of ul}known elements, like the
spot. Bu~ the sepoys began. to be Company's collee-lor-5,their officer~,
harassed by the insurgents, and the mahajans, the police, who could
many subadars and sepoys were kill- play havoc at their will and intrigue
ed. Both Nun and Forbes, severely with the status, prestige, power, cus-
wounded, saved ,themselves by 8ight. tom and everything which they had
As Morgan wrote to Vansittart in heen traditionally enjoying. A new
]768 about these jungle fellows: "It class of upstart landed aristocrats was
is all a joke to talk of licking these growing, mainly consisting of the
jungle fellows: they have not the Bengali Hindus and 'city capitalisrts'
least idea of fighting, but they are (Marx) -the banians, mutsuddis, de-
like a ,parcel of wasps: they endea- wans, sarkars and dalals-who were
vour to sting you with their arrows, buying up the old estat.esin auctions.
and then fly off. It is impossible al- 'these new upstart zamindars were
moSltto kill any of them, as they al- empowered to increase the rents of
ways keep at a great distance and the cultivators, and rack-renting ruin-
(ling their arrows at you.... " An- ed the peasants. The mahajans, in
ot-her officer, Lt. Goodyar, was there- this situation, began to squeeze both
fore sent with fresh reinforcements the insolvent old zamindars and the
to 'lick' these jungle fellows and res- impoverished peasants. The peasants
tore order. In all six and a halt made common cause with the disin-
companies were then engaged in en- herit-ed feudal chiefs at that time (the
counters against the 'bandit' 'bowmen. peasants were not class-conscious
Ord~r was restored by building forts then), and put up united resistance
and police posts in cleared areas to the intrusion of these disrupting
{1771). But the strongholds of the elements into their society. A series
r~bel chuars in 1771, located in Dhal- of revolts broke OUtas a consequence,
lfuum, Dampara, Koilpal, Silda, reaching a new high in the Chuar
Sh~msundarpur, Supur, Ambikanagar, rebellion of 1799-1800, the Bhumji
Manbhum, Barabhum and' Dhadka, revolt of lR32-33, ,the Barasat revolt
could not be easily subdued. The of Titu Mil', and the Santhai insur-
Midnapur authorities had for years rection of 1855-56.
to contend with such turbulent re- The Settlement, Officer of Midna-
bel chiefs and sardar ghaltwals as pur a. c. Price) wrote in his report
SubIa Singh of Koilapal, Samangun- 'The Chuar, Rebellion of 1799':
jan of Dhadka, Jaga.nnath Pater of "1799 A.D. is marked in the Midna.
Dampara and others. pore annals as the year of the great .

The disturbances continued in in- ch\.lar rebellion, ghastly with its tale
termittent waves till they reached their of horrors and massacre; when alI



Santhals was to exploit ,their ment.s, 'including the Bengalis, .:Ii
cheap labour for developing Biharis and others (called diku
the place, in their own econo- dtfr.o in Santhali)."
mic interest. That is, for increas- IThe rebellion broke out in sudi
ing 'their !revenue and J:ommerc!e. fury that within a month the Briti
Traders and money-lenders from authorities had to' mobilise all ava'
Bengal and Bihar began to flock to able troops from Hazaribagh, Bet
the place and Reece the Santhals, -hamplll', Barrackpore and other stlt
who were little accuSltomed to a tions, to crush it. It soon spread t
money-economy. "We did"not know the western districts of Bengal, ,
the use of money as a medium of Birbhum, Bankura and Burdwan.
exchange. We exchanged goods for The rich zamindars, meTchants a-ntl
goods, for instance, goats for bul{aloes, mahajans of Burdwan were burying:
pigs for goats etc. We produced theiT treasures in holes and wells
everything we needed, and exchang- posting sepoys at their gates a
ing our products, we satisfied our screaming to the British authorid~
needs. "'Te lived quite peacefully for security and protection- (Samba
and happily then. When 'money' Bhaskar, 1856). Breaking throu
came, and with it the • traders and Rampurhat, the rebels moved furth
mahajans, we started borrowing mo- south and overran tile country fro
ney. There was 0.0 lender or borrow- G. T. Road in Burdwan to Sainthi
cr among us before. We could never Suri was threatened. An officerwrote
repay our loan or its interest, and "At Stlri we found things worse. On
became slaves and serfs for ge~era- officerkept his horse saddled day an
dons. The mahajans began to grind night, the jail seemed to have b
our bones with their teeth." (Mare haSltilyfortified, and the. bulk of th
Hapram. Ko Reak K,at.ha) . , I coin from the treasury was said .• ,

Their endurance reached the break- to be hid in a well." On the we
ing point. Only a spark was needed ern borders .several regiments
to killdle a conRagration. The- sepoys were engaged in combats wi
spark was lI'eleased by twJo Sao.thal the rebels at various places. By t
brothel:~, Sido and Kanhu, living at end of September 1855, the Magi
Bhagnadihi, a few miles south of Bar- trate of Birbhum reported that t
hait. They were later joined by their whole cotlntry from four miles we
other two younger br-others, Chandu of Nagar up to Deoghar was in t
and Bhairab, and many other hands of the rebels, and a large bod
manjhis and parganaits (heads of of Santhals, five to seven thousan
the Santhai village tommunities). A was encamped at Tilabuni, six mi
story ran that Thakur Bonga, the west of Suri, where they had
Divine Spirit, ihad appeared before tanks, fortified their position by ear
the leaders and they had obtained a works and made preparations ~
command from Thakur to prepare attack. In November 1855 Mart'
for the great event to come (the re- Law was proclaimed, and a massi
bellion) and to lead the Har Hapans offensive was launched 'against
(the Santhals), by which all wrongs rebels. They were pushed back fro
will be righted and they would be· the open country to the hills an
c<)meonce more a free people. The forests, and were dispersed and de
call to rebellion (Hul in Santhali) feated in fierce encounters. The r
was given by the leaders, .the Suba bels lo&t the battle. The rebelli
Thakms, on 30 June l855, before an failed. Sido was killed in actio
assembly of about 30,000 Santhals in Kanhu and many other leaders we
\Bhagnadihi: "Annihilalei'-he ene- hanged or killed. Hundreds of
mies--the mahalans, the dishonest bels, handcuffed and cbained, we
traders, the police-,and the Bri,dsh. dra~ged along the rUgged road' t
Liberate the .land of the Santhals Suri jail in Girbhum. A. harrowi
from the clutches of all foreign ele- description of their torWre was pub;.
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The Santhal Rebellion: 1855-56
With minor variations the Santhal

rebel1iQn followed the same pattern,
Summarising its causes, E. G. Ian
wrote in 1867: "lst--The grasping
and rapacious. spirit inRuencing the
mahajans or money-lenders in their
transactions with the Jt1'ibe. 2nd-
Th; increasing misery caused by the
iniquitous system of allowing per-
sonal and hereditary bondage for
debt. 3rd-The unparalleled cor-
ruption and extol'1tion of the police
in aiding and abetting the mahajans.
4th-The impossibility of the Son-
thals obtaining redress. from the
Courts .... All these combined were,
in my opinion, the primary causes of
the rebellion." The summary is good
as far as it goes, and the emphasis
on the extortion of the money-lend-
ers and their abetters the police, is
also just. But Man shpuld have
mentioned the important factor thM
all these evils accompanied the estab-
lishment of British rule.

The district known as Dam'in-i-
Koh (which means 'land by the side
of the hills') was formed in the year
1832, to the north-east of the pre-
sent SanthaI Parganas, where the im-
migration of the Santhals from Bir·
bhum, Bankura, Manbhum, Hazari.
bagh and other places, had been go-
ing· on for about fifty years. This
area was strategically important for
the defence of the plains of Bengal,
and the main purpose behind the
Bdtish policy of settlement of the

nol acquainted "with the roads, qr
haunts of the chowars' <ch'l.Ut'i'~)"1.
The Board of Revenue accepted
Imhoff's advice. The paika,;,- lands
and tlie ghatwali- police were restored
under .he zam'ndars. The Magis,
trate was advised tQ tour the district
to ensure close contact with people

, and to give presents of horse( etc. to
the faithful chiefs and zamindars.
That was done, and the tribal chiefs,
the rajas and the zamindars, the sar-
dar ghatwals, and the paiks betray-
ed the poor peasants. The rebellion
col1apsed. The entire area was ulti-
mately de_regulationized in 1833-34.
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lished only in a' few Bengali papers.
The Bengali press, in general, con-
demned the rebels as bandits and

"'" beasts, and o{;tenin its hysterical out-
biursts oi£ con~mnatiOlfl ~'Urpasscd
the English press (compare The

, Englishman and Sam bad Prabhakar,
1855-56). After the rebellion failed,
a kind of 'roving banditry' continu-
ed for some trimein 1856, till another
rebellion, ,the Sepoy Mutiny, over-
shadowed- it in 1857.
Character of the RebeUiou

The Santhal insurrection and such
other rebe!lipn& have been charac.•
terised by some social .anthropolo-
gists and sociologists as 'Messianic'
and 'Millenarian' movements, which
is only partly true. When 'religion',
in I1:hepre-political age, was "the
expression of real misery and protest
against real misery", when it was "the
sigh of the oppressed people, the senti.
ment of a heartless world and the
sool of ~"oulless conditions" (Karl
Marx), it was but: natural that the
leaders of people's (peasants') rebel-
lions should exploit that religious
sentiment, consciousy and in a plan-

_ ned m;mner, oto rouse the followers
and strengthen the spirit of revolt
among them. This is not to say that

~ the rebel leaders, being backward
I1:hemselves,were not religious-mind.
ed. But the way the Suba Thakurs
began to appear in different villages,
after Sido and Kanhu obtained their
'Divine command for leading the re-
volt, is intereSiting. It suggests a sort

- of conscious planning of the revolt,
,. under group-leaden in difFerent

areas. Moreover, the Santhal Suba
Thakurs were not like the religious
gurus and babas of our middle.class
educated gentlemen, simply preaching
sermons and indulging in all kin9s of

~~ pleasures and luxuries a>tthe cost of
1> their datotees. Sido, Kanhu and

other leaders were not just Suba
'Thakurs, but exceIlent fighters, and

f they fought valiantly with their' fol-
lowers againSt the enemy. Many
were killed in action.

For :more than 6fty years Chuar
rebeIlions broke out at intervals but,

~durin'g this long period, there was har-
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cUyany possibility of its diversion to various cults of guru and babaji, pro-
messianic and millenarian movement, phet and messiah, and these cults
led by any prophet or messiah. But emasculated "them to the bone. The
the Chuars or ,the Bhumijes were as role of Vaishnadsm in particular,
much religious and backward as the with its cult of surrerider without
Santhals were. 'Vhy then we did not resiSltance,love without hatred, un.
find any Suba 'Thakur among the :limited tolerance, non-violence and
Chuars'? The answer is, in the non-enmity, is very significant in this
Chuar rebellions the leadership was :cont,fex:~.It is interesting to ncite
provided by the tribal chiefs (the that many tribal and semi-tribal chief~
rajas and zami-ndars) 'themselves,and of old Jungle Mahals became devout
there was, therefore, no need of any Vaishnavas when they were Hindu.
Divine inspiration. ized (rather Rajputized). Another

As we look, into the various forms interesting fact is that mostJ of the
of such rebellions, from the seconrl new zamindars and the rural aristo-
half of the 18th to the close of the crats became Vaishnavas and install.
19th century, certain other interest- ed Vaishnava deities in their palatial
ing characteristics are also .revealed. thakur-batis. Even the ma~rity of
The rebeIliom, beginning from that the new 'city aristocrats' in Calcutta
of the Chuars till the Sepoy Mutiny became Vaishnavas. Saktism, which
in 1857, were less religious and mes- has a little bias for violence and
sianic in form than those in the latCI manliness, was quietly relegated to
period. Among the movements in Iilie back~ound. iEven Sakta festi.
the' later period may be mentioned vals were swamped with Vaishnava
the SanthaI messiah....Bhagrit (Bhagi. Itraits. It was a revival of a kind of
rath) baba.ji's movement (1871-72), - national Krishna-Radha_cult cons-
the Birsait movement of the Mundis ciousness, into which our political
led by Birsa Munda (Bhagaban or consciousness merged. With the Vai-
god), the Tana Bhagat movement of shnavisation of the middle-class edu.
the Oraons and many others. The cated elite's politics in Bengal, with
rebelliau.5 move.ments of ·pre-pol.i.ri- the process of emasculation a.od 'effe.
cal' age appear to be more militant mination' of the people g9ing on, it
and socia,!, lind ar~d strugg:!~ i,~ is not wrprising that the people's
one of their distinguishing features, movements and' revolts of the late
but the more modern movements of and early .20th centuries will put 0111
'political' age seem to be more reli- a messianic garb more and more,
gious and less militant. Why is this ,md break away from their earlier
so'? militant forms. .

It appears to be an intriguing The rebellions, discussed before,
question, but it is really not thart. failed, in spite of the fact tha:t the
Politics and religion were strangely rebels were brave fighters, their. cause
interwoven into a pattern in Bengal was just, and even their traditional
in the second half of the 19th cen- weapons like bows and arrows; spears
tury, under the leadership of the and battle-axes, ....were good enough at
educated elite. There was the mo- that time tl()overcome and defeat the
vement of the Christian missionaries, enemy.- The 'hills and woods were
especially among the backward peo- also favourable for their traditional
pie. Above all, the Hindu revivalists guerilla wanfare. In fact, they were
became the principal actors on the so familiar with their hills and woods
social and political stage of Bengal that at night they could move freely
in the last quarter of the 19th cen· through their endless ups and downs
Itury. TheS>eIreligio-political move. with the help of the stars and by
ments of the modern 'political' age feeling the barks of trees. At times,
exerted deep influence on the com- the elements of class struggle also be-
mon people, both tribal and non- gan to enter into the rebellions. It
tribal. They became victims of W(lS reported in the press that- the
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The Lessons Of Birbhum
,FROM A CORRESPONDENT

A document is circulating in :B1r- could rewI'D to their homes with the
hhum, issued 10 the name of help of the police. A very large

the 'West Bengal-Bihar Bordel"RegJon number of revolutionary workers got
Committee of the CPI (ML). It arrested. Those who were not, had
spates that revolutionary cadres, £01- to leave their areas of operation. In
lowing Cham Mazumdar's slogan of short the movement suffered a total
solving problems through the cam- setback.
paign of annihilating class enemies, The report that .•Charu Mazumdar '"
~arried out about 200 annihilations in placed alt the Party Congress on the
Birbhum and the neighbouring areas question of anmihilations had for its
and collected about 200 guns and a main theme "dass struggle,-that is,
few rifles. In most of the Ithanas, the annihilation of class enemies".. This
revolutionary cadres depended to meant that nothing else was consider.
varying extents on poor peasant and ed as class struggle. Every problem
landless labour guerillas. It was would be soh'ed through this cam-
possible in all to' have about 30 paign; a new man would be born i
poor peasants and landless labourers there wo.uld be a new consciousness
as orga.nisers. In some areas, when and new faith among the poor pea-
the guerillas took ,over Ithe pro- sants and landless labourers; rural
pert.y of the class enemies, they earn· areas wou'd )be lib$"ated, new :red
ed the active support of the gllneral spots would appear on the map of
run of poor peasants and landless the cou>ntryand eventuaHy condi.
labourers. In these areas the people ,tions would become ripe for a coun-
spont1aneously ttqok initiatives at trywide mass uprising. The peasants
the time of police and military re. . with new consciousness and new
pression. But not having any well- faith would snatch arms' from the
worked-out action plan for attacking enemy and would provide the armed
the police and military, instead of defence of the revolutionary power.
involving the people in the struggle Annihilation of class enemies was re.
for robbing the jotedars of their 50- garded as a higher form of class strug-
cial and economic- power, the revo- gle amI the beginning of guerilla
lutionaries went ahead, following the warfare.
Party Congress line, with the pro- This line was adopted unanimous-
gramme of annihilation. As a result ly in the Party Congress and the
the peasant masses could not De party journals began Ito 'highlight
activised. This isolation of the cadres activities in different areas according
facilitated the attack of the armed to the number of annihilations car·
"orces @f the government. About-50 ried out. This became the sol~ cri-
revolutionaries got killed; mOst of tllriol1. In Birbhum, as in other re-
the guns and rifles were recovered by gions, litde discrimination was made
the police.- ':fhe jotedars and money- between the big, small and medium
lenders who had left their villages, among the jotedars. Anybody who--:-'
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lion Number 1945): W. J. Cul-
shaw and W. G. Archer: 'The
Santal Rebellion'.
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bl;1cksmiths (mainly Hindus) started
making guns for the Santhals at one
stage. St111the rebel' .ons faiJed,
because they did not grow out of' any
'POflitical 'and ideological conscious.
ness. Tribal 01' semi-tribal solidarity,
narrow community-consciousness,
,spontaneity and a vague S1ense 01
social justJice, could not hold the
rebels together and keep up their
militant morale for long. After
their defeat, they were fragmented
into roving groups of bandits. AI.
though all of them were not bandits
of the classical Robin Hood type,
'~who' took from the rich to give to
tale poor and never killed but in
self-defence or jU,st revenge", there

••were many who conformed to the
Robin Hood stereotype. They are
all dead and forgotten now, but their
memories live in the qallads, songs
and anecdotes of our village people,
as a part of' our rural folklore.
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i!Pproach, that would consist. in the
armed squads meting out punish.
ment (which may involve annihihF
t.ions) according to the desires of the
local peasant masses which are to be
known on thoroughgoing investi-
gations--all these things being
a means ojf entry among the pea-
sant masses, so that such steps
should be immediatel¥, followed by
the formation of the party unit and'
the revolutionary peasant committee.

The Main Task In all cases however the central focus
What ought to be the main task of of all the activities should be on the ,..

the party in the village? Obviously, elimination of the landlord class as a
organising peasants for the revolu- class (which is not to be understood
tion. The Party units should be as their physical liquidaltion).. If this
formed, co posed of vanguard ele- is not done, pf One follows the partf
ments of the poor and landless pea- line of mere annihilation of class ene·
sants. These units should carry out mies, the revolutionary cadres would'
the work of educating the peasantry be isolated from the peasant masses.
with Mao Tse-tung thought-organise This is what happened'in Srikakulam,
them for revolution. They should this is what happened in Midnapore,
form revolutionary peasant commit- this is also the experience in Bir.
tees led by poor and landless pea- bhum.
sant.s. Simultaneously the party units In the Party Congress report there
should 'form armed squads composed is nO line laid down about confronta-
of peasant youths which will in tion with armed forces. J/Il~irbhum
course of time provide the basis for in many areas the poor peasant and
Ithe formation of gueriUa units. landless labourer populatiop expect-
The reason. for not calling these eel such armed confrontations. But
squads "gueri'l1a units" is that it has except lor a few stich cases, no line
been seen th3lt such units take time waS adopted in a general way about
to acquire the character and the com- confroOlt~ngthe armed forces. The
petenee that a guerilla unit should_~uns and rifles that had been seized
have. This leads to overestimation of ",nerenot put to any use based on
the armed struggle of the paflty. After any systematic programme. The line
this stage is over the peasant com- that was given by the party was
milJtee under the leadership of the to spread the annihilation campaign
Party unit should take steps for start. far and wide with a view to defeating
i.ng struggle against the jotedars that the enemy strategy of "encirclement
would be aimed at taking away 'from and repression". Even after red
them their social and economic pow- areas were established in Srikakulam,
er. The slogan should be to make Cham Mazumdar did not ask ~or .a
the peasant commi>tteethe ultimate concentration of all' the forces against
authority in all village-level matters. the repressive armed f01'cesolf the

This of course 'tvould invite attacks State, did not give direction ~or the
from the class enemies and the State adoption of a military programme.
apparatus. It would then be the task In his aflticle, "GueriIla warfare"
of the armed squads to thwart and Charu Maoumdar did /IlQt give the
dde3Jt these attacks (lindit is through slightest idea about what the armed
this practice that they would gain in forces of the State cou~d do to, the
strength. Depending on differences revolutionaries, and how the latter
in the circumstances and the level of could fight back. In Birbhum it was
political consciouSonessamong the seen that the armed forces of the
peopJe, there would be an alternative State, instead IOf being weakened,
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The lesson that is to be drawn is:
tIhle.Line 10£ equating cla&s *rug~e
with annihilation of class enemies is
but a lin~ of terrorism, not of pea-
sant revolutionary war. There has
always been, there would always be,
annihilation of class enemies in any
levolutionary struggle, but annihila-
tion of class enemies cannot be ac-
ceptable as the main political line
ol <.tnycommunist party.
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expressed any differences about the
annihilation programme was imme-
diately branded as revisionist.

In thost' areas where the line was
applied to the' letter, a very small
number of yC'1.ths frO\t, the poor
and landless peasantry came to the
Ifore for taking active pirt in the
annihilation programme. Among the
rest' there were various reactions ob-
servable. pne of the typical reac-
tions was to say, "Not bad. Let this
begin. We shall join later". A'
second whold say, "The rich would
remain rich, the poor poor. There
would never be power in the hands
0lf the peasantry". About annihila-
tions, some said, "Well served. They
will now be taught a lesson". An.
other section -said, "Could they be
eliminated by this method? What
then is the good?" The peasant,
did not accept the line that the annI-
hilations were meant to liquidate the
social and economic power of the
jotedars. They did not take if as
their own fight. They wok itl as a
line of action of the Party. Thanks
to the initiative df the handful of
activist'S from among the _peasantry,
a large number of peasants gave shel-
ler and food. But when the enemy
returned they said, "You better go
elsewhere for your fight". The rela-
tion betv•.een guerillas and the pea-
sants never took the form of fish in
water. In certain other areas the
revlolutionary workers unconsciou~ly

t.... deviated from Cham Mazumdar's
line and did not confine themselves
to the annihilation programme. In
these areas, along with annihilations,
the guerillas carried out such activi-
ties as expropriation 0:£ the jotedars,
burninlJ of documents, liquidation
of scripts, forcejful occupation of
laond,fixation of minimum wage rates
etc. Itturned OUltthaI! in these areas
the peasant masses became relatively
acth'e; they identified themselves
SIOmewhatmore with ;.the 'strugg'le
and even in some cases simultaneous-
1y C0rl fron ted the armed forces.
However thJese aCtivities could nJ>t
be carried \'ery far because the PaPty
did not have any line in the matter.
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(Let us recall the example of clandes-
tine trade union activity in China
between 1928-1948). It is also ne-
cessary to criticise the emphasis that
has been laid on the Party being a
party of the poor peasant and land-
less labourers, and on the al~egcd
hold of revisionism on the WOl king
class. The industrial working ehss
has to become the vanguard ct,1 the
revolution and for that the Party
has to work primarily among the vast
majority of the truly pauperised
working class, leaving aside the rela-
tively affluent sections of a class that
provides Ithe basis for the operations
of the revisionist trade unions.
Guerilla warfare is admissible in
urban areas only when there would
be a mass upsurge of the working
class and toili.ng peoples, as it was 1ll

1966 !for some time in Durgapur. In
all other situaJtions~that should be
regarded as adventm'ism.

11

On Base Areas
The question of base area comes

from the recogni,tion of the uneven
development <>;fthe semi-feudal semi-
colonial countfies. But for this un-
even development, the que:;tion that
would itave been relevant is that of
armed.. uprising on a countrywide
scale. In a recent document of the
State Committee of West Bengal it
has been stated that there is no1
much uneve,nness of development in
the country. It is this understanding
that has led ItO the line of scattered
guerilla fights and iCis this that gave
rise to the idea of quick victory, c1
the country being liberated in 1975.
However, base areas are necessary
and indispensable as refuse in the
face <:if white terror. Charu Mazoum-
dar has rightly ohserved, the neces-
sary precondhilln for the establish-
ment of base areas is the 'fotmatlion
of revolutionary committees hc:.tdc<l
by poor peasants and landless labour-
ers and under their guidance i!1vohe-
ment of the entire peasa\1lt masses in
struggle~. But i,t appeared frOjD his
writing~ that he considered any rural
,area siUitajjle for becQllling a base_
area. But that it is not even think-

(
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responsibility in the matter does not
exhaust i,tself in just giving the call
for such movements. The Party's
duty is to organise them.

In certain areas df Birbhum pea-
sant masses wanted to go forward
with the struggle over harvests but
according to the directions of Chant
Mazl.!mdar they were told that the
party or the guerillas had nothing to
do about the matter. But last Octo-
ber a call was given to launch such
movements all over WeSlt Bengal-
but as there was no preparation and
as the Party did not take any res-
ponsibility ~or organising the move-
ment, the slogan remained just a
slogan. .

The question of the working class
and struggle in urban areas is one
that in practice the Party has neglect-
ed most, SO that the movement
has remained isolated from the vast
industrial working class of the coun-
try. It appeared from Charu Mazum-
dar's wri,tings that the only task of
the working class front was to orga-
njse guerilla units among them to
carry out the campaign of annihila-
tion. Following that lea<! the Cal-
cutta Commi ttee adopted the pro-
gramme of annihilating businessmen,
usur€rs, blackmarketeers, etc. From

Mau Movements there -on began a spate 0;£ anmhila-
In one article Chaw Mazumdar tions of so-called class enemies in all

wrote ,that open mass organisation urban areas; and there was left no
work was an obstacle <to the genesis difference in nature between the mo-
and spread of guerilla warfare. In velUent in urban and rural areas.
an inner-party document it has been No distinction was drawn between
claimed that this line had been ac- ,the various small and big left parties ..
claimed as correct by Peking Radio. As a }'esul,t, from ordinary workers
It is however not true that Peking of such parties to major leaders be-
Radio ev-er made any reference to_ became targets of the annihilation
this article and it was irresponsible programme and the.ge activities were
to involve the' Chinese party in this hailed in the pages of Deshabrati
fashion. It was arising~ out of this and Liberatiol1. Some party work-
erroneous line that Charu Mazumdar ers gOt so enthusiastic that they an-
criticised those workers who partici- nou,nced such a programme as one of
pated in a struggle over the paddy annihilatinf; any voter.
harvests. The Committee thinks that the

There is nO question about it that party re{.Juires to get involved in all
guerilla warfare will necessarily have kinds (~ working class struggles with
to be linked with mass movements~ a view to making them more mili ..
Of course such movements will not tant, to organise armed resistance to
have anything ,to do with bourgeo+s all repression and if necessary to
legalistic movements and the party's organise clandestine trade unions.

selected one ai"ea alter another and
cleared them up: In Birbhum
wherever the cadres took courage to
challenge the police and the military,
they got ,the enthusiastk SlUpport
of the people. The' lesson _ 01- Bir-
bbum in this respect would seem to
be that ChaUJ Mazumdu was wrong
tQ think that the new man would be
born through. annihljJ3Ition of clasS!
enemies; hJs slogan that "one who
...has not made his hand red with the
brood of the enemy is not a commu-

~t" was also ~ron:g. The new
man is born' in the fire f)·f class
struggle in which one acts accordi.ng
to Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-
tung thought. It is _also not true
that guerilla warfare can sta11t only
through the process of annihilation
of class enemies. I't can start in In.any
other ways. Comrade Babulal who
gave his l~e in an armed encounter
with the police-did he not contri-
bute to the beginning of guerilla
warfare?

It is true that lately Charu
Mazumdar himself 'criticised the line
oif annihilation as "mili·tant .eeono-
mism". But this criticism was made
most casually without any adequate
analysis or investi.gation.



Economic Planning In China

able to have base areas in the proxi.
mity of cities should be clear from
the !act that even after five years of
the beginning of armed 8tmggle in
the Naxalbari area it has not been
possible to form any red bases any-
where. Some such areas did exist
for brief periods but they were all
smashed up by the enemy. The ut-
most that there has been may Lc
called guerilla lones. There was
some success only in the Sriicakl1lam
area but the reason why even that
failed is primarily the absence of any
political and military programme J"e-
garding base areas and the liberation
army. It would Jippear that one
would have to pUt greater emphasis
011 remote areas and take ·fresh ac..
COlNltof the conditions of terraUl.

There has not been any people's
army; there have only been some
groups of guerillas. E"en in this
respect there hetsbeen a great deal Oif
exaggeration, Quite ~ten one has
described as guerillas people who

, have not even left Itheir homes and
come under the discipline of any
unit, just by virtue of their having been
members df strictly temporary groups
that were formed for carrying out
annihilations.

Charu Mazumdar was of course
quite right that the people's libera-
tion army has to be mainly composed
01 peasants. Butt his line that in
every case the command of a guerilla
unit has to be a poor or landless
peasant appears to be mistaken. It
is mechanistiC to think that if the
commanders are of peasant class

ON a tour in the Spring of 1972 I was
privileged to be given some infor-

mation about eeonom'icmanagement in
China: These notes recount what I
was able to make out about the fram-
in~ of an annual plan of production
and distribution.
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background that would by itse1,f
bring ab9ut leadership of that class.
It is Ithe_revolutionary peasant com-
mittees that would give leadership to
the peasants' struggles. For this
reason Ithe party -units have- to be
composed-of poor and landless pea-
sa~s and the peasant committees
have to be under the leadership of
such peasants and this makes irrele-
vant,the question 0:£ leadership of the
army commanders. It has been the
experience in Birbhum that as more
and more peasants join the struggle,
there develops an increasing urge
among the youths from working class
and petty bourgeois backgrounds to
join with them. While the libera-
tion army has necessarily to be com- .
posed mainly of peasants, these ele-
ments could also be included in the
ranks of the army, while strengthen-
ing the work of political education
within ·the army. It was seen in
Birbh!lm that these non.peasant ele-
ments were quite capable of fighting;
if they were properly trealted it
shoufd have been-possible to' for~
quite a strong army in Birbhum.
But this human resource was allowe<I
to go waste because o! the line that
the army must be composed exclu-
sively Otf peasants.

The undivided Central Commit-
·tee of the Panty has never met even
once since the meeting th31ttook
place immediately after the PaJ1ty
Congress in 1970. In reply to the
State Committee Of Bihar, Charu
Maz.umdargave the explanation (and
this wasrepeated in a West Bengal State

JOAN ROBIN£ON

Administration
There are several phrases always

used in connection with the systemof
economic planning-"Two initiatives,
of the top and of the bottom"; "From
the bottom' up and from the top
down"; and "Leaving leeway". The

Committee document) 'that this
done on grou.nds of security. But
problem of security will always
there with every revolutionary move
ment in any country. That n
meant, tha·t ought not to mean,
stoppage .of functioning of the a
tral Committee. At least five m
bers of .the Central Committee ba:
been expelled for their differen
with Charu Mazumdar without
meeting taking place. The atmos..:
phere lor inner-panty stl'uggle
been totally vitiated by the at tit
of branding any difference w
Charu Mazumdar as revisionis
The documents issued by the Bi
State Committee. and by the W
Bengal-Bihar-Orissa Border Regior,
Committee were condemned with
their ~eing even discussed:i.n
Central Committee. This made
ner-party discussion impossible
endangered the very existence of
Party.

The Party suffers lrom extrem
dogmatism, rigidity a~d left devia
~ion. T~ese get expressed in regar~
lUg as equally reactionary all
other left parties, falling to explo
the contradictions within the ruling
class, failing to work on the contra••.
dictions between different regioo
components of the armed forces
well as the contradictions between
officer class.and the lower ranks, •
not recognising. the existence of-a
national bourgeoisie. AIl 4this boils:
down ,to antagonisms with.a1I ana;::
alliance with none.

last means allowing room for
ments as work proceeds.

The most important link in th~
chain of administration is the Province.
As well as the old historical Provinces.
there are three cities and three Auto-
nomousRegionslincludingTibet).which



11k as Provinces. ,Provinces are divi-
into Administrative districts. Un-.

r,Districts are Counties, Communes
\Tided into Brigades and teams. In

large towns are Urban Districts
neighbourhoods, un~r which are

eet Committees, at the same level
teams in agriculture.
Proposals and demands from each
el pass up to the Province. Once

year the representatives of all the
ovincesmeet with the Planning Com-

ion in Peking. Balances [..Jr pro-
tluction and distribution of all . the

in commodities and for flows
of finance are made and agreed. Each

rovince comesback withcommitments
d guarantees which are then distri-
ted down from level to level as firm

-undertakip.gs.

~cuJtare
.In the CommuneS, in August and
ptember, after the harvest, each
m is called upon to review last

'8 'work and to outline proposals
next year's production. No plan,

course, ever starts on a blank sheet ;
lt1suallyproppsals are for the same as
laat year and as much more as possible.
1iowev.er, thire may have been some
jplportant change in productive capa-
cit~ say, control of water has spread
over a _new area, or there may have
been somechange in policy from above,
~y, a request for more sugar or more

tton. In the light of all the condi-
'ODS, the teams produce a statement

proposed output and of how much to
consume for their own needs. Specialist
teams put in their -!'equi~ements of
grain to purchase.
. The proposals of teams are discussed

-withthe Commune and passed up to
the County. The principle of leaving
leewa;y means that. plans are not too
tight; there should be room for over-
fulfilment, with a bit of effort. A

higher authority will sometimes s~ggest
a reduction rather than an increase
in proposed output.

The County, after discussion with
the Communes, passes up the' totals
for each crop, through the District to
the Province. )

Contracts for the supply of vegeta-
bles, fruit and so on to the cities are
outside the plan and so are sales thro-
ugh the free market. The industrial
investment of the Communes and
Brigades, and the five small industries
at County and district level are out-
side the plan, for these go down to
foster agricultural development, not up
to supply the industrial market. Th.ey
may, however, involve requests. say,
for a purchase of tractors, which must
go into the Province's demands on the
centre.

All main crops, grain, vegetable oil,
sugar, tobacco and cotton are dealt with
under the national plan. Each Pro-
vince is~iven an aIlocation for its own
consumption. Surpluses from someare
allocated to those which have deficits.
In principle. a particular Province has
no more claim on the production with-
in its territory than has any other. At
the annual meeting, each Province
must "combat egoism" and take the
needs of others into accoun,t. At the
same time, deficit Provinces are strong-
Jy urged to increase production. (The
area north of the Yellow Rive, former-
ly .dependent on imports from the
south, now claims to be self-sufficient
in grain). Exports and foreigaaid of
agricultural I!roductscome out of the
surplus of production over the total
planned consumption of the country as
a whole,

After t~e meeting, at each l~el de-
mands are shared out to the level
below: the Province plan come.sdown
again f~om level to level; there is a
second round of meetings to discuss

how each team is to produce
ted share.

As the year goes by, successesare
balanced against failures at each level,
Commune, County, and District. The
leewayin one plan can be used to offset
a deficit in the fulfilment of another.
Apart from very severe natural calami-
ties, the Provinceas a whole is expected-
to fulfil its plan. The ,surplus, it has
agreed to hand over is the firstpriority;
a short-fall has to be met by economi-
sing on consumption; excessproduction
may be utilised within the Province,
added to stock or put at the disposal of '
the Centre.

Lines and Areas
The Centre is directly responsible for

the armed forces, the -<:entraladminis-
tration, transport and foreign trade. In
respect to--industry, there has bJ':enan
important change. Formerly all the
important enterprises were directly
controlled by Ministries at the centre.
The enterprise received its plan of
production and its allocation of mate-
rials from the Ministry concerned. At
an early stage, this may have been
necessary, but as the industrial enter.
prises gained experience, it became a
great nuisance. The familiar tales
about over-centralisation in the Soviet
Union are repeated in China. An en-
terprise wanting an extra hundred
tons of cement, that could be 'Supplied
in the next County, had to write to Pe-
king and wait months for permission to
get it. In two adjacent provinces, an
enterprise in one was gIven a plan for
producing the mechanism of ~atches
and one in the other, the supply of

...cases,so that if either overfulfilled its
plan the other held it up. One snter-
prise was given small-sized ball· bear-
ings to produce. and another large ones,
so that a machine-make had to apply
for supplies from both. Presumably
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is dealt with in three ways. The
prise may apply to the ap
bureau of the Provincial goy

, for addition to its plan. In tbis
tbe bureau is responsiblefor pro
the necessarysupplies. Or tbe
prise may be able to organise
supplieslocally or it may carry on
economyof mater.ials or using
tutes. Major enterprises carry s
of materials for two or tbree m
work so as to provide th~mselves:
room to manoeuvre.. Tbe b
arranges for tbe disposal.of tbe
.output, whicb may be required to
a deficiencye1sewbere. Meeti
held between enterprises to work
arrangements.

The national plan. as well. as
main crops, covers production
distribution of all other raw
rials and all the main items of ind
al equipment; it also covers ala
range of consumption goods-tex
yarn, piece-goodsand knitwear, rub
boots, thermos flasks, bicycles, se •
machines. Otber industrial prod
such as towels,cbina, leather sboes,
controlled by the Proyinces, and
items such as small tool~,buttons
baskets,are at the local level. At
time matches were included in
national plan, now they are sup
local!y. Vebicles.and tractors are un
the national plan; other farm mac
nery is at the Provincial or Co
level. All commodities uhder
national plan are distributednatio
A contract to purchase can be
only in accordance with an alloca
tha(has been granted. Under the
as with grain, no province has a
criptive right to goodsproduced wi
it, but this rule is evidently not pu
too hard. Shanghai, which is the
industrial centre, keeps enough of
own production· to make its depa
ment stores the envy o( Asia.

. ~ -
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under the excuse of economies aim lthould be. The year's plan is
specialisation, this was a method of discussed with representatives of the
keeping power in the hands of the workersin each shopand a draft plan
Ministries, for no good purpose. put to the Province. The Province

This is now called ~he"tyranny of carries the proposalsof all its eftterpri-
the line". Now production plans are ses to the centre. Important commo-
made in terms of areas. The enter- dities are given in quantities and the
prises formerly under central control rest as a sum of money. The Province
have been given to the provinceswhere brings back an agreedplan and parcels
they are situated. Their output and it out. When the targets and require-
requirements are now included in the ments of an enterprise have been
local and provincial plan, so that s.ettledat the area level, it is called to
neighbouring enterprises can concert a meeting of the line, that is, the in-
their programmesand help each other - dustry-iron and st~el, machine tools,
out. Some specialisation is necessary electrical equipment, textiles, or any
but wherever possible all components one of sevcral hundre<d branches.
are produced within a locality, partly' Representatives of enterprises in one
for convenienceand partly to promote line, from all over the country, come
self-sufficiencyin caseof .war. Above- to the meeting and work out a fit
plan productioo is put at the disposal of their plans. They then enter into
of the Province or the city where an contracts stipulating quanti~ies,quality
ente.q>riseis situated. and delivery dates of each product.

Similarly, someenterprisesformerly The enterprisesconcerned with invest-
in the Province's sphere have been put ment goods enter into co~tracts
under District or County planning, with other enterprises, both for sup-
and these are allowed to hand over a plies and deliveries; in the consump-
proportion of their output for local use. tion goods sector, final-deliveries are
. When a new installation is to be set arranged with the Commerce Depart-

up, the locality organises a "war of ments of the regions to which supplies
annihilation". Neigli60uring enter- are direc~ed.
prisessendsome of their workers, and The national meeting is held at the
everyone, from the .army to the Red end of Decemberor beginning ofJanu-
Guards in the local sehools,--rallies ary but the final details may not come
round. By this means, a blast furnace down to the enterprises for two or
at the Wuhan iron and steel complex three months. They therefore make
was put up in four-and-a-half months, provisional contracts .at the beginning
and a larger one at Anshan in ten of the year and carryon with produc-
months. tion. In the middle of the year there

The line, that is the branch of is another round, at which firm con-
industry in the country as a whole, tracts are made in accordance with the
still J!As.an important part to play in plan.
the planning system. An enterprise, There are price lists for all standard
like a Commune, begins in the fourth products. For a new item, the pro-
quarter of the year to review its work ducer proposesa price, based on costs,
and make proposalsfor next year. It and negotiates with the buyer.
is in toucb witb tbe appropriate Minis- An enterprise which is exceedingits
try and with the provincial planners, planned output over the year requires
so that it has a general idea of wbat its further suppliesof raw materials. This

-
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Shanghai, but they are considered to
be not of such good quality; they are
sold at a lower price and consequently
carry a lower profit. ' The enterprise
is called upon to increase efficiency and
catch up with Shanghai. A low-cost
chemical fertiliser plant has a profit of
10 per cent, to even up its price with
others who are getting 5 per cent.
Over and above ex-factory prices, there
is a general business tax of 3 per cent
on turnover paid by the Commerce
Department. There is a wholesale
margin varying around 10 per cent for
different commodities and a retail mar-
gin around 12 per cent. Services such
as hotels, laundries, buses, etc. 'pay a
tax on the basis of receipts from 3 to
15 per cent.

The economic principle of planning
retail prices is to ensure an overall
value of sales that will absorb the 4ver.
all flow of purchasing power coming
from the total money income of the
community. The money income of the
community consists of the wage and
salary 'bill that enters into the costs of
these goods to be sold, including wel-
fare funds. Over and above this are
incomes earned in administration, the
armed forces, investment and free
social services.

The element of surplus in prices has
to be sufficient to cover the expenditure
from these incomes.

The Chinese have been remarkably
successful in maintaining this balance
through good times and bad.

Subject to overall balance, social
. policy requires that the pattern of
prices is such as to catch purc.hasing
power from relatiye luxuries, whilemak-
ing it possible for the lowest income to
provide the necessaries ofIife. In this
respect also, Chinese policy seems to
succeed pretty well.

Besides keeping down the cost of
living, subsidies are used to steer de-

make up what corresponds to the net
profit margin in capitalist industry.

The tax rate most often quoted was
7 per cent of ex-factory prices. The
profit ~r-particular commodities is set
according to their uses. For chemical
fertiliser .it is very low, since this is an
input for agriculture. For wine and
cigarettes it is highest, though by no
means high by our standards - 60 per
cent of selling prices. Bicycles, watches,
woollen cloth are high-priced luxuries.
(A bicycle costs three times the ave-
rage. monthly wage).

Means of production are not exemp-
ted from contributing to the national
revenue: Steel, as well as a tax of 7
per cent of ex-factory prices, carries a
profit rate of 15 per cent. Machine
tools carry 20 per cent. Small collec-
tives producing components for equip-
ment also pay 7 per cent tax and earn
20 per cent profit (of which they
keep half for an accumulation fund).

According to the Soviet view, it is
irrational to include profit in the prices
of investment goods since the state
both gets the profit and pays for in-
vestment. However, the argument tells
just as well the other way-since the
state is going to get the profit back it
does not matter that it pays it, More-
over, machinery is'sold to the Com-
munes and other collectives, and some
items, such as sewing machines, are
sold both to industry and to households;
the element of profit in these sales is
contributing to national revenue. How-
evt;:r that may be, the price system has
evolved by a historical process, adjust-
ed from time to time by common sense,
not by any doctrinal theory of value.

For goods controlled by the national
plan a standard is chosen of a good av-
erage production (not the very best) and
the output of other enterprises is priced
in relation to it. Thus, bicycles produc-
ed in Wuhan have a higher cost than in

Uthose commodities that come into
national plan hav~ nationally fixed

• es. Those controlled by the Pro-
es have prices fixed in agreement

th each other, so that there will not
different price levels on two sides of

undary. Irices for small collect-
es are agreed wit!t the factories to

• h they sell.
hen the purchase price of grain
raised. to encourage production

lng the bad years, the retail selling
'ce was kept unchanged, thus avoid-

the vicious circle of inflation. Till
y, grain is sold in town at prices

t do not cover the full cost of trans-
and handli,ng. (In Shanghai the

idy is said to be about 10 per cent
total sales value).

'Thc whole industrial price level is
··t up on the price of grain, for this

ines the cost of living, and so
lowest wage rate. Higher grades
wages are erected on that base,
•eb thus determines the whole wage

salary bill for industry, commerce
administration.

The cost of production of each com-
'ty is made up of cost of materials

hieb depend~ on costs at an earlier
e or on purchase prices in agri7ul-

e), cost of power, the wage and sala-
bill. and amortisation. Amortisation
buildings and plant is at a flat rate

so much per year of its estimated life
• e. The cost of particular items of

ction are calculated }ndividually;
did not try to find out how overheads
d amortisation are allocated between

-a tiresome question which is not
all important, as evidently they are
ocated somehow.
There is then a tax (except for goods
hich are to be sold at or below cost)
ind a planned profit. each expressed

a percentage of the value of output
at ex-factory prices. Together they,
20



mulation that is needed to,make
a little tesshard for everyone.

Employment

In China there is no problem of un-
employment. Each Commune finck
jobs for its children as they grow up
and a proportion of school-leaversfrom
the cities are sent ihto the country:
Any J abour not required for cultivation
is put onto construction or production
in small factories, at first "with bare
hands" and then gradually mechanised.

Each ind ustrial enterprise has its
complement of workers. techniciana
and cadres. Wastage is made good by
applying to the provincial or municipal
Labour Bureau for replacements, bu
any increase in numbers has to be put
into the national plan and sanctioned
by the centre. The same applies to
commerce, administration and social
services. When an increase in person-
nel is permitted, the enterprise or office
is instructed where to go for recruits.
Many will be young people originally
from the city who have served their
two years on a Commune; others are
drawn from the peasantry. There is
an unlimited pool of labour in the
countryside to supply industry and
plenty of young people who are eager
to come.

The Counties can recruit for their
small industries outside the national
plan provided that they do not tike
more than 5 per cent of the agricul-
turallabour force.

aousewives in cities are encouraged
to work in small collectives or in the
neighbourhood services ,that support

\
them.

There is a strong propaganda cam-
paign for late marriage and small
families. Every kind of birth control
facility is availab)e in town and coun-
try. The officialaim is to get the rate
of growth of population down to 1-per
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superiority of the area over the line in
the organisation' of production). In
Shanghai small iron foundry,employing
200 workers and staff, offered to' raise
its planned output from 3,100 to 3,500
tons. The city asked them if they
could not do better. They thought it
over and found that they were working
"4 dayshot and 3 days cold" in a week,
for to give ihe workers one day off in
seven, they let the furnace out the day
before and took a day to get it going
again afterwards. 'They arranged to
stagger their holidays, and so kept the
furnaces going continuously. Their
planned output for 1972 is 6,000 tons.
A capitalist employer, of course, would
insist on efficiency,but then he might
have a strike on his hands. "Raising
the political consciousnessof the work-
ers" is much more economical.

Every e'nterprise, even in light indus.
try, has a machine shop and is conti.
nually improving its equipment and
gradually mechanising labour-intensive
processesfor itself.

In some provinces enterprises at the
District level are allowed to keep part
of their profits for accumulation. Col-
lectives at the County or neighbour-
hood level generally keep half their
profits. The large enterprises are free
to use their amortisation allowances to
expand capacity.

Thus in industry as well as in the
Communes there is a large amount of
investment, in small packets all round

I

the country, over and above the large
schemespromoted in the national plan.

There is still a great deal of trans-
port by mule or by .human being-the
stockof trucks is slowlyincreasing and
motor boats (of cement instead of tim-
ber) gradually displacing pars and
sails on the rivers.

"Self-reliance and hard work" is the
watchword now. It is gradually nib-
bling away at the huge mass of accu-

Investment ,/
I.n ,the countryside a great deal of

invest~t is organised 'by consumers,
using labour in the slack season to
carry out works of land reclamation
and water control. COUll..tiesand
Provinces also organise such schemes.
Minor ones they merely report but
major ones, say a mervoir ofmore than
100 million cubic metres of capacity,
has to be sanctioned in the national
plan. For industry, the investment
plan "takes the whole country as the
chess board". All major consFruction
of new installations or enlargement of.
existing once is allotted--to particular
places. The Five Year Plan lays out a
general . scheme of development and
this is implemented y~r by year. At
the annual national meeting, everyPr.o-
vince has put in schemesof investment
and the centre has to ration them out.
Major schemesare conceived in terms
of the line-the need to increase pro-
ductive capacity of particular
types-and carried out in terms of
areas-put into the plan of a particular
Province to be developed at a particu-
lar site.

'1: 0 es;onomise investible resources,
established enterprises must aim to in-
crease productivity. The Anshan -iron
and stec:lcomplex is proud of increas-
ing output between 1970 and 1971 by
10 per cent without requiring any ad-
ditional equipment or ,man-power.
(This is offered as an example of the
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mand in particular directions; for ins-
.,.. tance, a kind of detergent, a by-product

,"~ of a petro-chemical process, is sold
very much below cost,while soap made
from soyabean oil is priced high.

So far, production has kept a st~p
ah~~d of the growth of population;
average consumption, by all accounts,
seems to have been rising markedly in
the last three years.
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expenditure, -it is allowed lO keep.
Formerly an excessover planned reve-
nue was .passed to the central budget;
after the Cultural Rev~lution, to en-
courage initiative, the P.rovince was
allowed to keep it, but for 1972 it has
been decided to set a ceiling to the
excessrevenue, above which any fur-
ther excess h divided ,half and half
with the centre.

The province allocates planned re-
venue and planned expenditure to
Districts and Couuties, and applies
the same or similar rules to them.

The financial relations of the centre
with the Provinces are regulated by
'!three uniformities and three privi-
leges".
_ The uniformities are (i) the rule
that' natioual financial policy is deter-
mined by the centre; (ii) allocations
of investmenf and expendirnre are
made by the centre; no change can be
made without approval from the
centre; and (iii) the financial system
is uniform over the whole country-tax
rates, wage and sa~ary rates and the
prices of the main products are deter-
mined centrally.

The privileges are (i) the right to
make adjustments between localities
and enterprises. Once 'the totals'of re-
venue and expenditure---havebeen set,
the Province can allocate them as it
finds convenient; (ii) the Province is
free to dispose of the surplus arising
from under-planned expenditure and
over-planned revenue (subject to the
rule conc~rning a ceiling) and its con-
tingency allowances, with the restric-
tion that it may not use thes~nds to
increase personnel employed or to raise
~ages; ana (iii) the Province has the
right to implement the plan.that has
been given to it in its own way, subject
to the principles of government pol~cy.

The .Provinces and under them Dis-
tricts, Counties, 'Neighbourhoods,

bill. By tailoring the growth of invest-
ment to the growth of agricultural sur-
plus and by 1teeping a judicious
mixtur~ of quick-yielding invel'tments
in light industry with large lOilg-term
projects, the Chinese planners seem to
have succeeded in maintaining "balan-
ced, proportional growth" remarkably

wel1~
For a Province, under the system

now in force, there is no conception of-
balancing 'the budget or of raising
revenue to provide ·for expenditure.
Each Province has a planned revenue
and a planned expenditure which have
no connection with each other.

Shanghai, the richest unit, has plan-
ned expenditure, including centrally
financed investment, within its boun-
daries of 10 per cent of its revenue. A
province in the old industrial North
East has an expenditure of 17per cent of
revenue, excluding central investment;
a province in the' Central region, 30
per cent, and so on. By th~s means,
the centre is taxing the relatively richer
part of the population to cover its own
outlay a~d to even up development far
the poorest.

The revenue of a province comes -
from the agricultural tax, the taxes
and profits of state enterprises ,in in-
dustry, commerce and services, and
taxes and half the profits from collect-
ive factories: Planned expenditure, __
apart from investment, consists of sala-
ries and miscelllJ.neousexpenses for
administration (down to the level of
communes and neighbourhoods), edu-
cation, the health service aad some
urban housing (much of housing is pro-
vided by enterprises for the workers
and counts as part of initial invest-
ment).

The province is also allowed some
contingency funds for extra expendi-
ture in case of need. Any saving which
a province makes out of its planned

Along with the naticrnal plan e~pres-
~ in physical terms, there is a plan
in terms of finance.

The centre gets about 20 per cent of
its revenue from transport, foreign
trade and customs. The _rest comes
from tnose Provinces which have an
excess of revenue over expenditure.
The expenditure from the central
budget, besides the cos~of defence, ad,
.ministration, higher education and
foreign aid, consists of subventions 'to
deficit areas-particularly the Auto-
nomous Regions-and the finance of
major investment pr.ojeets.

The aim of financial policy is to em-
sure that the central budget is balan-
ced, with a small surplus; this keeps
the whole national income in balance.
Revenue grows from year to year with
dle growth of value of output, \)ut it
does not grow smoothly. With the
spread of water control, violent fluc-
,-tuations in agricultural output have
be~n eliminated, but output still varies
from year to year. The pattern of
prices is such that agriculture is re-
ckoned to contribute only 20,per cent
of nationa~ income; but it is still the
key to growth. When the harvest has
been good and the revenue corres-
pondingly buoyant, more schemes of
investment can be started in next year's
plan, and when the growth has
been small, new plans of next year will
be restrained.

'The secret of carrying out de~elop-
ment without inflation is to keep the
flow of output of consumption goods in
step with the growth of money-wage

cent per annum. The recent announce-
ment that told numbers (including
Taiwan) have not yet reached 700
million seems,to indicate that popula-
tion policy is being more effective than
JDostforeign observers believed.
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NOTICE

With Stali,n the whol~ theory of
the class struggle is reduced to th~
theory that the class struggle is in-
ten ified as the revolution ga'ther(
momentum; the resistance of group
and strata, essentially l:Joeionging to
the old order, becomes increasingly
yigorous. In his repoflt on the pro-
ject for the 1936 Constitution Stalin
could claim that since these classes
had aheady been liquidated, .the·
structural basis for socialism was
guaranteed. ·nn the Economic Pr<k
blems of Socialism 'in the ll~S.S.R.
written in 1952 the same idea per-
sists: the contradictions of the tran-
sitional phase are attributed to the
fact ,that the production relations
established at the time of the seizure
of State power had bec9me dated.
Hence even if the developments
within ,the USSR still show sC?mecon .•
tradictions these do not amount to a
class conflict in the traditional sense •.
The Khrushchevian concept' of a
"State of the Whole People" certain-
ly goes much further, but it is still
on the same logical plane.

Business Manager
Frontier

justified? Neither in Lenin nor •
the debates that followed immedia-
tely after his death, does one fin
such a simple equation that 'Sitructure'
= 'private property'. Lenin was
quite aware of the -limited extent t
which structural changes could be
brought about in his lifetime; thia
inadequacy was attributed above _all
to the persistence of the old rela'tions
of production, in' particular, old
forms of property (especially in agri-
culture) that could not yet be so·
cialized.

A more or less similar analysis is
made by the communist pal1ties after
the XX Congress. Hence those on
the right see in l'iberalization an anS-
wer to the ills of the Soviet society;
for 'th.ose on the left the answer lies
in egalitarianism, a call for more
sacrifice, greater devotion, etc. Revi-
sionism and CR are thus both trans-
ferred to the rea I'm of conscIousness.

1I0w far is this separation between
the structure and the superstructure

one expects of everyone else and in the
great openness which has been estab-
lished particularly since the Cultural
Revolution. Everyone. has to live up,
not only to tbe expectations of his
superiors but still more to the stand-
ards that the masses below require of
him.
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I. Structu'l'e and Supersh'ucture
An important assumption implicit

in the practice of the communist
movement has been that the seizure
of State power and the abolition of
private--property in the means of pro-
duction will almost automatically
ensure the necessary transformation
of the structural base. Further deve-
l'Opment of the transitional society
wiII ta,ke place at the level of the
superstructure alone.

This idea recurs in some of the for-
mulations made during the cultural

Ro s.-\:-.;;\Ro Ai'\DA
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·c6mmu.nes, state enterprises and col-
lectives are all expected to preserve
strict financial discipline, though no
individual or· corporate income is in
any way dependent on it.

The secret of operating such a sys- .
tem evidently lies in the extremely high
standard of civic morality that every

A number of leading cadres oi the I alian rnolution (CR) as well as in writ.
Communist Party including the authoresi'. - ing of some sympathetic - outsiders.
left the party to form the If Jlollifalo Identifying capitalism with "pri\'ate
I!rOllp with overtly ~laoist leanings. It i. propeny in the means of production
already a very substantial force to ree 'on "hich yield rentier income ro the
with in Italian politics. II J[alii 'cslo is t1 e owners and gi \'es prhate emerpri 'e
name 01 the grou' journal as a so ie connol o'\'er economic development",
title of a book edited by Rossana Rosanda Joan Robinson rightly affirms that
and Pttlished in Paris by Les Editions such priva;te property does nOt exist
du Seuil, \vhich sets out the views in the USSR. But she defends the
and analyses of members of the gmup. Chinese viewpoint, according to

- The article below is. a slightly abridged which, "a capitalist type of super-
translation of one contained in the laUer, structure can develop on a socialist.
providing an insight into ¥aoism in'\ the structure." She refers to the famous
light of the Cultura.l Revolution. A full passage in Marx's Preface to the
translation is available in the Socialist Critique of the Political Economy
Register 1971 which, however, differs where the autonomy of the super-
substantially, especially in some key pas- structure - is recognized and para-
sages, from the present endeavour. phrases Mao on "the action on re-

Rossana Rosanda's essay actually begins verse ... the reaction of conscious-
with a longish int~uction which is left ness upon social' existence." "Once
out so that attention am be focused on the the view that ideas arise out of mate-

"'"-- four main aspects that differentiate Maoism rial circumstances is accepted," she
from the Soviet model. writes, there is no sense in denying

Translated by N. K. CHANDRA that causation runs both ways." (J-
Robinson, The Cultural Revolution
in China, pp. 11-12.)
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individuality hich are only
in a highly developed and compl
type of social and productive
nization; mor.eover, the form m
be total, since the purpose of
,truction is precisely this reappropr"
tion, this new "common" nature 0

the social being.
Thall i why Marx speaks not

'public', but of 'oommon' property
One may, indeed, think (as it was
done until recently in all the com
munist revolutions) that in spite of
the abolition-firstl in industry an
later in agriculture-of all forms
"private" property, ••he role play
by n01l-common propertly in the'
means of production may remain
altered; that the sale of labour
power with all its alienating e
may continue, that the division
social la~lIr may perpetuate, etc. ~
that, in brief, one does not initiate
a radical' change in the sphe"e of the
relations of productiun, but only out..
side and be~d i~, by a different,
and no more private, distribution t
the produce' of labour. However;
there is no case for conliounding thiJ
new distribution with the process
reappropriation described by Marx.

It then follows that the seizure
political power ana the abolition of
private property constitute only ne-
cessary, but not sufficient, condition
for a structural transformation i.o
socialist 'sen'se. It folliows too that
in the ~o-called 'transitional' sodety
a good part of the capitalist mo4e
of production persists, not as a res!
due of the past, but as an intrinsi
form of the present; iotis a society
where inequality between men •
based on t'he material possession 0
the instruments of pl'oduction (not
juridical, but managerial, profession)
and on the sale of labour power as
the sole means of survival.

This poim brings us to the C
with its anti-capimIist struggles;
the object of the CR is to bring abOut
a revolution both of the structure
and in the structure. It is essentild
to "take literally the phrase "bourgeois
relations". These are not just "id~
logical" relations, projections devoi
of material content; rather, Ithesea e

Economy.) This classic l>assagedoes
not lend substance either to the re-
visionist thesis of the autonomy, or
o Stalin's notion of ~he subor-
dination, of the superstructure but
rather to its specific coexistence, pro-
jection and form of the relations of
pToductdon as the 'self-perception'
(Conscience de soi) of the society.
The passage indicates, ~reover, that
the concept of the structure has a
complex and organic development
and is the 'totality of relations', i.e.,
relations between men (in which
work relations in the sphere of ma-
terial production have a pivotal
role), a system that also expresses it-
self as, without reducing itself to,
the form 'taken by property. Of
course, pri ate property is not a se-
condary element; iv is the product
and the expression of the capitalist
mode of production, its distinguish-
ing malk, the terminal point in the
long process of the alienation of hu-
man labour. Butl it is only the
wtalit.y of the conditions (develop·
moot of produdtive forces, division
of labour, loss and reconquest of the
'individu'ality', affirmation o~ the
self, negation and negation of nega-
tion in the relation between man and
nature, man and his instrument of
produotion, man and man) that de-
termines this supreme form of the
alienation of labour-the capitalist
mode of production.

The connexion among these di-
verse elements is so narrow that one
canDot speak of a rupture, a verit-
able crisis of the capitalist mode, un-
less there is a toful destruction; a
partial fulfilment of one of the many
conditions would be inadequate. In
other wdrds, capitalism diJes only
when there (JOmesan end to the pro-
cess described in vhe celebrated pas-
sage of the Grundrissa, entided
"Forms of precaPitalist Production",
which gives a sketch of all human de-
velopment. Capitalism ends when
man is able to reappropriate totally
his social being at the high level to
which human labour was raised by
l"the capitalist mode of production.
At that high level, because, prior to
it man cannot regain his liberty and
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Falae IDterpretatioll
However, this is a false interpreta-

tion. The Chinese Revolution does
raise 301lCW the problem of tbe struc-
ture in all its complexity and rejects
the dichotomy between structure and
uperstructure underlying ·the ftheo..

retical chema of both Stalin and
lm,o<bernTevi ioni m. This schema,
as has been .ooted above, I'educes tbe
structure to pri ate property alone.
That this reduction is arbitrary
comes oul dearly from this often-
quoted passage of Iarx: "In the
social production of their existence,
men inevitably enter into definite
relations, which are independent of
their will, namely relations of produc-
tion appropriate ItOa given stage in
the - development of their material
iqrces of production. Tile 'totality
of these relations of production con-
stitutes the economic structure of so-
det', the real foundation, on which
arise a legal and political superstruc-
ture and to which correspond defi-
nite form of social ronsciousne~'
(Preface b. _lar. to hi A Contribu-
tim' to the C,'itiqlie of Po!itical

tn the documents 0 the CR, the
'ideological' aspect is often 80
s rongly underlined that it may lead
one to believe that the struggle is
about a revolution in the super-
structure alone. Yet on several occa-
sions it is asserted that the enemy is
not. merely an ideology, but "capita-
lism already established in the
USSR" or the "capitalist road" en-
visaged for China b Liu Shao-chi.
Is the word 'capitalism' here to be
u.nderstood in a very broad manner
as a tern of ideas, attitude and even
relation be een men, but divorced
from i tructural ba i , the under-
lyin~ tela ion of production? This
is prcd.el what many of the mode-
rate communist critics of the CR do
and thev ha\'e no difficult in show-
ing ho ' unmarxi t the approach i.
Some' ppottcr of the CR are happ
to do Ihe ante for the can how
that _lao has gone be)ond • Iarx a,nd
ha i-n affmity with one type of mo-
dem sociology. Thus we get, MllO

again t Marx.
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terms in
appears.

But how can one of tlhe terms in
the contradiction be irreducible if ft
is not roootedin SOmematerial facts?
If such material' roots are present, no
purely ideological synthesis is- possi.
ble. More easily than from t!he
th€Oretical writings of Mao, it is
from the popular documents of the
CR narrating how various practical
difficulties were surmounted by re-
course to the Thoughti of Mao Tse-
tung, that one arrives at a better
understanding of the material cha-
racter of "'the principal contradic-
tion" which..is confrontled by a revo.
lutionary c,onsciousness born out of
needs that are equally material; in
short, here one has Hegelian dialec-
tic with its feet On the gJ;ound.

Thus the CR poses once again tlhe
question of the overthrow of the
capitalist mode of pr.oduction, sup-
presses the false dichotomy of the
current schema, "structure-superstruc_
ture", and re-evaluates the signifi-
cance of a polit~cal revolution that
does not move forward to an all-
embracing social revolution. -Or, it
rediscovers the Marxian thematics
of total upheaval as represented by
socialism. It sees in the transitional
societJy. the arena for the new phase
of the class struggl.e in the strongest
sense of the term.

the contradiction can be found in the Soviet debates
of the immediate post-Lenin era. In
fact, as Bel'telheim ha& poinred out
and as it is also evident from the de-
bates within the Soviet Party (from
the vacillations of Khrushchev to the
more recent .declarations of Brezh.
nev) , the gulf that the choice creat.
ed between industry and agriculture
is yet to be bridged. The growth
rates in the two sectors remain dif-
ferent; the condition of the peasan-
try is inferior to' that of the workers;
sodetJy is still divided and within
the i"ndustrial sector the distinction'
between manual and intellectual la-
bour is getting sharper and sharper;
the wage-scales and skill-formation
(i.e., the educatlional system) reflect
a -division of labour that is not only
technical but social in character.
Between Stalinism and Khrushchev.
ism there is hardlY a substantial
~hange in the model' excepn that the

.latter legitimi~es and reasserts A sys.
tem which might earlier ~ have ap-
peared to be transitory.

Neither the internal opponent.5 nor
the communist critics, e.g., the CP of
Italy, challenge the model'; its short.
comings are attributied to the 'back-
wardness' of the Soviet society. This
approach originates in a non-dialec.
tic~l interpretation of what Marx
said of the relation between '.'histo-
ric development" and "revolution",
in particular the thesis tha·t man

The Model of Accumulation liberates and regains himself thanks
. The second aspect of the model of tb a total change inter-vening at" the
socialist construction under discus- very height of the development of
sion is the problem of accumulation. the capitalist mode of production, it
Since the seizure of power took place is only at that stage that the collec-
in backward countries, a rapid cons- -livecharacter of production manifests
tru€tion of the material bases of de- itself.
velopment was necessary for the pas- Such an interpretation intiroduces
sagJeto socialfsm, a.nd a fortiori to into the capitalist mode of produc-
communism; such a rapid pace also tion a separation between a form
constituted a guarantee for the sur- ,:(historic, social, wllich wiH oe- the
viva] of the new order as also a de· object of political variations, which
fence against foreign aggression. The will affect precisely property in the
motor of this "accumulation" in the means of production and property
USSR was the process of industriali- relations in general) and a kernel
zation and more specifically, the that will not be subject to variations
priority to heavy industry, which was in the social order. The kernel will
financed by surpluses extracted from have a linear growth and will present
agriculture. all the characterIstics acquired by -

The historic reasons for this choice the productive forces through the de-

projections of material relations that
are still concrete and real.

Step Forward
It is in this sense that' the CR (as

always in the very heat of social
~onflict) marks an indubitable step
forward as against thoe earlier texts
t)f Mao considered to be the classics
..on t1he theme of class struggle in a
'transitional society: 'On Contradic-
• ns' of 1937 and 'On the Correct

Handling of f~onfX'adi¥:tiions'among
the People' of ]957. Indeed the form.
er is very much tainted with Hege-
lianism. (I't] is no accident that it_
has become the main point of re-
ference for Sinophiles who rightly
insist on the "Mao againSt Marx"
aspect) . In the second, mOre com-
:plex, text, Mao still makes a distinc-
tion between the contradictions
"with the enemy" and the contradic-
tIons "among the people"; that the
former are antagonistlic while the
latter are not,· permits a purely anti-
stalinist inlterpretation as was evi.
denced in the post-1956 polemics.
By going much ~urther, the CR redis.
covers the material roots (and hence
antagonistic) of the contradiction,
caBs them by their name-capitalism
-and builds thereon the class strug-
gle and the necessity of proletarian
dictatorshi p.

• This point can be estlabIished by
referring to the debate, initiated in

J964. on dialectics, or more specifi-
cally, on its interpretation as given
by Yang Hsien-chi and which came
to be known by the two formulae-
~ne divid-es into two", "Two unite
in one". The-controversy was about
how to combat a gradualist, evolu-
tionary, ("conciliatory", according to
Yang Hsien-chi) conception of con-
ttadiction by an antagonistic con.
ceptiQn of conttradiction; it was
dearly based on the premise that
every contradiction expresses not a
Ptlsitional equilibrium (where each
9£ 'the positions is imperfect in it.

If) but a .moment of irreducible
antagonism, a motor of the histori-
cal process to the extent that a solu-
tion can\ only be fo-und outside the



specificity of the pea ant problem.:
he tends to resolve it by an uninter.
rupted radicalization of class SlTU!
gles in the countlryside, by an '
placable struggle against property,
a hazardous attempt at turning com
munes into industrial-(oUm-agricultu~
al organizations. 'His efforts
bring about.a fundamental soo
change in the population Rowin
hack from town to villages is onl
the sociological aspect. But above.
all there remains the goal' of a glob
development which, while making.
the whole soci~ty go forward, d
troys the very roots of social inequa.-
lity arising out of a conception
growth based on priurities to a ~
sectors and on the division of labour

Hence the charges against the tec
nique, science, culture, and the
"bouraeois" schools can be !,ubsta
tiated. All these, Mao clearly show~
not only lack neutrality and fulfit
their original tasks-the reprodu
tion and dissimulation of an unequal
development, but are also highly dr.
cumscribed and wasteful' in nature.

A superficial interpretation of the
CR may sati fy the aspirations of
"revolutionary" aristocracy in Europe;
but they will find little solace either
in Mao .01'. in tlle texts of the CR.
The episodes reported by the
Hsinhua, China ReconStructs or the
Pek'ing Review, narrating how a
group of worker succeeded in ma-
nufacturing- bottles of oxygen when
the technicians had Jailed, or how
a-certain village successfully gOt rid
of caterpillars infesting forest by un~
leashinp; bumblebees on them may
~candalize the West since, they chal
lenge the "ohjectivity of science",
However, the e stories do not show
·that common sense prevails ave
dence, but that it is possible to

have a different social use of the
technique and thus improve it.

Here again Mao's dialectic i
riO'ollousl)'Marxist. If Marx consi.
dered rapitalism to be the apex of
man's prehistory and socialism as tbe
child, it is equally true that thi
filiation is established by a destruc-
tive delivery-a deS'truction from
wllich nothing escapes, not even the

Irrationalities
Mao, however, denounced the ina-

·tionality and inefficiency of a growth
characterised by the development of
a flew privileged sectors. "Surel)\"
he said in a speech in 1956, "industry
must have priority, but if one really
wants to develop industry, one must
develop agriculture. Surely, one
must give priori'ty to heavy industry,
but if one really wahts to develop
heavy industry, light industry must
be developed, etc." He thus brings
into focus the irrationalities, from
the viewpoint of underdeveloped
countries, of the priorities (them-
selves reproducing the "technical ob-
jectivities" of capitalism) or the
Soviet model of accumulation. This
critique wa pres ed to i't limits
during the CR with the slogan:
"One rou t walk on one' own leg."
Even earlier during the commune
movement and the phase of the
Great Leap Forward, there were at.
tempts (with many dangerous attempts
at an acceleratJon, which were later
rectified) to bridge the gap between
industry and .agriculture, to utilise
to the utmost all the forces of pro-
duction, each at its highest level, but
without anyone of these hamstring-
ing the others.

It is argued 'that Mao rejected the
Soviet model of accumulation with
its "levy on agriculture" beca'~le of
the specific conditions in China. be-
cause of the weight of the peasant
masses who were 'the protagoni9ts
of the revolution. This is not valid.
For, these factors should have led Mao
to make the inverse decision (in har-
mony with the traditional aspiration
of 'the peasant) to encourage the for-
mation of small ownership holdings.
Such is indeed the remedy currently
in vogue in the "Soviet" mode in
order to heal the tensions created by
forced collectivixatiO'tl. Mao is op-
posed to this path, this Bukharinist
line to "advance at the pace of a
tortoise". He aims at! a unification,
theoretical arid practical, of the pro-
cess of "proletarianization" in China.
Thus he never renounced the thesis
of proletarian leadership of the re-
volution. Instead of underlining the

Hence, too, the certainty that so-
ciali t con truction can take place
only on the basis of a technical and
productWe model omewhat imilar
to that of the "indu trial revolution"
~xcept in so far as the "human
relation", property in the instru-
men of labour and the social dis-
tribution of the produce are concern-
ed. Hence, too. the acceptance of
"competitiven .• which cannot be
ju tified unl the m t adunced
l'apitali t societie are con idered
to be the model. On this question
there is no basic difference between
the point of view of the U.S.S.R.
and The socialist opposition in West-
ern Em'ope, Cuba or other develop-
ing countries. (The Cuban decision
,to concentrate on sugar should not
mislead us. For, sugar is not pro-
duced by the peasantS; it is Cuba's
"heavy industry" in as much as it is
afl industrial product although the
raw material comes from the coun-
tryside)l.

velopment of industrial machinism.
This machinism, in its turn, is con-
sidered to be positive on the whole,
uncolltaminated by history and hence
worthy of conservation. Hence comes
the th~is of the neutrality of science
and technique. while their character
is considered to be "good in itself".
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Such a model has been rejected by
China, first in her practice and
later, during the CR, in theory. The
reason is obvious: it would lead to
a restoration of capitalism a la U.S.S.R.
Further, it allows zones of equal, de-
velopment to be established within
'the society thereby strengthening so-
cial roots of inequality. Consequ-
ently, what this model reproduces
from capitalism is not the "ration-
ality:.': a.•• the protagonists claim, but
'the wastage and destruction of enor-
mous potentials of the productJive
force. Many partisans of the CR'
miss thi last point who in good faith
support the po itive side of an "ideo-
logical" revolution even at the cost

- of economic efficiency, rationality
anei "realism" upposed to be the
hall-marks of the capitali t mode.

-



el of recl~rliq~. In a .paralIcI
ay, Lenin make' the same point
hile he speak of continuitiy and

rupture apropos the bourgeois cul-
ural heritages and the "transmitted

patrimony"'. For Mao and the CR
this deSlt'uction, this "unwalzttng"
is but the harbingef'l of a new order,
-or an eRective rationality. This con-
r.eption is quite close to that of Marx
who wrote in C'erman 'ldeolo/5Y: "In

the revolutions upto the present
d:re very foml of activi·ty has never
been touched. Attempts were made
only towards a different distribu tion
of activitie~... while in the commu-
nist revolution the existing mode of

ctivitv is tak:en to task." And in
the C;undrisse: "But, in {act, once
the restrictive bourgeois form is re-
jectcld, what is we<dlth,'if 'not the
universality of needs, capacities, con-
sumption, productive forces, etc. of
individuals as these were created in
,*,iversal exchan~? What, if 110t
the full development of the domina-
tion of man over nature? .. What,
if not the absolute development of
his creative abilities without· any
other constraint apart from the pre-
ceding historical development? ...
In bourgeois political' economy and
the stage of production to which it
corresponds, this complete liberation
of man from nature appears as a to'l:al
a-nnihilation, the process of objectifi-
cation appears as a total alienation
and the elimination of unilaterally
determined goals, as the sacrifice of
an autonomous goal for the sake .of
one that is completely extraneous."

[Translator's Not~: This transla-
tion is from the French edition of the

"",drisse' as quoted in the source.
However, the last sentence of the
same passage reads somewhat differ-
ently in the available English trans·
lation as follows: "In the bourgeoi
political economy and the epoch of
produclion to which it corresponds
this complete elaboration of what
Hes within man appears as the total
aliena-tion and de tr·uction of all
fixed, one-sIded purposes, ac; saCTl-
fices of the end in itself to a wholly
external compulsion." (Pre-caPitalist
Economic Formations. Lonnon. 1964.

.pp. 84-85). Indeed, the French edi- a plurality not only of function Dl1t
tion has been attacked in some quar- al'o of effective power. The vertical
ters as being "untrue to the original and repressive character of the State
by wishing systematically to exclude is accentuated while there is a per-
or minimise the Hegelian cast of manent delegation of power to those
Ma.r:x's work." (David McLellan, who represent. the State.
Mar~'s Crundrisse, London, ]971, Here again the problem is ap-
p. 3). As I have no knowledge of proached in a complex manner in
German I cannot say which transla- the CR and t~ solution appears
tion is more authentic; as I don't pandoxicaJ. Since i~eIqUBlitycan..,
read Italian either I can't say which not be liquidated without destroying
version would be preferable to Ros- its material roots, Mao chose a
sana Rosanda.] diffe.'rent model of material develop-
3. Economic and I101itical ment, based on ~ siroultaneous acce-

"P,'io'l'itie's." leration and intermingling of the
This d,estrudive element as the productive forces. But the condition

r.ondition of liberation, of the "re- for such a transformation of the rna·
demption" of the "natiure of men", terial base is a change in the tela·
lends a profound significance to re- tions between men and not vice-versa.
voll1tionary action so that one caD- Priority is accorded to a subjective,
not separate it from the "construc- revolutionary choioe even if it meant
tion of the material bases" of social- going against the natural tendencies
ism. J.t is the third point on which of development. It ~nds it5 exprcs-
Mao rejects the traditional model· sion in the slogan: "politics in
and its order of priorities envisaging command".
first of all the construction of the "As much for the massive~deve·
material bases and then the changes lopment of communist consciousness
in the "superstructure"-Le. the des- as for the auspicious success of the
truction of old relations between social tran formation it is necessary
men, ·the establishment of '(;~rue" to change rna se- of human beings,
socialism, the "passage to commu- which can only be done through a
nism", the abolition of the State. practlice-oriented movement, through

These distinct·ions ane r~gO!fously a t'fwolul'ion... Revolution is then
maintained in the socialist construc- necessary not because the ruling
tion of the Soviet type. An accele- class cannot be vanquished in any
rated growth in industry based on other way but also because the (new)
'su'cha model 'that ,it can compete with conquering class cannot get rid of
caphalist growth implies a leadership all the old dross or build a society
pattern that is both "al1-embracin~" on the new bases except through a
and exceedingly vertical'; for, that revollutioln,"'· (The I 'Ct"rma71 1deo.•
kind . of growth imposes certain lo/5Y).
choices in the same way as the deve- In Mao as in lhis passage from
lopment of a capitJalist type of tech- Marx, this priority of politics is due
nique necessariy brings in its wake to an accent on practice as the sole
a hierarchical division of la\)Qur, a moment (factor) of destruction (of
type of selection, a ki·nd of hie.rar- the adversary and all that has been
chical and parcellized preparation for passed by him on to us) and cons-
"social roles". It leads, in the end, truction of a new order.
almost fatally (the word "almost" is This practice does not try and
added, because the Cuban attempt! provoke "ideological" changes, but
has been somewhat different) to the rather aims at! promoting material
choice of a promotional system (with changes, veritahI'e changes in the ob.
soci'c4l~or matetiaJ tincentivtels) \that jective relation of labour and autho-
llKgravates social stratification. Thus rity. Hence follow the refusal to
even in a self-designated socialist so- separate the two moments (construc-
dery the division, of labour and of tion of the material bases and
role is e tablished and alonp; witb it, establishment of the superSltructUFe),
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the whole of agriculture to the nee
of accumulation for industrialization.
And it was already shown above how
the power-relations between men are
affected once one accepts the pro-
ductive organization as it was hi.
torically developed by industrial
machinism. This productlive organi-
zation inevitably led to verticalism
in the political' leadership, which in
turn had the tendency to provoke.a
tension between two equally vertical
stlructures--those of the economy
and of the Party. (These tensions
are- one of the themes in the current
Soviet debate on economic 'reforms'.)

Mao's answer, aFter 1957, to the
political crisis of the Stlalinist society,
lay in a coherent attempt to re-estab-
lish a rapport between the Party
and the masses--not by means of a
democrat,i7ation within the Party
but by a marked change in the locus
of 1'ea[ power. The launching of the
Communes (organs that are simul.
taneously productive, administrative
and political) is an attempt at a
general redistribution of power with-
in the societv inasmuch as the Com-
munes helpe'd to fuse together the
social status of workers and pea-
s;mts.

The CR is even more radical on
this point: the base mUst become tihe
protagonist of the political struggle.
"In the great proletarian cultural r~
"olution the masses alone can liber-
ate themselves and no one must act
on their behalf", says Point 4 of the
August ]966 decision of the Central
Committee that marks the victory of
the Maoist trend. Lastly, this pfiase
of the CR comes to a close with a
Congress which re-makes the Party:
the delegates to it were selected at
open meetings of the masses.. During
the whole of the CR old cadres and
strllctures of the Party were reduced
to nought, to be replaced by a new
avant garde baptised in the very fire
of the struggle.

The Maoist strategy of "going to·
the ma~ses" has liale to do wvth
"spontimeism" as it is currently un-
derstood: indeed, it is a very essen·
tial characteristic of CR differentiat.
ing it from the earlier struggles

perhaps improper 1)', l1heintroduction
of the moments of communism even
before the communist phase. More
correctly, it is the refusal to s.ubmit
to any objectivity other than t:hat of
revolutionary growth.
4. The Proletariat and the Pa1'ty

Finally, the choice of another model
presumes other tlypes of rdation be.
tween the Party and the masses, a
different concept of proletarian dic-
tatorship. It is generally admitted
that in European models of socialist
construction fhis relationship became
fixed rather early with the result
that 'proletarian ldictal~rsh'iQJ' 'ap-
peared t'o be the political dictator-
ship of the avant-garde in the name
of the proletariat. It is cettain th,at
given the conditions under which the
October Revolution took place (all
the difficulties during the last years
of Lenin, the vicissitudes of the
Soviets, and lastly. the rapid crisis in
,the unity of the Sovietl leadership
provide enough evidence), the Party
assumed the total'ity of management
and even of the political moment;
its relatlionship with the masses, espe-
cially in the "hard days", was one of
profound consensus without receiv-
ing from the latter any. delegation of
authority. At no stage, however, did
the Party receive any deleglJtlion of
power from the masses; nor was
such p'ower ever restored to the
latller. Whatever control there was
from below, was in the nature of an
internal dialeotics which itself was
abandoned in the Stalinist phase.

The kind of material transforma-
tion attempted in the Soviet society
--the passage from War Commtmism
to NEP, from NEP to industrializa-
tion and on to co1'1ectivizationaccen-
tuated the autlhoritarian character of
the Party-mass relationship.

Take the mOSitvisible phenome-
non: the levy on the peasants for
the sake of accumulation could not
by' ;itl5\very '~ature be ~mpdl;ed in
~t1ch a manner that one might dis-
criminate between various agrarian
classes. For iii: was not merely a
question of a stubborn fight against
agricultural property (as in China),
but one of general subordinatlion of
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the rejection of ec<>nomistna la Lieu
Shao-chi. of Peng Teh-huai's purely
technological approach to the pro-
blem of d~£ence, and thoequestioning
0(. the hierarchy. In "politics" and
"economics" Mao makes a symbolic
distincvion between two moments
which, in practice, he tries constant.
ly' to fuse together in the classical
Marxist way by denying the auto-
nomy and the so-called objectivity of
a meta-historical oconomics separated
from its social context and in restor-
ing to politics its role as the agent
of structiural transformation.

That is why the CR as an act of
the masses, started off from the Uni-
versity considered to be the loclls of
\Sele~on and ~ reproduction of a
hierarchical and inegalitarian society.
The educational system is attacked
because it pet'petuated the division
of labour inheriled from the D,lode
of production and the techniques of
capitalism. Several' montihs later in
Shangllai the organization of labour
in the factory is taken to task. The
ranks within the army had already
been suppressed; in the sixties all
workers and students in tIhe town
had to go to work in the communes;
administrators and managers had to
perform a certain amount of ma-nual
labour. In the thrust of the ,r-CR
l(stliUessential on the realm of edu·
cation and consciousness) there is an
element of rupture in so far as it
questions not simply the distribution
of functions but function themselves.
Not just the social compositiion, but
the very nature, of the University i5
criticized. It is no more a question
of the number of hours that th~
director must spend as a machine
operator (here again experience shows
tlhat in the absence of permanent so-
cial tension he would hardly devote
any time at a1'1), but of the totality
of the management of the enterprise.
of the fragmentJation of labour in
the factory. It is·no more a matter
of disrussing "democratization" of
the vertical relation of leadership of
the State, tlheeconomy, the enterprise
and edncational system, but of dis-
cussing the very nature of these
things. It is this that one may call
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zone alone enables the advanced sec-
tor ,to comprehend fully its own
mechanism and function just a§ the
advanced sector alone can appreciate
the mechanism of the backward
sector.

This analysis also sheds light on
the divergence between the intf:erna-
tional outlook of China and that of
the "Third-World-ists". By empha-
sizing the "unitary" nature of the
capitalist process in the imperialist
phase Mao departs from the hypo.
thesis of Marx that capitalism will
unify the world by making it homo-
geneous. But for Mao imperialism
unifies in creating and maintaining
underdevelopment, i.e., non-homo-
genei.ty. This non-homogeneity is
not simply a matter of time-lag <in
development). It did not really exist
"before" world-wide capitalist accu-
mulation nor can it exist "outside"
the latter; the former is a direct
component of the latter. Proleta-
rianization is proceeding on a world
scale leading to increasingly' anta-
gonistic tensions. The front gets
united in a single S1trugglewhere the
"countryside" is no more left with
the small mercies of a factor of
growth, of mediation or of a passage
into the bourgeois democratic phase.
It is already tf:he expression of the
world proletariat. No- proletariat,
urban or peasant, can be excluded
any more; to carry out a mass·based
revolution is not only necessary but
possible.

.
the self-imposed task of bourgeois _ .-,."
artists and theoreticians for ag~s. But
with the overcoming of the bourgeois
societies, these ideas too will be trans-
formed. The past experience they
embody will not indeed be cancelled,
but it will certainly undergo critical
transformation.

The arts today are dominated by

dualist- conception of class struggle
and an authoritarian view of the
Party which in effect hamstrung the
same interlocutor, i.e., the proletariat
as the prot.agonist of the social
struggle.

However, social upheavals in the
later .,tages can only be engendered
by the social agents mOSltdirectly in-
terested in such a change. Not that
the poor peasant is the purest 'and
the least corrupted but he is the most
destitute and the most reliable of
them; the moment he sees himself
in the real conditions he takes a polio
<tical'stand.

As Mao re-establishes the dialec-
tics o.f Pal~ty-massand avant garde
base, a more complex issue comes to
[he fore-that of the "immaturity"
of the revolution. For a long time
the necessity of a vanguard outside
the proletariat has been justified be-
cause the consciousness of the ex-
ploited has not sufficiently "ripened".
This theme is pUt in the background,
if not liquidated, by Mao who sees
in the dispossessed, conscious of be·
ing dispossessed or exploited irres-
pective of the degree of development
of the productive forces, an element
that is objectively antagonistic and a
protagonist of the revolution. It is
from here that the whoI-eproces,sof
social development must "stapt: not
simply, as it has earlier been noted,
for preventing a division of the so-
ciety into developed and backward
areas hut also because the backward

the political sciences use these terms
in our time with hesitation and with
heavy qualifications. The crisis an~
decay of bourgeois society force apart
experience and:the words describing it.
Should not this be true of terms like
"art" and "beauty" also? Not only
the practical achievement of beauty,
but its definition in thought, have been

HIREN GOHAIN

This endeavour is fundamentally
Marxist as it presupposes a perma-
nent material remoulding of polit'ical
consciousneos. The process of the
CR could not be resolved within the
Party hecause both in structure and
in self-awareness-it performed a role
bOl'rowed from the Soviet model.
Lieu Shao-chi is attacked for his gra-

launched by Mao. When he decided
to take the struggle outside the con·
fines of the Party and raised slogans
like "Rebel I" and "Fire on the head-
quarters I" Mao knew perfectly well
that the place of the .Party in the
society is radically modified irres-
pective of the outcome of the strug-
gle. Even if the Party stili had the
~ynthesizjng an.d leadership roles (t.he
"IJtde Red Book" begins with it),

. the Party has no more the right to
:-obtain its legitimacy from itf:sel£,to
constitute an autonomous political
\\t>rld in relation to society, or to
rule. all by itself. The momentf:the
masses are called upon not only to
judge but also to combat the Party,
Mao reintroduces the political su.b·
ject into tf:heheart of society. Once
more the Part.y is turned into an
"instrument" of the prol'etariat and
not a'll entitf:ythat is at least in some
respects extraneous to it. He re-
affirms clearly the existence and the
importance of a dialectic between the
masses and tf:hepolitical representa·
tion in which the former constitute
the essential element.
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I fear it sounds like a pompom
radical catch-phrase-"Iiberation of
art". But let us pause for a minute
and think. The other great bourgeois
categories like ('reason" and "liberty"
have been caught up in the contradic-
tions of bourge~is society within the
last century or so, and have really
split up. Philosophy, the social and
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there Was-to be a resolute Irc

of magnanimity," a refusal to intene
with another life in its travail, even in
order to help.

But is .that possible? Such a passive'
acceptance of the pain of life, such a
stubborn refusal to join in the struggle
of the multitudes for a happier life,
seem to belong to the most insipid.
liberal creed. How can such a notion
of beauty, aware of the heartache in
millions of lives but unwilling to lift a
finger to help - not indeed out of
indifference, but out of too delicate a
sense of the dignity of others-how
can such a notion be truly noble? It
seems so arrogant and disdainful.
Suffering, after all, cannot be a purely
private phenomenon. We suffer only
because we love - and where there
is no trace of love, there is only dull
despair. But Keats seems to identify
it with the fate of the individual. At
the same time we are compelled to
notice Keats's responsiveness to the
dignity of all individual creatures, and
his praise of their separate destinies.
If he distrusted schemesof reform, that
was because he knew how they sprang
from romantic egotism rather than
from an honest confrontation with life.
In fact Keats had reached the tragic
dilemma at the very heart of European
liberalism.

His poetry offers a more complex
and adequate record of his spiritual
progress. (I hope what follows dOes
not sound like a routine analysis of the
poems). In the two famous odes (To
a Nightingale, Ode on a Grecian urn) we
find him trying to face the _pain and
cruelty of life from the magic casement
of art. The pain here is of course not
the dull ache of denial, bu(the reverse
of an intense capacity for enjoyment
-anxiety and distress at the transi..
ence of the very blessingsof life-youth
and beauty and hope. It is rarely

him and the beauty he pursued stead-
fastly proved an elusive thiRg.

Keats was aware of a deep division
in his soul, of a gulf between his ideal
of beauty and its possibilities in the
real world:

Beauty that must die
And joy, whose hand is ever at

his lip
Bidding adieu. (Ode on

Melancholy)
This overpowering sense of tra~si-'

ence of beauty came from his actual
experience of life, full of bitter hard-
ships and disappointments.' He devo,
tedly nursed a brother who died of a
wasting djsease,and he himself did not
live to see the fulfilment of his hopes
and ambitions. That is why we are
awe-struck when he affirms with heart-
felt sincerity, "I've loved the principle
of beauty in all things". But it is idle
to pretend that "beauty" dissolved the
pain of life of which he was to be so
frequent a victim and witness.

Yet, it is evident even from his let-
ters, that few have faced inconsolable
pain with such fortitude and courage.
Not for him any of the cheap popular
anodynes, the distractions and illusions
that most of us cannot afford to reject.
Neither the utopian solution of rational
Reform, nor the consolations of tradi-
tional Religion find favour with him.
This proud integrity gives a distinction
to his letters that we fee] compelled
to respect.

On the other hand he tried all his
life to find a perspective within which
the unbearable:' pain -.of life had a
place. He came to the conclusion that
accepting suffering with complete,
heroic passivity, and yet with
one's eyes wide open, was the
way:out of the cruel dilemma. The
dasbing of hopes, the lossof ardent joy
and beauty, were all to be steps in the
education of the soul. Along with ~hat

aestbetes wbo claim for art a complete
autonomy of existence, insulated
against aUclaims society makes upon

r it. The result is that beauty has be-
come almost an experience confined
to an esoteric cult. When retumir g
from her shrine we are expected~to
change from formal robes into our
work-a-day clothes! We are not sup-
posed to use this privileged experience
in improving or enriching our everyday
existence. This is a powerfully estab-
lished dogma - indeed a widespread
prejudice. Tolstoi on the other hand
thought that unle3s we were clear in,
our minds as to the nature and value
of life, we could not hope to under-
stand the nature and value of art.
Art and life were- inseparable. True
intellectual that he was, he used his
great inreUigenceand reflective powers
to feel out and express the contradic-
tions within the bourgeois idea of art
and beauty.

This is not to say that we should
allow ourselves to be guided by the
poor,- bare notion of hum\n life popu-
lar among certain dogmatic political
circles, which pre:dictably seek to re-
duce art to a kind of cheap circus for
the masses to keep them deceived and
contented. But that will have to be-- considered elsewhere.

I think Keats is a good starting-
point, not only because he is the fav-
ourite of aesthetes who would like to
put the arts into a hermetically sealed
house. Keats, unlike his professed

~ followers, suffered intensely while des-
_ perately- clinging to his philosophy of

,beauty. Actually, his views on
beauty and poetr! are moments in a
life-long struggle of thought and ima,
gination. Unlike so many aesthetes,
he did not find his devotion to beauty
at all easy: or comfortable, being a
most human and sensitive man. The
sufferings and miseries of life haunted

-



(trans. Aylmer Maude, World's Clas-
sics, 1935) :

"Since the world began we see that
men have struggled with their common
need and despite terrible efforts, de-
privations, and sufferings, have not
been able to vanquish it. We also
know that each of J,lS, wherever he may
be and however he may live, every
day and every hour, voluntarily or not,
consumes part of the produce the ""
labour of humanity has produced.
Wherever and however he lives, the
house and the roof over his head did
not grow of their own accord. The
wood in his stove did not walk in of
itself, nor did the water; neither did
the baked bread, the dinner, the cloth.
es, and his 'boots fall from the sky; but
it has all been made not by men of
the past alone, who are already dead,..,
but has been, and is being, made for
him now by people hundreds 'and
thousands of whom wither up and die
in unavailing efforts to obtain for them-
selvesand their children the essentials
of life-shelter, food, and clothing .•
They all struggle against want : strug- -=-
gle with such tension that every mo- .
ment their brethren perish around
them, their fathers, mothers and chil.
dren". (p. 208) ~

This is the true picture of human
suffering and of the human solidarity
that suffering hides from us. By the
time Tolstoi came to write this, he had
freed himself painfully from the preju.•
dice.i and the superstitions congenial
to the upper classes, and realised his
solidarity with all labouring ~en. In
this awarenesshe found a strength and,
joy nothing could extinguish. The
novels unfold the process of discovery
of this truth, and in the reSt of this
article we shall see how.

As Lenin points out in those incom-
parable essays,Tolstoi lived during a
period when vast masses of the Russian
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external evidence. But the moment
of the poem shows him coming closer
to common 'human life, and achieving
a deeper knowledge of human destiny
through it. He finds the answer no
more in artificialJy heightened imagi-
nation, nor in visionsof pagan pleasure,
but in the satisfaction of a life of labour
rooted in nature, and in perennial
intercourse with her. Ode to Autumn
not only refers to ripening corn and
fruits, to the plump grapes and the
wine_press,but the season itself is per-
sonified as a labouring man, moving with
time and .reaping its harvest. Death
is overcome, and decay is no longer
seen as an absolute disaster, but as the
very condition of ever-renewed life,
Thus through identification with the
perennial human life of labour, the
poet loses his burden of self.conscious-
ness in universal life and nature.
Hence there is no fretfulness about this
poem, but a gravely flowing music.

Yet I am not going to hold for a
minute that Keats's achievement can
rank with that of Shakespeare, Rabin-
dranath or - Tolstoi. The intensity
of realisation in Ode to Autumn is not
accompanied by a. sufficiently wide
awareness of humanity. The labouring
man has a tantalizing symbolic vague-
ness about him, as though seen through
the mists of the evening. But Tolstoi
too had made the same journey, under-
gone the sase trials and pains. In
him the picture is infinitely richer and
more rewarding. (One of my students
pointed out to me how abstract and
sentimental was the portrait of human
suffering in the famous second stanza
of the Nightingale Ode). How does one
explain the maturity, the unforced
largeness, the rightness of Tolstoi's view?
What are his resources against dl!ath
and pain?

Let me quote a passage from
Tolstoi's "What then must we do"

emphasized by critics fond of "paradox
and irony" that the headlong search
of the earlier poem of the two, opening
one door after another into golden
lands of the imagination, ends in a
poignant confession of failure. The
aecond poe!l1proceeds with the assump-
'tion that such a· search, however com-
pelling, is hopeless folly. The kernel
or life is devoured by time, by transi-
ence, by decay, A beguiling semblance
of its fruitfulness and fullness is renewd
perpetually only in the cold beauty of
the work of art, the only refuge for
man from a world in the grip of pain
and transience. But the deceptive
marmoreal calmnessof the verse barely
controls the quivering intensity of his~
longing. The vain search is given up
in The J.all of Hyperion, where the poet
comes to an honest reckoning with his
human burden of pain. In the vision
Moneta warns him :

"None can usurp this height,
returned that shade,

But those to whom the miseries
of the world

Are misery, and will not let
them rest.•

The words are significant - "will
not let them rest". The earlier idea
of the poet as the high-priest of beauty,
of his exclusive vocation, is here defi-'
nitely condemned as woefully inade-
guate, and Keats admits that the
search for beauty in art cannot be se-
parated from the search for wholeness
in life.
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Life of Lahour
I think that, this realisation bears

fruit in Ode to Autumn. Here the voice
is no longer shaken by fear and despairr
by fruitless longings and blind pain.
There is serene confidence. How has
it become possible? I do not know
enough about Keats's life to produce



, mirror:
"Bow beautiful she is! But

is something pitiful about her, ~terri
pitifu'l !" _,

In fact, from them<;>mentshe escap
from -tlie prison of her life with Ka

nin (a liying deatJ't!) :;iheis mat:1ted
'death. She pursues an illusion.
Vronsky is hanlisome but ,empty..,
man ,whose emotions have fQund
stable direction. Unlike Levin:
does not reject his_parasitic exist
as a member of the ~pper class.
affair with Anna is one of those tn
phs a man in his position dn:ams
But he is hardly the person to meet
passionate -demand for a .fulfilled Ii
It all. comes out in the tragic incon .
ruity onheir attitudes. " .. ,Anna fj
unpardonably happy. "Ihe mdre',
got to know Vronsky, the, more
IQvedhim. She loved him for h~
~nd for his love for her. To' hav~ ,h
entirely to herself wa.sa continual j
hjs presence always a .delight~'(p. 49
Yet this joyous love had ~othin.gf1
.to hold on to. For Vronsky -nasbe
brought, up in. an environT?ent t
fostersonl:r egotismaQq irresponsib' .
HIS love is r-omantic., if1a~ks,thecomm.
ment of serious p~ssion., "Vronsk
meanwhile notwithstanding the c '.
plete fulfilment of what he had so 1·
desired, was not en!irely happy.
soon began to feel that the reaJizati
of his desires brought him. no m~
than a grain of sand out of the -mo,
tain of bliss hc,had expected" (p. ,4
He began to sink back into a re~lini_
'ennui', (p. 491). '.' ,,- I - , ':.

The relationship,thus carried, with
itselfI not seeds ~f constant . renew •

,but of des\ruc'tion. Vr;onskycould .n~
\,

pain, .whose marri~ge is a wreCk, and
who drifts through life like .9riftw(X>a.
But lie learns from'£he peasant Pl~ton
the Je.ssQn·of "roundedness", the need

- -
for a supple surrender ·to_the hidden
(orcesof life, Th.e-final ,vision with
Natasha against-the background of the
renewal oflife in nature is an ' affirrila-,

;
tion of this new-found hope.

The less~mFierre learns fmm Phlton ~
is of a piece ,with the c.6ndemnation of
Napoleon, of the' inflatiOl;lof dle hu~an
ego. All' the same,' thatpea~nI;,has
an unearthly air about hitn - not too
convincing. The forces that were in
tension in Tolstoi's heart; in' his cons-
ciousness, come into stark and violent
conflict in Anna Karenina.

Yet fro'in the first she is like a mag-
nificent wild animal moving tt)ward~
certain death. And it is not soc,jety
that is stalking her, however petty the
sc~ndals about her may-~be.When she
first meets Vronsky, in. the station,
someone is,killed in a ra'ilwayaccident.

One thing not often noticed is that
Anna's personality is a direct and
forceful challenge to the bias and the
view of life that Levin (and through
him Tolstoi) ,-comes .to ~adopt, Her
magnetic vitality, passionate tharaCter ,-
warmthof heart, 'graoe and inteJjJgence
·not only mark h~ .out ~s an unusually
alive arid gifted person but also as a
symbol9r basic human' potentialities
he ca~not ignore. In fact when they
meet Levin is spell-bound. "And he,
who liadhitJ.terltojudged h~~s~sev~rely
now bysome ~trange chain ~rreasoning
thought l:ml~how. toexpnerate her".
(Anna Karenina, R;osemary E<lmonds,
Peitgu.in Books, p. 733).' The read~r
too has already come to contrast Ann~'s

, \ ,
'~beautiful. mobile face" against Kare-
nin's "lifeless, eyes.arid blocidless,white
hands", and share ~nna's feeling of
revulsion..

pe6pte-7~int1'y-wete tlptooted
-fro~ one.oppresSive-wayof life and-eon-
, s1g~ to another ofunparallelect exploi-
tation and oppression. This may have
be-en the force that gave such urgency'
to ToIstoi"s thought about death anQ
nodllngness. 'Those thoughts hung like* dark cloud over his mind, .in spite of
his great physical vigour and enter-,
prise. Again and again, down to
Tire Dealh 0'- loan Il{'Yon, he returned
to this profound and distur-
bing theme. The novels read. like
mighty spiritual struggles to overcome
the fear of death. It is not simply the
extinction of individual life, or its help-
lessnessbefore the eventual anet inexor-
able end, that trouble bim. Life TlUlSt

have meaning and direction beyond
the narrow interests of the individual.
Without such spirinial purpose and
directlbn man, is lost-he is wretched
and irresponsib~e. This too is death.
How is one to escape this death? ,

In the great llOvelsthis is the implict
!question ~ark behind the Ijfe 0_£ the

i ,parasitic upper d;ass, whet embroider
die emptiness' of their existence witli
leisure and eulture. The sensitive
members of the upper classesare aware
of this yawning chasm. The deathly
p-allorof Prince Andrei's face looms up- ,
from the vast panoramas of War and
Peace: How>~losehe is to death! 'AI·

. ready 1n life he walks like a shadow.
His wife' dies in child birth. He is
wounded and nearly dies on the bat-
tlefield, and when he returns he still'
~s ~is air of quiet desperation. Then
there is the rush of inexplicable new
life with the brier idyll of his love for
Natasha, which IS soon oyer. Before
he finally dies, he has Ii~ystic vision
in",death-bed, showing hini, how close
life is to death, fulfilment to ,nothing-
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ness.
The same shadow overcasts the life

of his friend Pierre, whosefather-dies in



Anna a life that satisfied an het
nt-up dreams and desires. They
:gan hurting each other crueIly-

• aJ>pQinted in their search for true
lment. And before she chose a

lent death, Anna realised the futile
ity that motivated Vronsky's love
her (pp. 795-798). Anna's suicide

not only.an esca'}>efrom an intoler-
situation, it is also a heart-break-

revenge on Vronsky for his failure;
er her death Vronsky also sees the
lity of his life. He joins the cam-

~ against the Turks in an obvious-
~ suicidal urge: "As a man I have

e merit that my life is of.no value to
..... I am glad there' is something
which I can lay clownthe life which

,not simply useless, but loathsome to
en (p. 2'14).

Not only Anna .and Vronsky, the
pily married Levin also feels-estran-

d from the sustaining sources of life.
ough he condemns and avoids
per-class pursuits like dilettantism

self·indulgence his own life does
ot seem to him fully justified. We see

t he remains a landowner - fair-. ,
'nded, but a landowner neverthe-
• In this position his search for the .
e goal of life 'brings him up against

blank wall. Specially after his bro-
er's death his despair becomes grim:

'Then, fo.rthe first time, realizing that'
l1r ev~ry man and hjmself too, there

s nothing-ahead but suffering; death,
mal oblivion" (p. 820, p. 831).
~losophel's only provided distractions
t could riot completely stifle his

oubt, (p. 822).
True, the· cares and burden of his

ily absorb much of. his time, and
:itty's unselfconscious love fot him
okes in him a grateful and m?ving
ponse, and frees him from fear (p.
.). But he remains uneasy about
:ploiting other men's labour' for his

rown comfort (pp. 825-826). He is

9ften .suicidal~"But Levin did nat shoof and joy of working for one's bread, .
hi'mself; arid he went on living" and in return they profess to produce
(p.823). Deeply in love with his wife "&pi~itual food" for society. Should
he yet withholds from her his secret of the common people ever protest that
agonising anxiety in the very last page unless ~hey receive "spiritual food"
of the novel. from them, they won't be able to
. The answer to death is not physical produce bodily food-the artists.would .

immortality. Nor is physical survival have nothing to say. For they have
always a sign of life. Life thus means so forgotten the common man, whose
to Tolstoi something fundamental and labour supports them, that they are
incllisiv~. In·this novel we find a mem- - unable to give him the spiritual
ber of the gentry slowly turning his nourishment he has every right to ask
back upon a privileged existence and for in return. Art and science in.·
taking a few halting steps towards the so~iety today share the res)Jonsibility
life of which the common people are for eXploitingthe common man along
the guardian. The peasantry are more with the ruling class and the church.
prominent here than in the earlier Living a parasitic life they are unable
novel. To call it "populism" is merely to provide their fellowmenwith spiritu-
to betray spir.itual grossness. To talk al nourishment.
in terms of "life" without qualification, 'We need not conclude from this
as Dr. Leavis does in his mystical that artists and scientists shoul~ give
moments, is to be guilty of laziness. up their vocation. But they must really
What Tolstoi obviously discovers with share the life of their fellowmen an~ be
wonder and joy is the life of labouring aware of their needs. .out of all the ex-
men. cessesof the Cultural Revolution in China
. Because Toistoi's life and work, his -indeed out of all those expressionsof

intellectual and artistic activities, have blind hatred and::anger-I think this
not been seen together, his theory of truth has once again emerged. Let
art is often dismissed as trivial and us hope the Chinese will preserve it
narrow. That is because bourgeois like a treasure.
scholars fail to realize the extravagance As for the artist today in bourgeois
and irresponsibility of their own ex'st- society, hiS freedom will not come
tence. No doubt Tolstoi's theory contains through compromise with the'
element\; of obscuraT'tismand simplifi- "autonomy" (or rather apathy to
cation. But his simplicity forces our cr mmon human life) that his masters
attention upon a simple, ne~lected but seek to impose upon him. To quote
profoundly important truth. Tolstoi again,

In his cc What Then Must We Do" "Self-sacrifice and csufferingwill be.
Tolstoishowsthatthedoctrineofe'artfor the lot ofa thinker and artist because
art's sake" is closelyallied to the SQul ~heir aim is the welfare of man; ~eople
less positivism of so-called "scientific" are unhappy, they suffer and perish.
bourgeois.ideology. Positivism is also There is no time to wait and refresh
a shameless and irrational apology for oneself.
th.estatus quo. It defends the isolation "The thinker and artist will never sit
of art and science from common life on Olympian heights as we are apt
in the name of Hdivision of labour". to imagine; he will always be in a
The artists and the scientists ciaim state of anxiety and agitation .. Not
exemption from the common burden that man will he a thinker and artist
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nearer to conducting even pl·
worldly affairs in our natural to
As for em¢oyi1ng \Benga~~'in
higher flights of thinking, the in
lectuals and the literate havt proved
themselves either incapabl'e of the:
task, or are simply shying away fr:
it. The failure becomes all the more
remarkable in view of the BengaHs·
obvious pride in their language and
loudly proclaimed faith in its ca~
cimes as a vehicle for modem thoug
and feelings. Thus while the de,;
mand for establishing Bengali ~
as the language of culture and war
a-day w':<>rldgrows stridenlt, neither.
the government nor any of the aca-
demic and cultural bodies does any-
thing to achieve the objective. In-
deed, so far from setting out to im-
part all in9truction and training in.
the language in which Tagore wrote,
the universities in the State cOJ:ltinue
to cond·uct even routine business in
English

It is JUStwonderful that the Ben-
gali intelligentsia, whose overween-
ing intellectual self-conceit!is entire-
ly based on a fiftlyodd ~ars' literary
output, should remain so blind, even
complacent, about the glaring po~
ty of the language in intellectUal con.
tentl. For the present inadequacy of
Bengali for higher leaming' and re-
s(earch, ~n iany meanin~l' sort, is
the direct consequence of this pover-
,ty. It is admitted by all education-
ists that even today no serious study
of any subject in the higher stages is
possible without ~n effective kno~-
ledge of English. Our intellectuals
have so far done little to make it'
possibl'e.

The one convincing reason for
this cUTipus.'phenomenon is : that
the Bengali mind has been incapable·
of the intellectual effort necessary to
accomplish Souchobjectives. Herein
lies the fatal flaw of me new Ben-
gali middle-class culture. But at
first this incapacity could possibly
have no serious bearing on purely
~esthepc creations, True, the new

..A Dying Culture
HITEN GHOSH

BENGALIS are still deluded about
their cultural superiority in In-

dia. But never has this pride looked
more pathetic ilian at the present mo-
ment when their claim is ignored hy
aH outsiders. The psychological in-
terest of the phenomenon lies in the
Bengali bhadrolok's persistent refusal
to face the realitly of hIs situation.
The reverses in real life are made up
by fantasy and day-dream. As every
paranoiac has his own particular form
of delusion, the Bengali mind has its
intellectuat pretensions for discharg-
ing an injured vanity.

Their claim has so far rested on a
fairly impressive achievement of the
Bengali language and literature,
notably in the nineteenth century
and, perlhaps, 'also in the first few
decades of tihe twentieth But even
long before the end of these early
decades, it had been quite evident
that this literary culture was very
much a thing of the past. In our
time it! has exhausted itself and little
survives of die early glory. The
chief fount of its i·nspiration seems
to have gone dry. The suddenness
with which the Bengali middle-class
culture developed a new profundity
and dimension can be scarcely more
astounding than its equally sudden
and ~wift extinction within the
course of a few decades.
. There is no doubt that the new

literary and artistic culture of Ben-
gal had, from .the very beginning,
serious IimitatJions both in its intel-
lectual and emotional content, which
not only affected its form in an ad-
verse way but also caused it to fall
into premature decay from a sudden
lapse of vitality.

But before going into the causes
of this rise and decline of a people's
cuLture energy, it. is useful to throw
some light on a peculiar negative
trait which characterizes the Bengali
mind, and offers a curious pendant
to his extraordinary linguistic pride.
We !have become independent for
twenty-five years now, but got! nq

whois educated in an institution where
they profess to produce learned men
atl scientists••but ••he .• who cannot
help doing what he is impelled to by
two irrestible forces-an inner necessity
and the demands of men.

(What Tkm Must We Do, 299-300)
Ever since the tormatioJ!.of class_

BOCietythere have been numerous
attempts to define sufferingand explain
it. Even today we find philosophers
and . theologians assuming that the
problem exists as a part of "human
destiny". Very often the cure is
worse than the disease. The Buddha
for instance counselled extinction of
the self.

Though a profoundly religious man,
Tolstoi bad a healthy mistrust of
metaphysical problems and solutions.
In this matter as indeed on a great
many ~ther topics- Tolstoi's insight
and experience brought him very close
to Marx. In his novels and tracts he
seems to hold that the parasitic upper
classes suffer from their "world-sorrow
because of their separation from social
1ab6ur, which is true human inter-
course, and the working clases suffer
because the parasitic class robs them
of the fruits of their labour aud de-
forms their labour in its own narrow
interest. The dtscussion reminds one
very strangely of Marx's notion of
alienation. Marx also saw alienation
as the fundamental disease of man in

_elass-society. He too thought that it
dehumanized capitalist and worker
alike.

OJrtside this social context, the
probl~ of suffering seems to me an
illusion,atleasta wronglyposedquestion,
however tonnentiug. In particular the
existentialistdefinition seemsverymuch
like a puppy chasmg its own tail with
greater and greater gloom. The whole-
russ ofTolstoi's view puts the problem
In its true perspective ultimately as a

. problem among mm.
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ature and artistic cultu~ of Ben-·
pi betray, even iat }their Jbe6.t, .a
.certain lack of intensity ansi breadth
of appeal when· compared with the
best 'products of modem European_
li~rature. And not a libtle o( this
deficiency is due to a failure of in-

_tellecutal awareness and emotional
capacity on the part of the Bengali
. telIigentsia. .This twin failure of
"nteJlect and sensibility is directJly
Daceable to their reluctance to face
the reality. of their social, political

d economic situation. Bu~ of this.
later Sufficeit to note tha¢ the in-
tellectual deficiency of which we
bave spoken, though detracting from
the durability and universality of
the imaginative works, did not, for
all that, preclude these works from
attaining a certain richness and sig-
nificance which $ey were soon to
lose. Even at the beginning, the new
:Bengali culture ,betrtayed its funda-
Plental flaw, but this was nothing as
<:omparedwith the degeneration tJtat
was to plague it later. The intel-
lectual debility could work out to
its full consequence only after the
iirst flush of creative vitality had
spent itself out.

Eagliah.edatatecl Minority
The early and by far the best pro-

tiucts of modem Bdngali literatu£e
have been the work of the English-
ed.uC3!ted minority, who' addressed
"themselves, in effecd, to intelligent
members of their own class. This
new literature at, its best is compar-
able to· the eighteenth century court
literature 0{ Englam1. In both jn-
~.nces, die writers and their audience
were a group' of people sharing a
'(::Ommon"sensibility and intlellectual
background with certain basic as-

• sumptions as to values and obliga-
tions also held in common. There
was a corresponding stabilitty in the
,Sodal, political and economic order:
in England, under the constitution.
al monarchy after the Glorious Re-

o volU'tion; in Bengal~ under the be-
~6volent B~~t,sh Empire -after the
suppression 01 the Mutiny. For the
Bengali middle class o( the nine-
teenth century, both England and the

Englisll language formed all essential lity derived from a genuine assimila-
part of its social and cultural milieu, tion of English literature, the intel •
as has been pointed out by Nirod C. lectual deficiency of the Bengali lan.
Chaudhuri in his Autobiography. It _guage could not have any harmful
had grown to look upon the British bearing on the aesthetic products o(
Empire as sometbling come to ~tay, the new Bengali culture. Any such
a part of the Newtonian scheme of deficiency was more-than made up
things as i,t were. To this it owed by the still living communion with
its existence, its iSCnseof purpose the English language and literature,
and even i,ts creative energy. which even a clerk-producing educa-

Little wonder, then, that the tion could provide But with the
creator of the new imaginative lite- 19rowth of so-called mass education
rature in Bengali did not feel any and a basic change in the concept
urge to develop the intellectual p'l- and content of educadion, this supe-
t1entialities of the ,language. NOT rior intellectual background in writ-
could this neglect possibly affect their' ers and ,the reading public can no
work in any adverse way or detract longer be taken fur granted. The
from its quality, as it most!certainly circle has widened and now includes
would if there had been no ccmmon the half-literate masses who can lay
cultural milieu be'tween the writers no claim to this inreHecdualsuperia-
and their public. "English bein~ the rity. Both from personal inadequacy
language C?fthe new dispensation, a and social disabilities this new Hte.
basic ingredient of culture and edu- rate population is e"cluded (rom the
cadion and an indispensable prere- old values and mental equipment.
quisite to good living and social im. In their case the intellectual- defi.
partance, the necessary intellectual dency of the Bengali language 'has
background (or enjoyment of a bome its bitter fruits of evil. Cut

.Meghnadbadh Kavya, (or example, off from the rich heritage o( the Eng-
was taken for granted. No Bengali !,ish language and literature, the
without a knowledge of Milton or thought ana sensibility o( the new ge-
Homer was expected to read it. This neration of educated public remain
assumption has continued well on crude and barbaric, since they have
into our· times, (or -no reader of little native resources to fall baCkon.
Pramatha Chaudhuri or Sudhindra. And these literate and sdmetimes
nath Datta can enjoy the full'nuattces learned barbarians are the new af-
of their meaning withom this same biters o( daste in art and letters in
background of thought "and sensibi- our country.
lity. Nor is Tagore an exception. For all the narrowness of their
Indeed one wonders what "the mod- thinking and sensibility a deep im.
ern Bengali author is. You cannot pregnation of their minds with the
open a single critkal work on any spirit o( English literatoUre and
impQrtant Bengali wn'ter without European history and philosophy had
running ,'up against long -excerpts given the best products of English
from European critics, poets, philo- education in Bengal a certain qua-
sophers and the like. This proves lity of mind which: rescued the new
both of my contentions, namely, that Bengali literature from vulgarity.
Bengali literature cont'ains little in- III is a (act that nearly all -
,tellectual matter of quotable worth Bengali intellectuals o( the" pre-
and also that much modern Bengali independence days, who contributed
writing of any merit presupposes. a to ¢his cult1Uralmilieu, were soaked
sound English education for its"full in English literature and Europerlu
enjoyment! and appreciation. history and philosophy. TheIr uni-

So long as the literati and their versity educatiO'n had consisted of
patrons were a closed, well.knit group specialization in one of these tradi-
of highly educated individuals and tionaHy noble Muses. But this old
so long as they shared a common class o( intelleotuals and literati was _
backgro~nd of" thought and sensibi- bound to be eclipsed by a new se.ne- ..
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rate exercise in bad faith and yet mo
main effective as works of art. .
here, toO, the element of bad
makes the greater part of their war
insipid. Again, it is the new ge~
ration of the artists and men
le~ers who succeeded Tagore wh
honestly faced their situation and
'came, for the first tJime in Bengali
literature, 'conscious pf inner angu'
and despair resulting from an honest
recognition of their JU>siltionin s0.-
ciety and the universe. For them -the:
revolt o( the masseswas a reality
even' an opportunity for a vicarioUf:
act of expiation and overcomin
their sense of guillt. They had
use for the old illusions-certain
which: lay shattered all around th
in a heap of broken images. For
them tlhe British Empire wa~ not It
broken promise, as it was \tli
Tagore, but a cold Cruel law of e
nomic hlistory. With fthis new' ge-
neration of writers and thiilk~
Bengali intellect was at la~t coming;
of age and the new creative litera.<
,ture also reflects this maturitly.

failure lto make Bengali an instru-
men,t for serious and noble thoUghts.
They had assumed the continuance
of English and the rigorous standard
of an intdlectual education through
English. its overwhelming importance
in a society of illitterate mobs ruled
and exploited by the foreign power
and its native agents. And thus they
indulged in a kind of imitative and
derivatlive culture which could, at its
best, only beautify the life of sophis.
tica,ted aes.thetes.

At any rate the dependence of
their aesthetic creations on a foreign
language and its cultlur~l milieu for
the general context of their thought
and sensibility could n9t but rob
their wOJ'ksof creative vigour. There
are many' different manifestations of
this loss of verve. For one thing,
the intelleotual awareness of the
Bengali mind remained far too loog
'confined wj.thin.a mid-Victorian
world outlook. It was only among
the younger generation of poets and
writers who broke with the tradiJtion
of Tagore-who remained an idealist
-'l:hat the full impact of the thought
currentJSof modern Europe, with Contrary Forces
their dark eddies and, -fierceconvul- But the process had hardly started
sions, made itself felt. 'To the older when it was swiftly smothered in
gen.eril'rlidn.sno 'such awareness lof more powerful movement of coiiil
pain, conflict and anguish came trary (orces. The sins of the falth
naturally. Their own position of were visited upon their sons.
privilege was due to their exclusive younger representatives of the up~
cultural opportunities, which they Bengali culture had no time to
were confident! of reitaining for all piate their fathers' sms. The coIlSCl'-
time to come. No encroachment. quences o( those sins were already
from the vulgar masses threatened it. working themselves .out!. The new
This aristocratic self-complacencemay Bengali culture of the nineteenth;
have inhibited) them ,from develop- century was soon swept away by a
ing the intellectual potential of their flood of vulgarity which, the arist
own language. cratic exclusiveness of that cultur

But there must have been a real had brO'ughllIOn. The new litterattf
failure of creativity at the i1'lteIlec- and even educated multitude, who,
tual level. Psychol'ogically" the constitute the main bulk of the iDii
failure was part of their flight! from heritors of the old middle-class cuI-.
self.awareness. Cre3itive thi·nking on ture of Bengal, are incapable of res.t
a rational: plane could have .given ponding to the nuances o( i¢s arisb).:
them no refuge from despair and· cratic heritag~. They have becom
anguish at the absurdity of their so- the creators and patrons of/the laU
cial situation both in relation 00 day vulgarities into which the sam
their alien masters and native slaves. tradi,tion has degenerated by a proces&:'

.4')'heir aeS'the'ticcreations' posed Ino of 'historical nemesis. The respo
such. direCt threat to their peace of sibility for this state of affairs res
mind and co\lld easil'Vbe an elabo- squarelv on the shoulders of the1 . I I
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, ration' of educared middle dass with
a different orientation and cast of
mind. Sinre independence, it is then-
progenies.who have held the ground.
They are not inteHectlUalsand do
not have the all.round development
of mind and sensibility their prede.
resson had.

• . The growing importance of science
and technology in view of their
greater material advantages, and the
craze for new-fltngledbranches of hu·
manitiesf which do not call for a
complex cultural background or
superior linguistic ability, have
brought 011 a certain deterioration in
the cultural equipment of the great-
er number of university-educated
Bengalis. As they owe their entire
education to the university and can-
not privately offset its deficiency
from vernacular '.!4OUrces,mdst
of tJlem must remain uneducat-
ed for the rest of their lives, outside
their .narrow field of specialization.
The best products of modern Ben-
gali literaltUre must remain a closed
book to them. As their own know-
ledge of English is uncertain, the
subjects they have learnt and a mere
knowledge of Bengali dO'not suffice
and give them little taste for the
poetry of a Bishnu De or Buddhadev
Bose. They l'Ookupon all imagina-
qive works as a source of light,
instant pleasure, day-dreaming and
erotic fantasy. Hence they tJake
to :the putrid stuff churned out hy
the J?O~lar media.

Standard of Eclacalioa
This state of affairs has become

worse sllill with the general falling-
off in the standard of educa.
tion. This a consequence" of
the papular expl'Osion in the edu-
cational institutions with no corres.
ponding improvement in the con-
tent of education through a develop.
ment of the vernacular resources.
The new swollen ranks' of the edu·
cated have no education at all, and
can hardly be blamed for being un-

o receptive to the highbrow products
of a ,decadent literary elite. Popular
rejection, even lwstility, is not tOO
high a price to pay for the latter's

.•
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older generations, who 'had Pone
nothing to prepare' ~heir successors
:for betlter aesth~tic and' intell~ual

sponses . thro\1gh ·R. proper develop-
ment of the Bengali language.
The task would have -1nvolv-
eel a moral and intellectual inte-

:8fitry which tthe new middle class was
bound to evade, for that would un-
~rmine its privileged position in
the new society. The privilege had
A counterpart in subervience to the

·tish Empire and tis cultural bene.
ts. 'By clinging to its privilege the

new class was of necessity restricting
moral', aesthetic and intelIectual

capacities. Hence Ithe singular limi-
tations of the new nengali culture
and its subsequent degeneration.

The pity, however, is that even th~
better educated representatives of this
lcfass 'are today sucoum'oing to this
v'ulgl&r drift in (Ou'r cultura!! life.

Satyajit Ray, who Ihad very definitely
started with not only a high artistic'
power' but also a certain moral and
• tellectual capacity to tum contem-
porary Bengali life into satisfying
arms of art, is fast petrifying into a

mere box-office idol. His superior
talents show up more pitifully
against the inanities of his recent
creations. This is another facet
of the same futility which has alw~ys
a8licted even the superior expressions
(If our modern culture. At the more
wIgar level, the works are an odd
mixture of shallow romance and
crude· eroticism. This goes for every-

'1hing from fiction to film fare. They
have their learned apologists 1!hough.
The Mahabharata, Decameron, Works
of Chaucer, Shakespeare and Rabe-
lais are cited with cool aplomb in
defence of g"n odd work of porno-
graphy. But dh.e learned professors
-"etray their lack· of literary percep-
tion even as they bring these invoca-
tions to bear. What reader of
Chaucer, Rabelais, Shakespeare,
Mahobharata or Arabian Nights has
found sex a drab and dreary mono-
tony as it is made out to be in these
modem works of pornography? The
tales of Eros in the Myths and these
great works are an affirmation of life,
its mystery and glory, its tragic &cauty
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and bltter~weet fun. There are
tale.- Of perversion and 'bestiality, but
these are always presented in a tragic
or ludicrous light, never as something
to glory in or gloat over. The porno-
graphy of the modern West, which
our best-selling novelists are copying,
is both written by and addressed' to
people Who have lost this sense of
glory and despair, the ecstasy and
agony of living-the true meaning of
Eros and Than.atos.

At the highbrow level, the deca-
dence makes itself felt in quite ano-
ther way. The works display ver-
bosity, 'intellectual pretensions, wool-
liness, and a sterile passion or pathos.
All this p~ses for superior expressions
of our cultural heritage. Here we
find the most disgusting aspect of
modern Bengali culture. The preten-
sions .are c~arly seen lthrough;
though !that does not /prevent ,ac
half-eduoated journalists and high
literary bodies from conferrlng great
merit on these works. Thus' an
Akademi award winning Bengali
p1aywright, wlho ~s credit~ with
pioneering the absurd in ~ Bengali
theatre, once babbled in the course of
a radio talk that the war in Vietnam
and the massacre of the East Ben-
galis by the Pakistani 'anny were
instances of 1lhe absurd. in modern
life I What will the author of Being
and NothJingness make of such driven

These exponents of the absurd in
Bengali may, however, be reminded
that wlhen Sartre says that all human
values are absurd he means that the~e
have no extra-human sanctions, no
validity beyond what man in society
and nature chooses to accord them.
They define tlhe purpose which man
freely choos~ 'or Jhimself. All in-
vocations of ~ivine, jhistorical or
natural necessity in behalf of human
values are an act Of bad faith, a flight
from freedom and its accompanying
angit.

The meaning of 1ihe statement that
man makes himself what he is, is that
man must create values in the con-
sciousness of his freedom against the
background of a non-human nature
tfhat does not care for his human
interests. Man ~es himself in

history through co-opetatiol1
other human beings, who ·share t1be
same solitude and anguish, the same
hopes and despair and face the same
in~ence of ·the 'external )world.
Human life !bas therefore no signifi-
cance ibeyonpl that with whi~ man
chooses to invest ,it. This ps the
basis of ~anfs creativity. He creates
meaning and significance for himself,
he makes 'Ibis own history. The
possibilities of creation are, of course,
limite<i by man's situation in the uni-
verse and in society, but apart from
certain inherent necessities of all hu-
itIlan I situation, man's creativity is
defined by his own free choice and
called forth by the same situation
etching out lhis absurdity. There is
no point in creating an absurd thea-
tre if man cannot revolt against the
condition of absurdity which his posi-
tion in nature and: history brings to
his consciousness. For Camus, the
absurdity ,t;tems from roan's §dart:fh

for meaning and ·the ansence of mea-:
ning in the univers apart from this all
too human quest. Neither the quest
for meaning nor its absence in the
non-human world constitutes, by it-
self, the absurdity in question. It is
lIhe Icomronta,tion between 'the 'two

poles' of buman existence that points
up the .futility of all human endea-
vour. The act of rebeUion against
the purposelessness of the universe is
the true function of the lhuman spirit.
For Camus, the sense of absurdity
is only the starting point from which
man must go on to purposive living,
creation and revolt. This is ,the full
implication of man's awareness of
his absurd condition.

Act of Choice
Thus it is possible to show by ana-

lysis of even the 'superior' products of
our culture how utterly 'barren and
incompetent it has become. The ren-
dering of Ibsen c,an shed all 'the
deeper overtones of the original, and
yet cause no stir among its learned
audience. The intense psychological
conflict in a A Doll's House is reduced
at tJhehands of a well-known Calcutta
troupe to an ill-treated wife's plea for
divorce. It is' forjptten that IA.sen
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True also, perhaps~ that the can
cept of the absurd makes all human
action, thought and feeling equally
futile. Even cognizance of ~surdity
and revolt or creation bring no relief
from the overwhelming sense of insig-
nificance of man's fears and hopes in
a non-human world. But this total
absut:dity can only mean what Sartre
calls De trap, unnecessary. FOr Sar-
tee this lack of necessity in anything
is our freedom to choose and c~te"
bhough in utter anguish. Again the
insignificance is the starting-point for
a new creative significance, which can
only follow on a recognition of non-
necessity i.e. absurdity.

PROLETARIAT BOOK
AGENCIES

22/6, S. B. Raha Lane,

in the Bengali adaptation could' ~ar91Y
rise to the role's c1hallengeand pdssi-·
'bilities, for she is cut out for a typical
Saratchand.ra heroine. Nor could the
production as a whole do more jus-
tice to the the!J1eof the original. One
could cite countless eXlUDples, from
more recent performances, of sudh
failure Q{ interpretation by more than
one troupe in -~alcuf1ta. But that
would not stop these productions
drawing large crowds and' rapturous
applause from stupid hacks.

Even Brecht's plays, which have
recently been pounced upon by our
avant-garde bheatre, cannot make the
right impact. One looks in vain for
any critical comment on the produc-
,tions of Brecht in Bengali, which
makes the point that Brecht in criti-
cising the exploiting class never fails
to present tlhe exploited people in an
equally unfavourable light. The
stupidity and illusions of the victims But lin all Bengali 'absurd' plays
of exploitation make their continued - the audience is brought into a mood
exploitation possible. The theatre of. of sympathy a~ involvement with
alienation is made necessary by this the passive victims of social injustice
attitude of Brecht to his dharacters or natural calamity, people fOr whom
and their actions, since the audience life !has become meaningless for no
must view the performance with a fault of their own, no failure to face
cold critical detachment. The presen- up to their situation. This is the very
tation is a cruel parody of life in opposite of the theatre of Beckett.,
bourgeois society, and one cannot Adamov, 'Genet ,and lonesco.
sympathise wi1ll the motives of ,the new 'intellectual' theatre of Bengal IS
characters, though one must secretly in the tradition of the old sentimental
perceive the truth .of the caricature. self-pity and self-delusion. It encoo-
In this Brecht !has \been a precursor of rages a mood of passive and whining
muab of the absurd techniques of Bec- submission to the facts of life. There
kett, Ionesco and others. The absurdity' is no conscious recognition of reality
of the absurd theatre is a consequence or the possibilities that such recogni-
of its being a parody and caricature. ti~ opens before us, nor of .the
It presents life as a tragic farce, when '~lzarre consequences of non-recogni-

.it is lived in (bad faittb. It depicts tion. .
the way of the self-deluded. The ab- If such is tihe state of decline of
surdity of life 'belongs to those who modem Bengali culture even in its
choose to make it absurd by their superior expressions, the culturar
illusions. For' those who take their decay of Bengal is nearly complete.
fate in their own hands and choose to
make themselves and who own their Frontier is sold bv
freedom to do so, are not waiting for
Godot. For them tlhe consciousness of
absurdity is a cathartic process, which
the audience undergoes through their
detachment. True, all ·absurd dramas
show only the negative aspects of
moden: life in a devasta.ting mockery Basirhat .

CORRECTION

39

caned hili play a -domeauc tragedy., and
·a ~y, ~ to B11ldley',
must induce a sense of loss and waste.
'Ibsen's Nora does not quit her home
in triumph, but in 'allguish such as
every indivi6Jal J in modem society
must feel once his old certainties are
lost. Nora's I disillu$onme" with
1lbe male-dominated society does not
lead her to take refuge in bad faith
but go out in the dark to seek new
values, which is her first conscious
act of choice. But she ilWesthis with
a crushing sense of her freedom and
responsibility. She takes a leap
into the unknown ·and uncertain,
which marks tlhe process of her grow-
ing up in the only real sense. Indeed
she has always been a free and res-
ponsible individual, but the conscious
ness of her freedom was forced on
her by Torvald's treatment of her
individuality. A. first 1lhis induces
despair and. death-wish, a desire for
flight jrom freedom, but then she
overcomes this feeling and is rudely
shocked into accepting her freedom.
And freedom involves anguish, which
is one of ~e modem equivalents of
the sense of tragic waste. Ibsen's
play' seems to !be a reinterpretation
of the Biblical mytl of lost paradise.
Of.course, the play fails on this and
many other counts when compared
witJh Greek Or Renaissance tragedy.
But the tragic ~ension of Nora's
character is fully revealed only by a
study of such other female characters
of Ibsen as Hedda Gabler or Rebecca
West Their ruthless freedom and
individuality and their ultimate ho-
nesty to face tihe implications of their
freedom give them a tragic dignity.
Nora, too, is cast in the same mould
and srikes a somewhat similar note.
Only hers is a mere domestic tragedy.
Incidentally, the actress who did Nora
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'Indira wave weakening' (Septem'ber
30) on Page 5 column 2, fourth line
from the bottom, read 'DUSV' instead
of 'DUSM' and on Page 6, column 2,
sixth line from tihe top read· 'people'

. instead of 'police'.
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was the most uneven pomon Of da6
film, with the musicians in their wild
movements againt Tapas Sen's vibra-
dng lights breathing the ruthlessness
of afiluence, out the guests and the
minister-industrialist centre-of-attrac-
tion looking more like the sma11-
town ridh than like_those who wield
power in a city like Calcutta. These
men and women could have ~n less
gushing,could have been mQrecapable
of holding their drinks, and could
have then provided more of a visual
dhallenge to the appearance of the
dead young man of twenty. Sen is
however able to 'Dringout the logic
of an eruption of violent protest, styli-
sed gestures of iluthority and power
in expressionist techniques mingling
with documentary shots jOf s~t .
fighting and demonstrations in Cal-
cutta, wiU1tile easy transition 10
the young man purStledand killed on
the Maidan by men whom he knows
and yet cannot name. And y~t may-
be 'there is-a sly mockery in the time
signal over the radio, or suggestionas
to how the most bortiblo facbi be-

~Dlqrlen
The third story-about young.smug-

glers uprooted from middle class up-
bringing-is more loosely told, as Sen
lapses into sentimental repetitions
and the diversions on a train jo~
through suburban Calcutta. After
the breathtakinf coldness and taut-
ness of the first two stories, I had a
feeling that Mrinal Sen cannot help
gettingsoft wheneverhe is in a village.
Somethingthat !heseems to share with
the sentimentalisersof the tiral, with
all those who pay short visits to the
villages and are dharmed. The ugli-
ness of rural poverty-is lost in the
sentimental scenes of playing children,
or even the m,othercrying in the wil-
derness for her smuggler son, who
has not returned from the city. There
is in fact enough of that sense of a
.precariously poised existence in that
shot of the family going to sleep with
an empty space between them, and
tthat carried all the tension that the
.story needed at that end.

The party-at-~e-hotel sequence

.Calcutta 71
-SAMIK BANDYOPADHYAY

in ,the latter, underlines ~e character
~f middle-class existence in ·those
early decades. One may not notice
it and one may ask for 6oci~cono-
mico-histOricalpadding, but there is

THE Mrinal Sen style, ironic and a clear line of development from the
committed, takes a closer and first story to tile second,.from. the

angrier look ~t perhaps the most J:eal futile self-laceration in' the former
element in the Indian -reality-poverty to an open-eyed acknowled~ment of
-in his latest work Calcutta 71; and reality in the latter, from the genera-
his work touches a relevance rarely lity of the first situation to the more
:1ouched in the Indian cinema which "concreteperiod timing of the second

en most of the time to be senti- si·tuationwith the background of the
mental or psychologicalor spectacular Great Bengal Famine of 1943. In
or sensational. Ever since Akaash- botlh stories Sen provides an inSight
kusum, Sen has been working within into 'a Bengali middle cla~s devoted
the urban middle class milieu in his to keeping up forms and appearances
Bengali films, and working as an even when economic stresses demand
uncompromising critic. However, his a redefinition of their mode of ex-
mockery of tlheeasy successdream in istence. Stylistically,there is a subtle
Akaashkusum or his critique of sarto- distinction betw~n the two stories;
rial neo-colonialism in Interview while the former has 'a greater sense
merely pricked middle-class com- of environment, the latter 'builds a
placence; but his latest work is a more drama out of the confiict between
radically disturbing defence of anger characters: the very emergence of
and its varied manifestations. While. characters out of the middle class
the line of . mockery persists in the milieu under the strains of economic
rather too long 'quote' from Inter- oppression may be a point of social
view, or the overtly theatrical court meaning.
scene dominated by a blatantly thea-
trical Utpal Dutt or even in the sheer
topsyturvydom of the skit on. the
capitalists of the world Uniting_ to
Save Their Laundries, the disjointed,
ePisodic nature of the work allows
sen to documentate poverty througlb
a number of decades.

In :t!he,three illustrative stories
showing different faces of poverty in
the thirties, the forties 'and the 'fifties,
Sen chooses a. naturalistic idiom: tlhe
ruthless objectivity is most sharply
evident in the fiist two stories, the
Manik Banerjee story of tensions and
petty .expl~sions that tear' apar~ ~e
facade of middlCKlass domestiCity,
and the Prabodh Sanyal story of the
crack-up of middle-class respectabi-
lity and relationships. Sen's con-
centration on detail, the monotone of,
the continuous downpour counter-
pointing the angry voices and bitter
silences in the former, and the sudden
exposure, after a slow build-up, of a
middle-class f~y that desperately
tries to keep up a front to bide its
source of living that -is prostitution,
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come news 10 be gW.pod with the
morning tea, an ironic fling at the
urban midcne.-c1ass cooscience,

Calcutta 71 shares with Samskaara
ibe guts to look reality in the face and
throw the wish-fulfilment mystiques
of the Indian cinema to the winds,
Lite the ~akers of Samskaara, Sen
lestores ~ore of the theatrical to the
cinema, and. the theatrical serves to
bigtllight the wevance in the theme
atatemmt by d1e young ~an perpe-
tually tweoty, ' Madhabi Chakra-
barty's face erdiDg into painful dis-

lfJpaR

From
•

O E wants to figure OUt what
Mishima Yukio's (the welI:..known

Japanese writer) lfinal harlang'Ue at
the Ground Self-DefenceForoe Head.
quarters, Tokyo, on the morning of
November 25, 1970 and dramatic
slucide amounted to. Weigh the
idiosyncrasies of the brilliant writer;
allow the super-rational, economic-
animal nation its lacunae of cultural
madness; put all these considerations
beside "the revival of Japanese mi.
litarism" ... and yet, all' things con·
lidered, wasn't the whole thing some-
how anachronistic?

Mishima R'1ldfour followers, mem-
bers of his Shield Society, had in-
vaded the office of the commander
and tied up General Mashita to his
chair. Mishima then stepped out
OI1to a balcony, hung streamers cov-
ered with slogans 'over tlhe edge and
began to address the more than one
thousand soldiers gathered in the
yard below. But before he had even
opened his mouth, the crowd was
responding to its 1IjGuld.be agitator
with heckling and boos. The jeer-
ing readied a high as he 'gOt to the
heart of his message. He was shout.
ing, "Now the SeH-Defence Force
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tortions from sculptured passivity in
a single shot. in the confrontation of
the dead young man and the living
rich, in the contrast of the colour
sequence of Suhasini as the humming
dream-girl and the gunshots on the
Maidan. 'lV1etheatrical, in Sen's
hand, seeJIls to have more of the
ruggedness that the Indian cinema has
never really dared at ; and his gimmi-
ckry is so theatricalised that it be-
comes more of an elaborately worked
out pattern. While Sen's cast, drawn
mainly from the ranks of the new
theatre movement in the city, .serve

MUTO IcHIYO

must become a real national army;
the Constitution has gOt to be chang.
ed". Bull even those up front could
barely hear him for- the catcalls. To
the very group he was depending on
to carry out a coup he had to scream,
"Listen, listen, listen to me I' You,
listen to me 1 Be quiet. Aren't you
going lb listen to a samurai ready to
die for your cause? Listen 1 Don't
you understand? Understand? LIS-
TEN TO ME I... " But the uproar
below swelled even louder: "Go
home 1 ''\o'ehate heroes I" Raising
his white-gloved fist, Mishima bellow-
ed, "Isn't I!:herea single man among
you who will rise up with me?
Won't any of you ... " (He paused
ten seconds waiting to hear, "Me, I
wiHI", but the soldiers continued
10 shout, "Fool", "Mad man", "No,
nobody.") "All rigbt, nobody. All
righ t, I'll' die. I can see none of
you have the guts to rise up with me
and change the Constitution. I don't
have any illusions about the Self.
Defence Force. Now I~ll say it:
'LONG LIVE THE EMPEROR I' ".

He bad planned to go on for two
hours, but he stk>pped after only
~ven ptinutes. He disappeared from

the bakony back into the officewh
he and one of his followers commi
ted suicide in exemplary samu~i
fashion. "

There is a temptation to f-eele
barrassed for Mishima, to think or
his act as a patlhetic and futile ·aa~
chronism, with no relevance "to our
lives or to the actual political 'Sttua.
tion: a curiosity. But the fact is it-:
was noll futile, and-Mishima's
mantic world·view, his samurai h~
ics, and the soldiers' lack of response
to him notwithstanding-Mishimat

action was not anachronistic. It: ~
not a gesture whose" moment hal
passed. .

In terms of 'its stated ends it wed
certainly premature. Mishima's COUll>-

ter.revolutionary ideology ·was ahead
of the Self-Defence Force men he
addressed on November 25; his ~
peal could not have raised a revol
in the Self-Defence Force. Ito w
nevertheless effective. Not rlong ar.er
the affair, Prime Minister Sato· a
out with the statement that the GoIwti-l
t-ution should be changed. Indeed, an

• This article was
Sato resigned,



'important function of the right wing
is to act as an advance guard for the
rulers, to expand the frontier of pos-
sible political actions, and at the same
time to always provide a contrast
against which the rulers' actions seem
moderate. Simply stated,' a gesture
like Mishima's is effecti~ i·n terms
of the goals of the ruling class be-
cause it serves. tb raise the mean of
the reactionary imperialist tempera-
ture in this country.

Not that Mishima was in the pay
of the ruling party _ politticians,
bureaucrats or industrial magnates,
or manipulated, CIA-fashion, by
them. He did not commit suicide
to promote the interests of t1heSato
government. To get at the mean-
ing of Mishima's action we
need to go beyond its immediate
effects and understand the situation
which, on the One hand gave rise t10
it, and whic~, on the other, it augurs.
It is a situadon of fundamental
change in the his.toric mode of being
of the Japanese State. Mishima's
life and thought focused On this prob-
lem of the essence of the Japanese
State, and his final ge9ture has the
timeliness of the classic tragedy whose
message is rather about the collective
dilemma of the audience than the
fated demise of the play's protagonist.
Ic~igaya, November 25, 1970, was a
moment confirming the arrival of a
whole new period in which the Japa-
nese State-its form, its ideology and
its .Constitution-was being called in-
to que!Ptionand th.ree alternatives put
l!efore the people: will there be

. cou~er-revolutionary breakthrough
to ~ new-mode, a gradual tlI'ansition
to counter-revolution, or will there

, be, a revolutionary break!f.hrough?
Mishima's ~sture is about the decay
an~ crisis in the period of postwar
democracy and the progress of tIle
transition to democratic fascism.

'oitwar Democraq
b1 contrast to the postwar State

of, "cultural emasculation" and "mo-
tal degeneration"-moral degenera-
tion, is Mi~ima's favourite category-
he posits 'a myth of the prewar State
that could only be created by a rOo

/

mantic intellectual able to ignore the
concrete histlory of the times. This
prewar State of national integrity was
"represented by the irreplacable be-
ing of Tenno" (the emperor). For
Mishima, prewar Japan is above all
characterized by the manly strength
of the samnra; perfected in death-
it. willed death: suicide-which
achieves the identification of the in-
dividual with the national essence,
the emperor. In his liiterary works
Mishima exploits every linguistic arti-
fice~his images positJivelyglitter-to
create an identification of death and
beauty. (Perhaps "glorious" death can
only be convincing if this identifica-
tion with.beauty can be brought off) .
Read his novels: at the heart. of
deat!h is beauty, and at the heart of
beauty is death.

Of course Mishima did not invent
that identificatioh. He waS just be-
ginning his litet:ary career before the
war ended. The heroes of his day,
like the kamikaze pilots who perish-
ed in "glorious sacrifice for We na-
tion", were indoctrinated with a kind
of modernized bushido spirit, rework-
ed to fit the needs of the bureaucra-
\tic-industrial \nation-State, with
which the fascist rulers extracted dis-
cipHne and'self-sacrifice from the peo-
ple.. Mishima grew up under the in-
·fluence of the school of Japanese ro-
manticism tha-ll was said to enable
wartime teenagers, (wel'l, some of
them?) to die "with calmness and
joy, gloriously" for the emperor.
The. war, with its death-beauty aes-
thetic for doomed intellectuals, was
indeed Mishima's golden age. Never
mind the vast sufferings and mean-
ingless sacrifices of ordinary Japanese
people; never mind the genocide
committed against the Chinese· and
other Asians in the name of the em-
peror. That wasn't whad the war
was all a'Oout.For Mishima the war was
~ aristocratic, inteHectual aesthetic
field. War meant de3'th, but glorifi-
ed death, or t1hebeauty of readiness to
die, and selflessness and devotion to
the supreme deity, the emperor. It
was Iso many happy days for lhim
who never experienced the misery

and bir.rerness of the
soldier.

Twenty years after the war, when
the literary world began ·to consider
his works Nobel Prize materia., he
had this ~o say: "I wonder if I'll see
the day when I can write in my will,
'Long live the Emperor I'? Whether
or nolt that day comes, I recall with
tremendous bliss and sense of happi-
ness that I once lived in such an
age." This was the ideological and -
aesthetic stance he kept to the end. .

'But in 1945, with the defeat of the
Japanese Empire, the emperor declar-
ed himself a human. Thus, for
Mishima, the postwar age was inau-
gurated with a betrayal, not only of
those who had died in the name of
the emperor, bUtt of those too who,
like Mishima, went on living aspiring
to die in his name.

The structure which took the place
of the prewar imperialist superstruc-
ture with tenno at its head, tltgether
witlh its ultra-nationalist i~logical'
system, was built up according to the
diotates of U.S. imperialism, but in
a way which marvellously &uited the
needs of the Japanese ruling class as
well. 1"01' a brief period after the
surrender, when the occupation
autihorities were intent on preventing
a rebirth of the militaristic State,
left-wing movements were encour~g-
ed, democratic ideas flourished, and
the unique Peace Constit';tion was
handed down from on high. More-
over, in the t1Urmoilof the early post-
war years, the Japanese people creat-
ed a revolutionary situation, and for
a while it looked like capitalism was
up against the waIl for the first time
in the histlory of this country. Early
in 1947 the workers began organizing
for a general' strike that would have
shaken the very foundations Qf this -
capitalist society. But the bubble
burst (t!healmighty occupation forces
were, after all, American imperial.
ists): MacArthur banned the. strike
on its eve. The period of euphoria
was ~omed anyway with the c~ming
of the cold war; 'counter-revolution
and the red purge 'set in witih the
occupation authorities expelling all -
communists from government offices
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the opposition and the ruling pany
may have seemed at times quite ~
seated. And it was,. in fact, quite
sharp over the question of the ~cu
rity Treaty and other foreign policy
issues involving the question of war
and peace. But the little umbrella
of the Peace Gonstitution kept Japan
from !SeeingbeyQnd thie coastline,
aggravating its curious patlte1'J.lof
natiomlU:sm, -'4·onle-hatibpism". t The'
frame of reference in the political
struggle was, in the end, the same--
for both the conservatives and pro-
gn:ssives;. Peace and Democracy,
postwar Japan's liberal COBsensus.
As far as a revolutionary perspective
based on class-consciousnessgoes, bo
sides were operating lOn the basiO

'bourgeois principles, and the deep..
rooted one-nationism rendered the
Left's internationalism mere lip.
service.

And what kind of prosperity was
there? From whad has already beeli
said it is clear that the "miracle" of
the GNP was nq pure economic phe-
nomenon. The i·nitial energy for
Japan's recovery was sucked from the
blood of the Korean people; as
former Prime Minister Yoshida put
it so well in -his memoirs: "The
Korean War was a god-send for our
country." The capitalists. had been
trying to buy off th'e SOHYO_Ied
labour movement with annual wage
increases; the workers produced am-
munition and war supplies which.
Sato shipped off to Vietnam. happy'
that they had peace and democracy
a.t home and that the Prime Minis-
ter was "sincerely desirous of an early
peaceful settlement" of th'e war in
Indochina. The "economic animal"
and the "transistor salesman" (De
Gaulle's term) have also been mer-
chants of death; we've got sandbags
for ARVN and vinyl bags for the
corpses of the American trOOps.

According to the division of labour
'On which the postwar period was
based, -Japan concentrated on ecOll~
mic prosper.ity while America was
responsible for cOUDter-revofutlionarf
violence against Asian peoples. To
the extent othat this division was-stUl
viable, the inconsistencies were minor

The Parties
""hM democracy was there ? There

was illusipn pf competing .political
platforms, though i·n fact, the forces
that compose the present Liberal-
Democratic Party have ruled the
country for all but one of the last
twenty-six years. The LDP, which!
has more the nature of a State instli-
tution than a competing political
party, has a semi-permanent "oPPO-
sition"-the Communist Partly aCP),
the Socialist I Party \ aSP) and its
labour ot'gan~~tibn, ~OHYO, i and
assorted progressives-which provides
the system with a "democratic" 60-
lution for the dissatisfied. In com-
parison to the difference between the
Republican ·;and Democratic 'parties
in' the U.S. system, say, the antago-
nism in the Japanese system between

ing the rapid growth of those inter-
ests by the very fact of saving Japan
the expense of buiding its own full-
hlown defence system, i.e., allowing
for an unbelievably rapid accumula-
tion of_economic surplus; 3) the
arrangement with the V.S. enabled
them to re-establish their class hege-
mony over the Japanese workers: the
"prosperity" that followed "peace"
robbed the postwar movementl of its
militancy, leaving a "democracy" that
was about as far from popular rule
as the pre-war emperor system had
been. Th~ugh from a standpoint
diametrically opposed to Mishima's,
we tOOsay: postlWarJapan was an
h~~. .

hat. peace was there? "Peace at
home", ;because Ithe country had a
little umbrella. the Peace Constitu-
tion, which just covered it, though
not Okinawa. But the real guaran-
tee of "peace at home" (peace for
the ruling class) was the big umbrella,
the ;American "nuc1~r kleterrent"
which covered the whole "free
world". :,1£you shut your eyes tk>
the big umbrella-there was, of
course, no peace for the rest of Asia,
but _constant Jwar-it was. easier fto
live oomplacently under the little
umbrella. Th'ere was peace for tihe
ruling class to build its imperialist
base structure.
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and private enterprises: the Ameri-
eans had launched their "reverse
course" policy. Then the Korean
war was unleashed and Washington
was no longer concemed about crush-
ing the ar potential of its former
imperialist ri aI, but rather wanted
to strengthen Japan as the forward
base from which to attack the Korean
and Chi·nesepeoples in the name of
Dulles' anti-communism. (It was
at this time that MacArthur called
for a "police reserve force" and
Japan' pas ar arm was born.

Earl' in the 19505three major de-
cisions re taken b the Americans:
I) to conclnde a peace treaty with
Japan on the basis of hich Ok.inawa
would be separated from Japan and
placed under the sovereignty of the
U.S. Armed Forces to be used as the
"keystone" of tbe .s. anti-commu-
nist militarv encirclement of China
and the siW revolution ; 2) to con-
dude a security treaty with Japan
that would sanction the permanent
s•..ationing of 11.S. armed forces in
this country; 3) to foster the growth
of Japanese capitalism in order to
guarantee the development of the
country into a powerful and reliable
bastion of anti-communism. The
Japanese ruling class easily adapted
itself to this line dictated by the
strategic goals of the V.S.; it dove-
tailed beautifully with it~ own im-
perialistic objectives.

The rulers of this country had
never abandoned their dream of res-
toring Japan to its prewar state of
military might, and in terms of their
own long-range objectives they could
look at the American package deal
for postwar Japan with perfect satis-
faction; I) they needed "peace" at
home and the fact that it was bought
at the price of condemning one mil-
lion Okinawans to the -modern des-
potism of the -:Americanmilitary was,
for them, of no real consequence; 2)
they \\releomed the presence of V.S.
troops provided for under the Secu-
rity Treat ; they were doing double
duty : protecting the ruling class in-
terests from the Japanese people and
from the threatening 'an revolu-
tion and, at the same time, srimulat-

,-
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lands. The division of labOur 1»
tween J.apan~ a.nd American ~
perialists is not obsolete-it is abso-
lwtely necessary for th'em in revo.lu.
tio.nary Asia-but it has taken on a.
different pat:tem: while it used to
be a divisio.n with japan as prima-
rily the econo.mic plunderer ;md the
Americans as counter-revolutionary
fighlters, the new division of labour
has Japan and America sharing both
functions between them.

This was bound to change the
whole political~ial-idleological set-
up of poS/twardemocracy in japan. In
fact it was no longer postwar-demo-
cracy japan when its premises were
removed. The intemal basis for the
japanese state must be overhauled
and remade into something else that
can support its direct responsibility
for counter-revolution, abroad. The
notorious statement by Takeshi Saku-
rada, a leading big businessman,
that the Japanese State for th'e lntire
postwar period was ~..state" and
that the urgent task facing the j a.
panese leaders was to. "change it into.
a full State", (implying a State with
a f.ulI-fledged,full-status armed forces,
powerful police, an anti-people judi-
cial system, and the ideo.l'o.gicalunity
af the peaple), eloquently, and with
some political-philosophical' insigh~
has spelled out the enormo.us mission
the japanese ruling class has taken
upon itself in the crisis-ridden decade
o.f the I970s.

Sometlaia,'. got to he dODe
Because the transition to democra-

tic fascism is essentially the internal
transformation of the status quo, it
is a gradual process, deliberately de-
signed to be as imperceptible to the
peopl'e as possible. Nevenheless,
fo.r those who are lOoking, there, are
signs everywhere, both of the crisis
necessitating the change a'qd the
pro.gress of the transition itself. If
in the stable days of postwar demo-
cracy, Mishima had cantented him.•
c;elf with cultivating his death-
beau.ty aesthetic in his writings - ·a·nd·
private life, in recent years he began
110 Slensethe crisis and to prepare to
intervene in a decisive way in the

·d did not contradict the peace.and of Japaaitaelf, which impels japaneae
<temocracy consensus at hOQ1eto imneriaili-. Ito grab for- themselves

'Cheveryone paid homage. Indeed, the control of their markets, energy
postwar Japan was a fann of bour- and raw material resources alI over
geois stC!.tethat had its own historical the world. The japanese imperial.
personality, just as the Weimer De- ists would like, in fact, to take ad-
mocrac.y,in the post-World War I vadtage of the plight! of American
JFiod had its own: The basic rela- imperialism in Asia and elsewhere
tlonshin with the U.s. imperialist while still counting on its role as
domination of. Asia had the efIeot of world policeman. If the change in
I:lunling the class antagonisms inside japan could be brought about simply* country; as a result political: an- . by a decree abolishing the post-war
~nism was put on a very vague democracy State and replaciong it
basis-- (confrontation on foreign po- with a fanatic fasci9t government--.-
liey issues, but within the framework (after the Weimer Democracy came
of peace and democracy)-and the the Hitler regime in German) -then
parry claiming the revolutionary Mishima's way with his storm troop-
mandate, the jCP, became a party of ers and emperor-worshipping Self.
progressives and pacifists. The pro. Defepcto Forcel ,t>fliqn would have
&,essives~fight was mostly to k"esist made a lot more sense as a realistic,
tbe "retum" of japan to the prewar strategic move. This is not the case,
Condition and to oppose reactionary however; vhe change which the Gov-
tendencies, not to build -socialism. ernment would br~ng about in the
lVithin this situation the ruling class domestic structure was necessarily a
wasin a position to move to the right, gradual one and had an ideological

most imperceptibly, until "pea~" vagueness which derived _from the
came to mean the status quo and continued sharing of counter revolu.
·'democracy" the polling booth. Not tionary tasks with tIre U.S.
oDly had. the GNP replaced the em- The external relation of a country
peJ.'oras the symbol of devotion, but and its internal make-up are not mu.
the emperor system itself was wedded tually independent. If the. domestic
to the bourgeoisie when the crown postwar democracy was the internal-

ince. in 1962 took as his bride the ized form of It~ postW'ar japanese
~ter of a wealthy Jlour maker external rel'ationship, the U.S.-japan
family Such was the era of Post. "division of labour" mentioned above,
war- Democracy. the change in the latter naturally

But that, situation was notl.to con. has to call forth a corresponding
tinue for ever. The seeds planted in change in the postwar democracy it-
the postwar period are now caming iSelif. The S~ cabinet lwanlfWIto
to maturity a,nd the, whole complex do. both. The first step in this direc-
:at socio-political factors that shaped tion was the signing of the Japan-

age have been forced to. change South Korea "Normalization" Treaty
in the past' few years. The Sato ca- in 1965 which. inaugurated the fresh

t had step.ped into power for the exploitation and colonization of
hiItoric mission of ending this whole South Korea by japanese imperial-
~ of postwar demoaacy. Why ists. The most decisive mave to-

die c:hange necessary? There ward this goal was the Nixon-Sato.
wem twDmajor factors at work: (I) joint cammunique; it nat only pro-

defeat of the American counter- vided for the transfer of sovereignty
olutioD, especially in Asia and over Okinawa in 1972 with the huge

most particularl'y in Vicknam: the military bases intact, but also yirtual-
Weakened position of Amerian im- Iy placed the whale Northeast Asian
perialism in the world systiem of .area, partic.ularly ,Korea, under the
oppresskm and exploitation urges control of japan. From then an
~ to..c;ome to the front of coon- Japan had'to as&IJ.medirect responsi-

ter-revolution in Asia; and (2) the biIiltiy,:if not to~ I'$ponsibUity,
pressure of the ecanomic expansio.n for counter-revolution in foreign

•



is where trade unidrls come hi if
such a basic ingred.ienf-bf thtf 4~mb:
cratic economic strUctUre of Jajiad.
Relating to one ,another iii' tnQI
unions is a means for' peOPUf't(;
participate in the work of 'OUi1a~
ing Ithe national eobnotny. Iddi-
viduals need to find their Flace in
the social hierarchy !by virtue of re-
ference -to something super-per~
nal: from now on the trade union
movement should respoi1d"to the$e.
legitimate needs of people to relate,
providing ,the re~ence fOr t1ieOl
to identify witlh the lOCal enter:"
prise, then the industry, 8J1
'finally the national economy ..
This is the myth of the new State,

a national community concept froni
which the very category or class· an-
tagonism has been elitninated; This
new state is distinct from the pOSt-
war democracy one in two, main ways~
and it is on the basis of these charac-
teristics ~at we ·call it a democratic-
fascist State.

n rests on a comparatively broad
coalition of· so~) fortes Fomposingo
a single right-wing 'bloc. But the tra-
ditional conservatives .and the ~ma-
ciated "peace and democracy" type
progressives, (WIhoare 110t only inh~
rently un-revolutionary, but have al·
most lost their former vigilaIice aga-
inst reaction) are coalesced and fused
in this single bloc, though in a sonie;
what ambiguous fashion.

Under postwar democracy, unions-
were still unions however reformist,
and they Ibad to fight militantly filr
specific economic deman& under the
leadership of SOHYO. Thiit was
needed by the ruling class, t<;>o,since
the postwar-democracy state was'
'based on a sort of social equilibriulif
between competing forces. But now;,
the ideal pattern of rule is to elimi-
nate this equilibrium, and'to 'replace
it by a single 'bloc. The Federation
of Steel Workers' Unions. for inStance,
whose true nature you may infer"from
the above example, still !belongs to
SOHYO which claims a left-wing.
policy. What the ruling class hopes
to do is to coalesce all these unions,
in a single front, irrespective, of the
present affiliations wi1lhdifferent union

saw his adversary, revolution, before
him. He saw the situation both as
a crisis and as an opportunity:
something can be done--because the
climate is changing and postwar
democracy is being abolished, and
something must be ddne-became

if I don'tl do it, eventuaHy there will
be a revolution.

Mishima's formula for the establish-
ment of a new order involves a leap,
a breakthrough from postwar .demo-
cracy, through a coup d'etat, to the
imperialists' ideal forms of state and
society with its active chauvinism
among the people, emperor-worship
(with, of course, the "M~cArhur-
imposed Constitution abolished and
the emperor restored to ibis position
as "the head of the state"-whatever
that means), a fully legitimized, indeed,
idolized, military whose units can be
dispatched. overseas at any time, and
whose soldiers take pride in tlheir
patriotic function and are willing to die
for the emperor •

The formula of the mainstream
ruling class is different. (We prefer
to regard Mishi!na as complementary,
rather than opposed to this formula
'because, as we are seeing, it can be
ingeniously integrated into and utilized
by way of Democratic Fascism.)
It would not create an" abyss between
postwar democracy and the new im-
perialist State but would ensure a
gradual transition. Fascism would
gradually overhaul the postwar-
democracy &tate. Speaking of ~he
d.ational struCltuceIWhi.ci:rthe Cons-
titution WtPosed on Japan in terms

'of a mask, Mishima says:
As long as the mask was imposed
!by irresistible outside forces, we
have acceptedr it gallantly as our
fate; but -all the while we are trying
to melt it away into the flesh of
our, own face ... by changing our-
selves. We must, for instance,
formulate modes of action that
b¥id together individu'als in the
economy in suc\h a way that they
ifind theJl1selves in a social hierarchy
of value. Take work, for instance.
Methods of production of course
have to 'be refined, modernized,
rationalised . lin ~any case; this
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course of evdl 'J:.ho1:aglt hI! perceIv-
ed that the dbminant force in power
was not intereSU!d in a radical trans-
format.ion--(onre he shrewdly re-
marked that it was the LDP, not
the )oppositiOD. that now had the
mOl&'to gain by guarding the Con-
~i~) -t~e were other lforCE$,
he tbought, "in" the Establishment
but not "of it", so to speak, that
might be: the Self-Defence Force.
Given 'the nature of his dreams, it is
not surprising that Mishima envisag-
ed the dramatic breakthrough to the
new order based on devotion to the
emperor in the form a victory won by
a military elite. He looked to an
alliance with the Self-Defence Force,
and was encouraged to believe that
his expectations for them were well
founded. Some of the more ideolo-
gically "£Qrward", spokesmen within
the government were &uggesting,
moreo~, a new image to the Self-
Defence Force, an image which hard-

. Iy concealed the kind of chauvinism
that lay at the heart of Mishima's
~rld-view. While Nakasone, then
the Defence IMin~r) was l telling
the men they should regard them-
selves as so.diers and no longer sim-

~ pI, a$ civil servants, Toko Kon, an
LDP Dietman (also a novelist) told

...them at a lecture, "Your mission is
to kill; that's not murder. You just
kill them; it's all right and it's legal.

••. The state takes responsibility for
what you do, so never mind, you can
kill with a clear conscience anyone
who is not of the Japanese nation."
The time was right and Mishima
approached the Ground Self-Defence
Force.'

Mishima was goaded to act when
he did by the surge of the new left
anti-imperialist struggles after 1967.

_ In die Violent and massive rising of
the students and young workets in
the streets and on the campuses, he



centres such as . SOHYO. Out of dents' struggles which shook the cam~
this front they would encourage the puses in ·68-'~9,.the progressive pro-
formation of a single right-wing La- fessors championed the universities'
bout Party through a fusion of the solution to "the radical students: cal-
Socialist, Democratic-Socialist and ling in the riot· police i and since then
Komei parties creating an American the pattern has been for tibem to
Republican-Democrat-type bi-partisan arrange "treaties" with the police
political system. What is taking place specifying the conditions under which
at present wi'l\bp1the a~out move- they;' will automatically enter the
ment is part of the basic pattern of the campus and restore order.
new Japanese imperialist State itself. Ano1jher exawple, this time from

'What about the Japanese Commu- the local community: at a PTA meet-
Iiist. Party} Isn'·t it fuIrd:amentally ing recently in suburban Tokyo,' a
irreconcilable with the right-wing Liberal Democrat, serving as. chairman
bloc on which democratic-fascism is of the local board of education, was
·to 'Oebased? As far as its principles· invited to speak to a hundred house-
go, the JCP has for the past few years wives. The speech was about ~'wa'ys
~n on a long right-wing marcih du- to prevent" sons and daughters from
ring which it has shed ·the concept of becoming "violence wielding students".
violent revolution, (thQ '.expression The audience was serious, intent, and
lias been erased from translations of at tjbe end burst into applause. The
Lenin), and the priIiCiple of tihe dic- funny thing is that the "sons and dau-
tatorship of the proletariat. The ghters" of the ~others were all less
following example may suffice to show than ten vears of agel What is fri~t-
to what extent the party has made its ening about all these manifestations
oWn ~ basic 'consensus on 'wIhich of the social transformation taking
the bloc rests and, in fact, is fast 'Oe- place is that the JCP still claims to
ing integrated into it. 'Oe loyal to Marxism-Leninism, the

One morning shortly before the professors s.till consider themselves
battle to prevent Sato's departure to champions of "peace and democracy",
Washington a pile of gravel for road land the mothers include not only
work was fQ~nq,in a yard neigh'oour- LDP sympathizers, but also-and for
ing a JCP cell near Haneda airport. tlhe most part-Socialist and Commu-
This occasioned a mini-crisis for the nist Party sympathizers. Un<;onsci-
i'arty whidh it settled 'Oy calling up ous of any shift in their position (in
the police and begging them, to remove fact, they haven't moved· from an
the revolutionary weapons some radi- essentially bourgeois position" they
cals had maliciously put there; and have shifted from ;the "progressive
since the police were too busy, they camp" to the "righotwing bloc".
organised the nei~bours into a self- The second main characteristic
defence group (jikeidiln to \protect which ,distinguishes democratic fas-
themselves. and violently attack the cism from post~ar democracy is the
radical demonstrators I Akahata, the systematic lopping off of elements
rcp paper, proudJy reported, "and which cannot be integrated into the
thus the residents are very grateful to heterogeneity of the rightwing bloc.
our cell." The opposition parties, Democratic fascism is a more severe
still dbampioning "peace and demo- police State than postwar democracy
cracy" are now fighting side-by-side used to- be, and random arre~ts, in-
with the government against the ele- creasing use of firearms by the police,
ments that threaten their joint stake etc. are necessary to combat the ra-
in .the status' quo. _ <tical revolutionary elements in soci-

And as for the progressives wiho ety. This hard side. of democratic
were wont in the past to parry with fascism makes up for the weakness
their pens every attempt by the' inherent in the. heterogeneity of tlhe
government to violate the "peace and rightwing bloc. .
d~ocracy" rules DOW keep its law and The ruling class, which has 'Oeen
order ·for them too. During the stu- carrying out violent repression of ra-
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dical revolutionaries for some time,
has begM eliminating dissident ele-
ments wi1lhin the ruling system itself,
specrfically within the judiciary. 'In
the months since the Mishima affair,
the Sata-appointed . Supreme Court
along with the LDP Judge Indictment
Committee of tibe Diet has begun to
carry out a purge of the district courts
that has been in the offing. ' (During
this time the Supreme Court was try-
ing to intimidate the judge in a case
involving the construction of a SDF
Nike missile base whiob threatens to
apply a Constitutional measure to the
proces~ of remilitarisation.) Sup-
reme Court Chief Justice Ishida ser-
ved notice that only those judges
who consciously- pledge allegiance to
the present capitalist system can ex-
pect to be re-appointed after the ex-
piration of tibeir current terms. One
judge- has already been disqualified
and four dudicial trainees prevented
from becoming lawyers on this prin-
ciple.

Just as Japan's postwar relation-
ship with the U.S. distorted the d0-
mestic polical antagonisms and made
for all the hypocrisies of Postwar
Democracy, so too, the an1biguous
nature of Democratic Fascism witih

. its heterogeneous rightwing bloc (as
opposed to a State founded pn a
Hitlertype fanaticism) is still due in
part to Japan's external relations. We
are in a world where U.S. imperia-
lists still are supposed to play the ma-
jor 'role in counter-revolution. Though
the postwar U.S.-Japan division of
labour has been changed, yet in 1lhose
early years of the '70s Japanese impe-
rialists were not left alone at the fore-
front of counter-revolution. Thus
we still have the Security Treaty.
To the extent tlbat the U.S. plays the
main role, Japanese imperialismls mis-
sion is alleviated and the appearance
of the continuation of postwar demo-
cracy is maintained.

The myth of the cult of . GNP,
moreover, which was so serviceable
during postwar J<lemocracy, its still
good today. Democratic fascism
doesn't have to replace it with some-
thing new, the cult of the emperor,
for instance; it can simply graft on



more or less 00 social and poUtlta
equilibrium of antagonistic cam
the fusion of them into a single blOC
deprives the system of social and
political rule of this safety valve
(represented by the Socialist6 anel
Uberal Democra~) Taking 'the-
labour movement as a case in paint
when unions at steel, shipbuilding,.
electrical and other inajor industdes

_cease to function as unions, at least
capable of channelling the rank.
and-file demand into a reformist and
economic &truggle, in what direction
are the workers to look?
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Despite these weaknesses, weak.
nesses which Mishima wanted to.rec-
tify through polarization, the right
wing block is not going to collapR
on its own. It must be attacked and
split :md polcu:ized (but in such a
way as to provide a mass base for
the revolutionary left) if irt is
going to be exploded. When at tad-
ed, the· rightwing bloc wiU produce
more Mishimas 8't -its extreme right,
but on the other hand, it wiII crys.
tallize a revolutionary left. This is
the mission of the New Left, a task
diametrically opposed to that of
Mishima.

The rightwing bloc on which de;.
mocratic fascism operates is a "paper
tiger" i·n Chairman Mao's sense. If
it is let atone, it is a real tiger and
can eat people. Unless it is chal-
lenged and split, the rightwing bloc
can grow and consolidate to the
point where it can constitute a
domestic political;ideological base
strong enough to support 'aggression
overseas and lthe cold-blooded kilI~
ing pf Asian brothers. But if it' is
fought against effectively by the peo-
ple, it tums out to be a paper tiger,
collapses and is thrown away. Its
intrinsic weakness (and the guaran-

. tee that in this process of polariza-
tion it! will not be Mishima-type
ultra-rightists but the authentic left
who "holds the essential advantage)
rests in the facti that the people share

. their real interests neither with the
tightwing bloc nor with the arimo-
cratic tennoists.

outside, Obedience to orders coming
from above, and a conception of the
government as always superior. The
,most extreme manifestation tof this
~ of conservatism was after the
Great Earthquake of 1923. 'nte
P01.ice deliberately sp,ead rumours
that the reason that disease was sprea-
ding was that the Koreans were poiso-
ning the wells, and that in addition
they were planning an uprismg. As a
result thousands of innocent Koreans
were massacred. Supporters of tjhe
status quo are inherently racist and
chauvinist and the iikeidan groups
referred to above for "defence" (read,
"attack") against 'radical students
and workers, are easily turned into
groups capable of massacring Korean
or .other Asian people.

A Paper Tiger
The power with which the ruling

class manipulafjes these tendencies
for building a basis for their pro-
gnamme of aggression in Xsia ap-
pears formidable; but when we look
carefully at the right-wing bloc on
which they are staking their future
we see the fatal weaknesses inherent
in it which can be attacked by the
radical left-wing movement. On the
one hand, the bloc ~nds together
different classes with different class
interests and different political groups
-ranging from JCP to LDP. This
causes the bloc to. be heterogeneous
and subject to falling apart should
the manipulatioo fail. The danger
that this will happen is increasing
because the ruling dass has failed to
achieve a "welfare state" type of so-
ciety in Japan; it has a basic com-
mitme01t to boost ever more and
more the interest of monopoly capi-
tal. Hence the poHution, the dis-
ruption of the environment, the
sterner repression by the police, the
growing gap between the rich and
poor, the dissolution of rural com-
munitil$-these lare all. factors tbat
·sharpen caias.santagonisms and rall
forth resistance.

On the other hand, the rightwing
bloc State has a major weakness in
the fact that it lacks a safety valve.
While postwar democracy was based
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to it a new and aggressive political
programme. The expanded and more
politicized cult of the GNP still con-
tains the economism of Postwar De-
mocracy in Japan. but that economic
chauvinism now "naturally" assumes
all tie attributes of great-powerism.
Japan does not have to have a 'bla-
tantly nationalistic, militaristic ethic.
It is enough to say that Japan is a
great power with the world's second
largest G P. II aturaUy", it also has
the world's seventh largest military
fon:e. But beneath the myth of the
cult of G are the people and their
actual values.

It should understood that tlhe
value of the people which makes them
susceptible to integration into Demo-
cratic Fascism is not materialism; it
is the maintenance of the status quo.
A survey taken of GSDF soldiers and
officers is reve'aling in this regard.
To "e question, "What is the moti-
vation. of your daily living?", while
only 6% of the soldiers (imd 27%
of the officers) gave an altruistic res-
ponse like, "to work 'for society",
261%-which was the iargest res-
ponse group-answered, "just follow
my inclinations; not ambitious either
to make a lot of money or to do
something great." In another sur-
vey, 1he question was asked, "As sol-
diers, what do you think it is that
you're going to defend ~" Sixty-nine
out of seventy-seven either gave no
reply or said, "I don't know." How-
evCl', fiftyone stated that, if there were
a war, they would 'be Willing to die
(fighting in it r It is not necessary for
the soldiers of the Self-Defence Force,
or any other segments of society, for
that matter, to be imbued with pla-
inly chauvinistic ideals; it is sufficient
that they belong to the State and are
.wi1Iing to die to defend· the status
quo: there is chauvinism enough and
to spare in that.

It is thiS conservative tendency of_
people, and flot the Mishima4ype
aesfhetic-heroics, that the maio-cur-
rent Jap8Dese imperialists count on
as the binding power of lIbeir right-
wing bloc. It is a clinging to what
is understood as the status quo, a
fear of change seen _as coming from
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the question of collective owne.JilUp
of \he means of production (unquote.).
Lest this suggestion, even so daintily
offered by the lauthor, causes'
undue worry to some poor innocent
souls, the autlhor hastily adds that
'Mujibbad' by no means favours a
change in the present economic struc-
ture of society through any radical
measures.

So much for the 'political philo-
sophy' tlhat goes by the name of ...•....
'Mujibbad'. In between the lines ~
of his unique arguments, however, the
author shadow-duels with the togey
of What he calls "socialist dictator-
ship" which, according to hint, is the
greatest danger to the ideas of the
Sheikh. Altlhough it is not i1ll1D,edia-
tely clear what the au1lbor wants to
iInply by the ter!ll, everything falls
into place if we read 'socialist dic-
fatorship' as the dictatorShip of :the
proletariat. Whatever logic t\J,ere is
in 'Mujibbad' can 'be summed"up in a
single sentence. It is the strongest
guarantee (for those who ..ae'~-
cemed) against the rule of the
majority over a small minority (D;l8y
be even less tIhan lhe Itw.enty-two
families who erstwhiile ruled the
seventy million). No wonder there-
fore tha·( this zealous disciple of the
Sheikh should feel_ haunted by the
spectre of socialist dictatorship, as
all his rhetorical efforts to create a
graddlfoa-ther figuxe of the. Sheikh
are directed towards counteioallas.tins
any possible -trend of 1lbe social
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MUJIBBAD
By Prof Muazzam .Hussain Khan,

Bam~a PrakaShani. Dacca.
Price Rs. 6

talist y hy any type of socia-
lism p gin some foreign coun-
tries. If at Jill adopted, socialism lD
Bangladesh must bear the personal
hallmark of the Sheikh. The aim of
socialism Mujib-style that is, is stated
by the author in highly emotive terms.IT is all in the day's routine that It will try, for one thing, to supplant

• sooner ior later there should the present bureaucratic administr·a-
be a boOk on the 'political thoughts' tion by a pyramidal, broad-based one,

Sheikh Mujib. With Prof Muazzam beginning .with village units and rising
Slain Khan however, who acts the by stages to the cabinet level. But
enberg to the Sheikh's Fuhrer, it what about centralised planning and

is a hopeless task to glean any how are the numerous local units to
'thou1!J1t' fr()m J the chaff of l~iGh- be coordinated} ~uc;hdoubts are easily
sounding verbiage tllat really makes answered by the author with reference
up 'Mujibbad'. Otherwise this is to the cheering fact that (quote) iii
an interesting made-to-order tract this age of the wireless when every
wbidh attempts to make a fetish of home has a transistor it will not be
the Sheikh's one-time popularity and difficult for Ithej local bocLies to
revive that euphoria of Bengali natio- receive central directives on iInportant
n.aJism which has lately been Show- matters (unquote). However, what
ing signs of flagging amidst the griIn 'Mujibbad' actually amounts to in
struggle of a people -to establish a terms of concrete political programme
definite political identity for is not too difficult to divine from the
theinselves. , :; I ~ occasional hints and suggestions the
• On what exactly this political iden- author ,lets ..~op ,in his extraordinary

tity of the people of Bangladesh is .way. MUJ10bad sets out~ we ~
going to be as envisioned 'by the mformed, to ch~k .the ever mcreaslJ~g
so-called 'Mujibbad', the author IS growt~?f ~aplt~sm and eco~offilc
cba.racteristically ambiguous. He explOitatiOn m socIety by effecting a
goes on a fislhing trip ~stead, ~ore equitable ~nd rational distribu-

making fine distinctions between tion of the national wealth. How
democratic sOCialism under welfare can economic exploitation 'be removed
teCQnomy. and 'that u~r . socialist without removing its cause} At

. . .. this point the ,author meekly suggests
economy. On one pOlDthe IS expliCit that (quote) it is not to be entirely
1lhough. 'Muji'bbad', he tells us, ~es ruled out that at some future date !!he
.11ot~ at removing the present capi- Bangladesh Government may consi<Jer

•
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torces to a majority rule in the ~
Marxist sense of the term. ,In thIS.
of course he had no choice but to

in with his master who .cried bim-
self hoarse to assure the military
junta of undivided Pakistan ~at he
was their last chan<:e to resist t1he
possible \ growth of communism in
East Pakistan. The military rulers
lOSe slowly but surely to the bait 8;Dd.
as the Sheikh"s mira(.'Ulous survival
of their vengeance clearly, proved,

~ayed!him as their last trump-card
~st the people of East Pakistan.

G. DASS

Lauer

"Crime" And Punishment
I was most enthused to come to

bow from your columns of
the formation's of a Legal Aid Com-
mittee and an Association for 1Jh.e
Protection of Democratic Ri!,hts. It
is high time such committees were
foimed. However, in order to get
wide public support it is necessary to
give ,these formations much wi<ler

publicity. I suggest to you that you
lease publicise thc::secommittees at

regular 'jntervals in your advertisement
space.

I would like also to point out that
6e account of repression and reign
of terror presented 'by the APDR in
their appeal published in your issue
of September 16 is somewhat incom-
plete and unbalanced. It ~mphasises
tlXclusively that ·aspect of the treat-
ment of the prisoners that involves
physical torture and physical annihila-
tion. But our ruling class is much
too sopmsticated to indulge in blind
torturing and slaughtering. Ours is
not a fascist State; it is an enlightened
capitalist State. It practises torture ~nd
killing systematically but not just to
satisfy the sadistic lusts of degenerate
police personnel, but strictly functio-
nally, as an instrument Jmeant to
achieve certain defined results. It

.JlSes various other techniques. meant
use on different subjects under

~erent circumstances but aD meant

the same goal.
. able reports it would
the police are applying
difterentiated treatment

to various categories of prisoners:
(a) Summary killing. This treatment
is reserved for those who are consi-
dered to have no promise of future use
by the pqlice and who. do not have
class' and family 'backgrounds holding
influence over the police. Among
leading cadres only Saroj Dutta is sus-
pected ·to have 'been subjected to this
~ummaty tr~tmentJ Mo&'t ~ the

,victims' of this treatment seem to be
of lower. mid<lle class or working
class or peasant background holding
leading positions wilihin the CPI(M-L)
ranks.

(b) Physical ill-treatment Or tor-
ture, sometimes leading to death. This
treatment is reserved for those who
are considered to be potentially useful
in the sense that they may be made
to yield information that would lead
to fur1lher arrests· or who 'come over
to join the ranks of the police or the
Congress. This may be the most
commonly practised treatMent. Ex-
ceptions however are made for major
leaders who, are public figures and
about whose treatment uncomfortable
questions might have to oe answered
in Parliament; (ii) such politically
mature cadres who would not easily
bend under torture and who may be
made to yield results by other techni-
ques; and (iii) those having the right
kind of family and class backgroun<l.

(c) Psychological pressUre and
psychological conditioning. There are
reports that some of the important
leafiers are 'being subjected to tor-
ture that is not pihysical, but involves
modem techniques of affecting the
mind and the brain. (I have heard
of a particular case of the victim being
subjected to, among many other things,
iprotracted s~ssions" of, recor~

.-music). This tre'atment appears to
'be specially meant for the politically
important and mature cadres.
(d) Buying off. This is being prac-
tised just as widely as the practice of
physical torture and simultaneously.
This technique is flpplied to lumpen
elements and those from the criminal

underworld whom the purely political
elements allowed to get involved. with
them at the cost of the disaster that
followed.

(e- Pure Christian cjharity, 'based
on class affinity. This treatment is
being reserved for 1he young men of
upper middle class background with
good family connections. With res-
pect to such cases the top officials of
the police administration take perso-
nal solicitious interest. They them-
selves go out of their way to contact
the parents ilUld relatives Iof tihe
errant young men and suggest the
conditions under which they may be
let off unconp,itionally. Quite often
the condition is that the young accused
should be packed: off to some foreign
country, some· citadel of Occidental
bourgeois civilisation to get the oppor-
tunity of being re-educated. This
approach has of coUrse for aim the
moral rather than physical annihila-
tion of the victim. People w'to save
themselves 'thus. .leaving their com-
rades -in-arms with less good family
connections in the lurch, cannot but
become morally maimed for the rest
of their lives.

One may wonder how suoh difte-
rent treatment can be meted out by
the same law enacting or law imple-
menting process for the same offences.
But such wondermCllt implies a faith
in' the lawmindedness or fairminded-'
ness of those who wield these powers
in our society. Those who accept
die facts of 11 class divided. status:-
ridden society will not be surprised to
see such discrimination being practised
even in the onesided trials that are
being quietly conducted 'in the courts
without any ~fanfare \(this 'absence
once again points to the mature w,is-
dom of our ruling class. It should
not surprise anybody if it turqs out
that those wiIlo will be condemned to
lift terms will be mostly of peasant
background whereas most of the mid-
dle-class accused are let off relatively
lightly. That would unmistakably
point to a deep and mature under-
standing of, the ruling class as to what
constitutes its real enemy.

AmOK RlJDRA
!:-:-~;.:-: :,·CalCutta

OCTOBER 14, 1972

•
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Amlf hasshownu,e'~ .
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Many ICaira villagers visit the Amuldan cattle feed factory which
has been set up by' their milk co-operativetl. Here they learn that
~ood cattle feed consists of proteins, carbohydrates and vitamins
an a balanced formula.
A practical people, they are convinced only wheB they get
I'esultl--healthier cattle, higher milk yields.
Jf the right foods plus vitamins can do this for cattle, what might
it not do for their children? Relating knowledge't-o results, they
are readier now to accept new scientific methods in other areas too.
Ingrained traditional attitudes can change, ..an<f;.forthe better,

, . .

Milk co-operatIVes .
as an instrument for adult education

J

Vitamins for cattle?
How about

vitamins for children?
l
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